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reflected from the lunar surface, has been generated using CENA data. A new technique to estimate the electric potential
over lunar magnetic anomaly has been derived. The varying isotopic ratio of Argon, as revealed by ChACE payload, has
provided insights in to the geological evolution of moon. Model estimates of the emission intensities of CO Cameron band
and CO2 UV day glow emissions from Venus have predicted values that agreed with the recent measurements, reported almost
concurrently.
Coming to the near-space environment of the Earth, observational evidence is obtained of the role of short-period gravity
waves (in zonal and meridional winds in the E-region) in causing blanketing Es and in producing variations in the
thermospheric O1D emissions. Seasonal and solar activity dependence of thermospheric nighttime winds has been brought
out using long-term data. GPS-derived TEC have been examined to quantify the effect of solar flare events on the electrodynamics of the equatorial ionosphere. Rocket data along with digisonde data during solar eclipse of 2010 are used to
understand the large-scale electrodynamics of the E-region. In a recent development, investigations are directed towards
a quasi-biennial structure in the occurrence of F3 layer, while spread F studies have indicated an interesting feature of
‘absence of seasonality’.
The quantification of the long-term increasing trend (@ ~2.3% per year) in Spectral Aerosol Optical Depth over the Indian
region, from the FIRST-EVER REGIONAL SYNTHESIS OF MORE THAN 2 DECADES OF PRIMARY DATA on
aerosols obtained from the ARFINET observatories of ISRO established by SPL under the I-GBP, has been the pinnacle of
the aerosol climate forcing discipline. Extensive measurements of vertical structure of aerosol absorption under RAWEX have
led to “self-lifting” hypothesis by which black carbon particles could reach lower stratosphere; raising several new issues
and questions including the slowing down of stratospheric ozone recovery. Performing a complex analysis of the ICARB
cruise data, the contrasting roles of ocean bio-geochemistry and human activities leading to formation of new ultrafine
particles, respectively over the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal, has been brought out. Extensive performance evaluations
of widely used chemical transport models against primary observations have brought out the limitations of the models in
simulating the aerosol field over Indian region due to inadequate representation of the boundary layer dynamics.
Microwave remote-sensing and profiler data have been extensively used to characterize land-surface emissivity globally,
and also to explore mesoscale convections and clouds, in addition to the extensive work with MT data, mentioned earlier.
Improvement of surface layer parameterization scheme in high resolution models for regional weather prediction and
research has been one of the important accomplishments in the modeling discipline. In another effort, the role of Western
Ghats in creating the observed spatial distribution of monsoon rainfall over peninsular India has been explored.
The spatial and vertical distribution of CO over the Indian mainland and Bay of Bengal using satellite data and cruise
measurements to bring out the role of photochemistry involving water vapour leading to a high CO concentration at around
8 km has been the new result from trace gas studies. In the field of aerosol chemistry, necessary analytical capabilities
including a Gas Chromatograph and Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometers are being installed for detailed
analysis of organic aerosols at molecular level.
Quantifying the spatial heterogeneity of tropical tropopause and the role of tropical cyclones leading to significant
stratosphere-troposphere exchange (taking Nilam cyclone as an example) are the important outcomes from the middle
atmospheric science. Synthesizing multi-year vertical profiling of winds in the altitude region from ground to 85 km using
several techniques, a climatology of vertical structure of horizontal wind has been generated. The changes in the
mesospheric winds associated with the Stratospheric Sudden Warming in the polar region have also been brought out.
The Atmospheric Technology Division made significant contributions to the scientific instrumentation of SPL. It has realized
the Qualification and Flight models (QM and FM) of MENCA during the current year, and is now working on its standby
model. Preliminary work on CHACE-2 is on, while conceptual designs of ChaSTE and RAMBHA are being worked out.
It is supporting the development of PAPA for the Aditya-L1 mission and PLEX (Plasma Energy Explorer). ATD extended large
support in instrumenting the aircraft for the RAWEX campaign. It is also working to evolve the technical specifications
of the Lidar, VHF radar and UHF profiler, being realized under the XII five year plan. The in-house development of an
advanced FPGA-based radar controller, data acquisition and processing system for the HF radar, and modernization
of PR radar are in the advanced stages of realization. Necessary technical support to the network instrumentation, data
dissemination and process automation has been provided to sustain and boost the national programs such as ARFI, NOBLE,
and CRABEX.
Interactions, collaboration, exchange programs and visits of academicians are the key elements in the progress of any
science laboratory and SPL maintained its tradition in these aspects. With a view to validating the INSAT 3D algorithms,

relative humidity profiles @15 min interval, obtained using the microwave profiler, is being provided regularly to the
Space Applications Centre, Ahmedabad. RH profiles derived from SAPHIR aboard Megha-Tropiques have been extensively
validated against concurrent and collocated profiles from microwave profiler, as well as similar estimates from other
operational satellites (Infrared sounder and microwave sounders) and radiosonde network. SPL continued the weather forecast
support to all the PSLV launches during the year. SPL maintained its extensive collaborations with other departments and
institutions and continued to contribute to national programs, such as the CTCZ, CAIPEEX and NPAC (National Program
on Atmospheric Chemistry) of MoES, and the Polar Research program of the National Centre for Antarctic and Ocean
Research. Scientists from SPL have contributed significantly in organizing scientific sessions and also chairing technical
sessions in international symposia/workshops
Publications in SCI journals of repute are an important benchmark of the scientific accomplishments of a science laboratory.
In this discipline also, SPL has performed well with 44 papers published in SCI journals, with an average impact factor of 2.5.
A steady increase in the IF from 1.9 in 2010 vindicates the sustained increase in the quality of the publications.
SPL pursues a strong and vibrant academic/ research program involving doctoral and post-doctoral Fellows/ Associates.
In addition, it also provides guidance to dissertations and project works of the students leading to capacity building in the
relevant disciplines as a part of societal commitments. While the former is a program supported through the ISRO research
fellowship (RF) and Research Associate (RA) schemes, the latter basically are part of the curricular needs of universities
and also under the Summer Research Fellowship programs of the Science Academies of India. The RF and RA schemes are
overviewed by the SPL Academic Committee consisting of senior scientists of the various disciplines of SPL and also by
the Centre Level Monitoring Committee (CLMC) comprising of senior scientists drawn from different entities of VSSC.
These committees regularly conduct thorough reviews of the progress of each RF and RA and provide useful suggestions,
identify pitfalls if any and provide the broad direction to maintain the high standards of research. The academic project works
are carried out under the guidance of senior scientists and engineers and supports the needs of students of B Tech, M Tech, M
Sc and M Phil courses.
Providing a boost to the infrastructural support and a relief to the long-felt space crunch, the new main block of SPL is now in
place and laboratories are getting established. It comprises of an auditorium, a conference hall, 4 modern laboratories (one of
which would be dedicated for developing payloads and instruments for space/ planetary missions with required clean and antistatic environment), for instrumentation, technical development and R&D, and a library, besides the offices of the Director,
the heads / managers of different disciplines and a few senior scientists.
Given the strength, potential and enthusiasm of the scientific and technical groups, the constructive suggestions of the SAC
of SPL, the support from VSSC, the new activities in the pipeline, and the experimental infrastructure being strengthened,
and the coming years are poised to take SPL to higher levels of academic and research excellence. I have great pleasure in
presenting this report of SPL’s accomplishments during 2012-13.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
In addition to the ongoing research activities in different disciplines, the current year witnessed a host of important
activities in SPL, that have made significant contributions to the different science programs of ISRO, such as the
Planetary Exploration, Space Science, Geosphere Biosphere Program, Atmospheric Science and Earth observations.
These would make a mark in the scientific accomplishments of SPL in the years to come. These activities, grouped
under this head ‘in the spotlight’ and pursued during the current year under various disciplines in SPL, are expected
to fructify in the years to come.

1. MENCA payload for MOM-2013: Flagged off & integrated
MENCA, Mars Exospheric Neutral Composition Analyser
(Fig. 1), is the SPL’s payload (and one of the five scientific
payloads) to be flown aboard India’s first Mars Orbiter
Mission (MOM-2013). It envisages for the first time, in situ
measurements of the composition and distribution of the
Martian exosphere as a function of radial distance and time.
The Indian Mars Orbiter Mission with the highly elliptical
orbit (periapsis at ~370 km and apoapsis at ~80,000 km from
the surface of the Mars), with an inclination of 151o, provides
a unique opportunity for the above. As the spacecraft would
reach Mars in September 2014, a period of high solar
activity when the exosphere of Mars is expected to be more
extended, both the orbital opportunity and timeframe are
highly conducive to probe the upper atmosphere–exosphere
of Mars.
The MENCA payload, built around a Quadrupole Mass
Spectrometer, has been developed in SPL, with contributions
from different entities of VSSC. The instrument has
undergone all the mandatory tests and calibration, and intercompared, with excellent agreement, with a reference mass
spectrometer calibrated at extremely low vacuum at RRCAT,
Indore. The entire activity has been closely monitored and
overviewed by the Payload Review and Clearance Board
(PRCB), constituted by the Director, VSSC, and various
sub-committees formed by PRCB, as well as the Test and
Evaluation team.

Figure. 1: The Flight model of the MENCA for the Mars Orbiter
Mission 2013.

In addition to the quadrupole mass analyser (QMA) that
yields the mass spectra of the ambient neutrals in the
mass range of 1 to 300 amu with unit mass resolution, the
instrument is also equipped with a Bayard-Alpert gauge for
the measurement of the total pressure. For delineating the
spatio-temporal changes, the instrument has also a provision
to study the time-evolution of a set of pre-determined species
in the trend mode of operation. The instrument is amenable
to telecommand from ground, which will be used to operate
the instrument with an optimal set of parameters to address
specific scientific problems.The flight model has been is
tested, qualified, and characterized at VSSC following all the
required protocols.
The MENCA was flagged off to ISAC on 9 July, 2013 by
Director, VSSC at a formal function at SPL in the presence
of Director, SPL and dignitaries from entities of VSSC (Figs.
2). MENCA has been integrated with the Mars mission
spacecraft.

Figure 2: Left - Director VSSC and Director SPL handing over
the MENCA payload packed in the transportation container to the
MENCA team; and right - Director, VSSC flagging off MENCA.
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2. New Payloads for Chandrayaan – 2 (lander)
The Lunar science programmes, designed for the “Science
of the Moon”, comprise of landing scientific instruments
on the surface of the Moon for in-situ measurements of
geophysical and thermal properties besides the Orbiterbased in-situ measurements. SPL already has one payload,
CHACE-2 (CHandra’s Atmospheric Composition Explorer),
aboard the lunar orbiter of Chandrayaan–2, for continuous
measurements of the neutral composition at the orbital altitude
of ~200 km. Being developed on the lines of MENCA, the
work on CHACE is progressing. In the meantime, against
announcement of opportunities for scientific payloads on
the Indian Lander aboard Chandrayaan–2, two of SPL’s
experiments have been shortlisted; ChaSTE and RAMBHA.

development of the probe has been initiated at SPL with
the contribution of different entities/divisions in VSSC.
The development includes 1) estimation of the deployment
strength and corresponding probe structure designing; 2) inhouse development of probe material; and (3) development
of probe with thermal sensor and deployment provision. The
prototype of ChaSTE is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3

a. Chandra’s Surface Thermophysical ExperimentsChaSTE
ChaSTE aims at thermal characterization of lunar surface
regolith through direct measurement of the vertical
temperature gradient. As on today, such measurements are
non-existent, except the in-situ measurements carried out by
Apollo and Luna missions in 1970’s. The major scientific
objectives of ChaSTE are: (i) In-situ measurements of
temperature profile and vertical temperature gradient upto a
depth of 10 cm in the lunar surface the near polar region, and
(ii) In-situ measurements of thermal conductivity of lunar
soil. Planned to be developed jointly with PRL, the payload
calls for design and development of 3 major modules; shown
schematically in Fig. 3 (top panel). These are:
(a) Temperature Probes and Heat experiment
(b) Data Acquisition System, and
(c) Probe Deployment System (not shown)
Salient features of the scientificobjectivesare:
•

First in-situ measurement in the near-polar region on
lunar surface

•

First step towards ISRO’s future Lander based in-situ
planetary probing

•

Information on the thermal structure of lunar regolith
under a disturbed lunar surface dust layer condition

•

This is the only payload abroad Lunar Lander that will
make direct physical contact with lunar subsurface soil

The challenges in ChaSTE payload development include
both environmental and technical. The lunar soil or regolith
is in near-vacuum condition, and experiences very large
diurnal temperature variation >300K (ranging from 75K
to 400K); very low thermal conductivity (0.001 to 0.03W
m-1K-1), and very dense soil medium whose bulk density and
mechanical properties vary drastically with depth. These
properties make it technically very challenging particularly
in deploying the temperature probes. The design and
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Figure 3 Schematic of ChaSTE (top panel) and the prototype being
tested (bottom panel).

b.
RAMBHA (Radio Anatomy of Moon Bound
Hypersensitive Atmosphere and ionosphere)
RAMBHA is conceived as suite of three experiments
for exploring the tenuous plasma environment over the
moon. It consists of (a) a Langmuir Probe (LP) for in-situ
measurement of electron/ion density, (b) a swept-frequency
ionosonde for altitude profiling below the ionization peak, if
any, and (c) a dual frequency (S and X band) communication
experiment for estimating the Total Electron Content (TEC)
in the lunar ionosphere. The LP, operated in swept and fixed
voltage modes would enable measurement of electron and
ion densities in the immediate vicinity of the lander while the
vertical profiling using the sounder, operating at a nominal
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peak power of 20W and frequency range of 90 kHz to 500
kHz, would look for plasma peaks in the range ~100 to
1000 cm-3 anywhere between a few kilometres to about 30
km above the lunar surface. RAMBHA, a first of its kind to
be flown to Moon, is expected to throw light on the time-

time resolution. From the differential energy spectra the bulk
speeds, densities and kinetic temperatures of the dominant
solar wind ion species would be derived. This would facilitate
identification of plasma sources of low energy ion populations
as well as the nature and dynamics of solar wind plasma.

Figure. 4: Schematic of RAMBHA

scales associated with the lunar atmospheric / ionospheric
variability and the altitude profile of the lunar ionosphere.

3. PAPA for Aditya – L1 Mission
The Plasma Analyser Package for Aditya (PAPA) of SPL, one
of the six short-listed payloads for the upcoming ADITYAL1 MISSION, contains two sensors; Solar Wind Electron
Energy Probe (SWEEP) and Solar Wind Ion Composition
AnalyseR (SWICAR). It envisages measurement of the solar
wind plasma electron and ion fluxes and composition as
functions of direction and energy. SWEEP is a cylindrical
electrostatic analyser designed for the detailed measurements
of solar wind and interplanetary electron distribution
functions in the energy range 1∼3000 eV. SWICAR has a
cylindrical Electrostatic energy (E/q) Analyser section (ESA)
and a linear Time of Flight (TOF) mass (m/q) analyser section
and provides (1) the elemental and isotopic composition of
solar wind low energy ions, and (2) the differential energy
spectra, abundances and ionization or charge states of all
dominant ion species of mass range from 1-30 amu with
energies between 0.01 and 25 keV/e. Both SWEEP and
SWICAR are controlled by a common Digital Processing
Unit (DPU) as shown in Fig. 5. Data from PAPA would be
used for understanding the solar wind conditions with high

Figure 5: Schematics of Plasma Analyser Package (PAPA).Yellow
coloured dashed box indicate the Electrostatic Analyser (ESA)
section and the green colour dashed box indicate the Time of Flight
(TOF) section.

4. RAWEX Aircraft Campaigns
RAWEX (Regional Aerosol Warming Experiment) was
formulated to investigate the climate implications of the
lower atmospheric warming by the persistent elevated
layers of enhanced aerosol concentration and its northward
gradient in height and amplitude over Indian region, the
unequivocal evidence of which was provided by the ICARB
field experiment. RAWEX envisages an intense observation-
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cum-modeling strategy to measure the vertical profiles of
aerosols through the lower troposphere, its seasonal and
spatial variation and models to estimate the 3-D forcing
and climate implications. Under the observational part of
RAWEX, in-situ measurements of altitude distribution of
aerosols were carried out using the specially instrumented
twin turbo-prop aircraft, Super King Beechcraft 200, of
National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) (Fig. 6) during
two intense field campaigns; one during winter (NovemberDecember 2012) and the other during pre-monsoon seasons
(April – May 2013), each involving about 100 hours of flying
time. The campaigns covered the Central Peninsula, the
western desert and Indo-Gangetic Plains and were carried
out from the base stations at Hyderabad (peninsular India),
Nagpur (Central India), Lucknow, Ranchi/Patna and Jaipur
(Indo-Gangetic Plain), Dehradun (foot hills of Himalayas),
and Jodhpur (Great Indian Desert). The aerosol parameters
profiled include both physical and optical properties such
as number size distribution, mass size distribution, spectral
scattering coefficients, spectral absorption coefficients as
well as BC mass concentration. The measurements include
vertical profiling up to an altitude of ~ 3000 m AGL over
the respective base stations, and the horizontal gradient
flights at ~1500 m/3000 m AGL connecting the base
stations. Throughout the experiment the aircraft speed was
maintained around 330 km h-1 enabling isokinetic sampling.
During the vertical profiling, the measurements were made
for a spatial coverage of ~ 150 km at each level. Concurrent
measurements of atmospheric thermodynamics are also
made using Pisharoty sonde ascents from Dehradun and
Nagpur. The analysis of the database is in progress.

Scientific Expedition to the Antarctica and followed it up in
the subsequent summer expeditions. This activity was carried
out jointly with the National Centre for Antarctic and Ocean
Research, NCAOR, Goa. Subsequently, the activity was
expanded to cover the Arctic also, and continuous aerosol
measurements are being carried out from there since the 4th
Indian Arctic Expedition in 2010.

Figure 7: SPL instrumental setup at Arctic with the indoor
instruments (top panel) and the outdoor instruments (bottom panel)

Figure 6: Director, NRSC, visiting the instrumentation aboard the
aircraft and interacting with the scientists during the campaign.

5. Polar Research Program: Diversification
SPL has initiated the polar research program in a modest way
during the International Polar Year (2007-08), by making
measurements of atmospheric aerosols during the 27th Indian
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The scientific advisory committee of SPL, during its annual
review, has recommended to pursue this activity intensively
and also to diversify it. Accordingly, the upper atmospheric
components are being added to this in a phased manner,
considering the scientific relevance and logistical needs.
While the aerosol component is envisaged to look on the
local and remote source impacts in modifying the aerosol
properties over this pristine regions, sea-salt aerosols over
coastal Antarctica and also the deposition of BC on snow
during blizzards, the upper atmospheric component aims at
systematic and long-term study of the energetic coupling
between Sun-Earth system (EcSES) and its impact on nearEarth environment. Accordingly a beginning was made
this year through participating in the 32nd Indian Antarctic
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Expedition and making measurements of the ionospheric
Total Electron Content (TEC) on-board ship during Jan. 2331, 2013 on the way to Antarctica as well as from the Indian
stations, Bharati (Feb. 2-18, 2013) and Maitri (Feb. 28 to
March 19, 2013). A GPS TEC-receiver has been installed
permanently at Bharati (Fig.8) and data is collectedregularly.
The analysis of this data along with those in the equatorial
region is expected to give more insights on the dynamical
nature of the polar cap as well as the coupling between high
and low latitudes. Aspects related to the nature of movement
of the Antarctic polar cap/auroral zone vis-à-vis prevailing
space weather conditions would also be investigated.

6. MEGHA – TROPIQUES

Figure 8: GPS measuring total electron content at Bharati: the
outdoor antenna on the left and the GPS unit on the right .

Figure 9: Seasonal mean LWCRF, SWCRF and NCRF at TOA over
the tropics during July-September 2012.

SPL have extensively used the data from all the three
payloads ScaRaB, SAPHIR and MADRAS of MeghaTropiques (MT) satellite respectively for examining the
cloud radiative forcing, atmospheric and cloud process, as
well for delineating land-surface classes /cloud studies and
radiation budget. First results obtained from these projects
are highlighted below:

Cloud Radiative Forcing at Top-of-the-atmosphere
using ScaRaB
The MT-ScaRaB data released since July 2012 have been used
for estimating the seasonal mean shortwave and longwave
cloud radiative forcing (SWCRF and LWCRF, respectively)
at the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) and its diurnal variations
over the entire tropics (Fig. 9). On an average, magnitude
of the CRF is largest over the oceans and distinctly smaller
over most of the continental regions. The LWCRF undergoes
significant diurnal variation over the regions of large-scale
convection, with its peak values over the north Bay of
Bengal and the western Pacific during July-August. The net
CRF (NCRF) over the Indian region is significantly negative
(- 40Wm-2) during the summer monsoon.Magnitudes of the
cooling produced by the SWCRF are almost comparable to
the warming produced by LWCRF in the deep convective
regions of the ITCZ. Spatial variations of LWCRF and
SWCRF show large zonal and meridional gradients
associated with the ascending and descending limbs of the
Walker and Hadley circulation cells.
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Land surface properties and microwave emissivity
from MADRAS

ANALYSIS OF SAPHIR DATA

The brightness temperature (TB) data from “MADRAS”
payload have been analysed to explore the potential of
MADRAS data for studying the land surface properties,
to estimate the microwave emissivity by applying an inhouse developed Microwave Radiative Transfer Model
and to further use the derived emissivity to characterise
different land surface classes. The polarisation difference
(PD) parameter (the difference between Horizontal (H-) and
Vertical (V-) polarization) at 18 and 36 GHz, clearly discern
surface features of different surface classes such as such as
thick vegetation (Amazon forest), tropical forest, deserts and
savannas of Africa, and deserts and grasslands of Australia
deserts.As an example, the PD map of the African continent
at 18 GHz is shown in Fig. 10. An analysis with Normalised
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) showed that microwave
polarisation difference decreases with increasing vegetation.

Upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) is derived using
‘brightness temperature transformation’ method from the
humidity sounder channels close to the water vapour
absorption peak at 183.3 GHz aboard Megha-Tropiques
(MT) payload SAPHIR, which enables retrieval of humidity
at higher altitude than that possible with the present nadir
looking microwave sounders (such as AMSU-B, MHS).
Humidity Jacobians for the first three frequencies for all
the incidence angles are derived using TOVS Initial Guess
Retrieval (TIGR-3) profiles as input to the radiative transfer
model ARTS and is used to derive the UTH over the tropical
belt for six months July to Dec. 2012 (Fig. 11).

Upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) retrieval

Land surface microwave emissivity for MADRAS channels
are derived on a global basisand are inter-compared with
the concurrent measurements from the operational TRMM
Microwave Imager with reasonably good agreement. Even
during clear sky conditions, emissivity retrieval at 157 GHz
is challenging due the sensitivity of that channels with the
atmospheric humidity and thin clouds.
Figure 11: Spatial distribution of monthly mean (RH [%]) using
183±0.2 GHz for the period July and December 2012. The top
panel:July , bottom panel: December

Three dimensional distribution of deep convective clouds
In the presence of deep convective clouds, for channels
around 183.3 GHz absorption line, decrease in brightness
occur due to both the increased absorption by water vapour
within the saturated clouds and scattering by ice and water
vapour droplets, leading to a reversal of the order (w.r.t to
the frequency) in the brightness temperature from the clear
sky conditions in the multi-channel SAPHIR data. Also the
channel which peaks above the cloud top may not be very
much influenced by the cloud itself. These characteristics of
water vapour channels on SAPHIR, are utilized to identify
deep convective clouds with varying cloud top heights on a
global basis.
Validation of SAPHIR humidity products:

Figure 10: Emissivity maps from MADRAS channels at 18, 36, 89
and 157 GHz at H-polarisation, respectively from top panel
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As a part of validation exercise of MT-derived humidity
profiles over the coastal environment, MT SAPHIR
(MTS) derived layer-averaged Relative Humidity (RH
(%) is compared with the concurrent and collocated
RH measurements derived from the ground based
multi-frequency Microwave Radiometer Profiler (MRP)
corresponding to the MTS layers, over Thiruvananthapuram
during July- December 2012. The analysis showed a good
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comparison below 6 km (Fig. 12). The spot-validation has
been extended globally, using Atmosphere Infrared Sounder
(AIRS) and ground based radiosonde observation network for
the period July-September 2012 with very good agreement
below level 6.

7. YOUTHSAT: Images of thermosphere and
ionosphere
India’s first, indigenous and dedicated aeronomy satellite
‘YOUTHSAT’ carrying two Indian payloads – RaBIT (Radio
Beacon for Ionospheric Tomography), and LiVHySI (Limb
Viewing Hyper Spectral Imager) – recently completed
the mission life-span of about two years in orbit. Through
RaBIT, a unique dataset leading to ionospheric tomograms
representing altitude-latitude variation of electron density
over the 77oE meridian over the Indian region has been
generated around specific times (~10:30 AM/PM). These
tomograms have provided, among others: (a) First ever
images of the ionospheric nighttime ESF irregularities (b)
Quantification of the topside F3 ionospheric layers using
Tomography, and (c) Evidence of wavelike modulations
in the overall low and equatorial ionospheric region using
tomography (Figs. 13).

Figure 12: Height profile of monthly mean RH between MRP (black)
and MT SAPHIR (red) for December 2012.

Figure 13 :Left - YOUTHSAT before mating with the launch vehicle. The RaBIT antenna is seen at the top. Right - Top panel: tomographic
image of the electron density distribution during later phase of ESF; middle panel - the presence of F3 layer and its latitudinal extent; and
bottom panel – small-scale wavelike perturbations during an active space weather condition.
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The LiVHySI has recorded hyper-spectral images (Fig. 14)
of nighttime airglow emissions from terrestrial thermosphere
and mesopause regions simultaneously over a wide range of
longitudes across the globe. Analysis of the thermospheric
O(1D) emission at 630.0 nm and Hydroxyl band (93) emissions has brought forth new results exhibiting:
(a) simultaneous brightening in the thermospheric and
mesospheric airglow emissions only during certain
passes, and (b) significant meridional intensity gradient in

in the lower atmosphere. The unique advantage of having
a lidar at near-equatorial region for studying the neutral
atmospheric dynamics, and over the magnetic equator for
investigating the electrodynamics is the special feature of this
lidar. Its integrated Rayleigh-Mie-Raman mode is conceived
to cater to the needs of the ionosphere-thermosphere,
middle atmosphere, lower atmosphere, boundary layer and
atmospheric chemistry disciplines of SPL.

Figue 14: This image shows the simultaneous brightening in the Hydroxyl (OH) and the thermospheric (O1D ) 630.0nm nightglow
emissions up to 40oS latitude over 115oW longitude.

thermospheric airglow, possibly indicating neutral heating
in the night sector. The YOUTHSAT-generated database
is being analysed currently using complimentary datasets
obtained using other experiments, and some more important
results are in offing. A proposal for a follow-up small satellite
mission also is being conceived.

8. Major Experimental Facilities under XII FYP
Integrated Lidar System
An Integrated Lidar System (ILS) has been approved for the
XII FYP of SPL as an inter-disciplinary mainstay experiment.
It is envisaged to obtain the temperature profile of the middle
and upper atmosphere from around 25 km to above 90 km
during night-time, with a reduced capability (up to ~65
km) during day time in the Rayleigh mode, besides aerosol
extinction profile and depolarization in the Mie mode and
water vapour profile in the Raman mode. The data would be
used primarily for studies of the thermodynamical processes,
and waves (gravity waves, Kelvin and MRG Waves) and
tides in the middle and upper atmosphere (stratosphere and
Mesosphere-lower Thermosphere regions) and trace species
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For the successful realization of this project, an inter-centre
experts committee for ILS ( ICEC-ILS) has been constituted
including the present-day experts in lidar field in India and
a task team was formed to work out the details. The ICESILS held two meetings, and after extensive deliberations
and considering several options, the generic scientific and
technical specifications have been worked out, keeping in
mind the current technology and scope for future expansion.
An RFP document has been generated and the commercial
formalities are being initiated. Built around a flash lamp
pumped Nd:YAG laser source, the lidar would have 800
mJ energy per pulse, with a prf of 30 Hz and a 10X beam
expander. A 1-meter class telescope would receive the back
scattered signals which would then be processed using
photon counting technique.
Active Aperture VHF radar
The uniqueness of Thumba, being close to the geomagnetic
equator, manifests into unique electro-dynamical features in
the ionosphere; some of which are the equatorial electrojet in
the E region and the equatorial ionization anomaly & spread
F in the F region. To address to special plasma processes
over the equatorial ionosphere and atmosphere, and also to
understand the vertical and lateral coupling the equatorial
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region has with the high latitude and solar perturbations, an
active aperture VHF backscatter radar at 50 MHz has been
approved as a mainstay experiment to be implemented during
the 12th five year plan. Accordingly, an Inter-Centre Experts
Committee has been constituted to work out the detailed
scientific requirements and technical specifications of thea
radar that would meet the science goals. The committee had
two meetings and extensive deliberations on the optimum
antenna configuration and radar parameters so as to achieve

9. New building for the SPL Main Block
The idea of the new building for the SPL Main Block was
mooted in 2008 March, with the laying of the foundation
stone. The construction work commenced in November
2010, on the identified site adjacent to the existing building
and the structure was completed (in terms of most of the civil,
electrical and air conditioning) by January 2013. It comprises
of an auditorium, a conference hall, 4 modern laboratories,

Figue 15: Antena array recommended for VHF radar.

a state-of-the art capability with scope for future expansion.
A near circular antenna array, consisting of 361 individual
Yagi antenna elements, so as to provide a beam width ~3o,
steerable ± 30o in the east-west plain at an angular resolution
of ~3.6o has been recommended (Fig. 15) The active aperture
configuration (schematically shown below) would have 399
T-R modules, 38 being used in passive mode and remaining
each having a peak power of 2 kW providing a poweraperture product of 5.6 x 1010 Wm2.This radar could also be
used in the ST mode for lower atmospheric studies.

for instrument development and R&D, and a library, besides
the offices of the Director, the heads / managers of different
discipline and a few senior scientists. This new building
would ease the space crunch in SPL and also provide decent
laboratory space, one of which would be for developing
payloads and instruments for space/ planetary missions.

UHF Profiler (UHFP) for lower atmosphere
The UHF Profiler is primarily indented for observing the
thermo-dynamics of atmospheric boundary layer and its
role in the exchange of mass, energy and momentum with
the free-troposphere. Keeping in view the scientific scope of
the proposed UHFP, and after reviewing the scientific and
technical capabilities of similar systems available elsewhere
in the country and abroad, broad technical specifications of
UHFP have been worked out and presented to the “InterCentre Experts Committee for UHFP” constituted specially
for this. After extensive evaluation and considering different
options thetechnical specifications and mode of realization
of the UHFP are now finalized and approved by the ICEC.
Necessary steps for obtaining the frequency clearance have
been taken with the help of FMO at ISRO HQ. Considering
any time delay in obtaining the frequency clearance, the
indenting procedure is being initiated based on the nominal
frequency of 1280MHz±8 MHz within the permissible band
of 1250-1400 MHz.
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PLANETARY SCIENCE BRANCH
Planetary Science Branch (PSB) focuses on understanding the interaction of Sun with planetary bodies, (planets,
comets, and planetary satellites) through theoretical approaches and experiments on planetary missions. Analytical
methods are being developed for retrieving new science from Chandrayaan-1 mission. Modeling of atmospheric
emissions are being carried out to understand the processes taking place in the environments of Mars, Venus, and
Comets. Development of the new instruments such as PLEX is progressing, while the already committed payloads
are given highest priority. The Mars Exospheric Neutral Composition Analyser (MENCA) experiment for the Mars
orbiter Mission has been developed and the flight model is delivered to ISAC for integration with the satellite, and
the development of EM for Chandra’s Atmospheric composition analyser (CHACE-2) for the Chandrayaan-2 is
progressing. A new proposal PAPA (Plasma Analyser Package for Aditya) has been short-selected for the Aditya - L1
mission.

Scientific Faculty
Anil Bhardwaj
Satheesh Thampi R.
Vipin Kumar Yadav
Dhanya M. B.
Gogulapati Supriya

Technical Team
Mohankumar S. V.
Sreelatha P.
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Dinakar Prasad Vajja
Rosmy John
P. G Anumod
Aneesh A.N

Research Associates / Fellows
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MENCA for Mars orbiter Mission (MOM) - 2013
Mars Exospheric Neutral Composition Analyser (MENCA)
is a neutral mass spectrometer-based experiment developed
by SPL, with contributions from different entities of
VSSC, is one of the five payloads aboard the Indian Mars
Orbiter Mission (MOM). Following the development of
the engineering model (reported last year), the qualification
and flight models (QM and FM) of MENCA are developed,
characterized, tested, and calibrated. The flight model of
MENCA payload is shown in Fig.1.
The FM has been delivered to ISAC integrated with the
MOM satellite, and currently undergoing integrated satellite
level testings. The MOM will have an inclination of 151
degree with peri-apsis of 370 km and apo-apsis of 80,000
km, and orbital period is 3.3 Earth days. The basic scientific
objective of the MENCA is in-situ measurement of the
neutral composition and its spatial-temporal distribution in
the Mars upper atmosphere-exosphere, starting from altitudes
of ~370 km to 80,000 km. These can be used to estimate the
loss rate of the Martian atmosphere. A possible secondary
objective is to study limits to neutral particle distribution
around Mars’ moon Phobos, depending on the opportunity.
With six months nominal life time of MOM, MENCA will
study Martian exosphere during September 2014 to March
2015, which is likely to be a period of higher solar activity.
Also Mars will be around its perihelion at that time. These
factors will aid in Mars having an extended exosphere during
MOM observation period. MENCA is envisaged to operate
at different phases of the mission: about 3 times in Earthbound orbits, about once a month in 10-month cruise phase
from Earth to Mars, at least once before entering into Mars
(Mars orbit insertion phase), and about 15 times in each orbit
of MOM around Mars. In addition to a quadrupole mass
analyser (QMA) that provides the relative mass spectra of
the ambient neutrals in the mass range of 1 to 300 amu, with
unit mass resolution, the instrument also has a Bayard Alpert
gauge for the measurement of the total pressure. MENCA can
be operated in different configurations and combinations of
operating parameters depending on the scientific requirements
as well as in-orbit conditions and mission constrains.
The requirements for the various ancillary data sets
required for the scientific analysis of the MENCA data has
been discussed with the mission team. The science data

processing algorithm for analysis of the scientific data from
MENCA is being generated, which will take into account
the ancillary data about the attitude and position of the
MOM spacecraft and the OBT-UTC correlation during the
measurements. The basic pipeline will segregate the HK data
and science data pertaining to different modes of operation .
The payload Operation Centre (POC) with NKN (National
Knowledge Network) connection has been set-up in SPL for
communicating with ISSDC for the transfer of data. The POC
is equipped with necessary computing facilities and servers
for data storage. Plans are being put in place for archiving the
data in ISSDC in the PDS format,.
More details about the development of MENCA and its
features are given under ATD.

Figure 1: MENCA payload in its flight configuration.
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Scientific Accomplishments:
SARA Experiment aboard Chandrayaan-1 Mission
Analysis of the data from Chandra’s Energetic Neutral
Analyser (CENA), a neutral mass analyser and Solar Wind
Monitor (SWIM), an ion mass analyser experiment of the
Sub-keV Atom Reflecting Analyser (SARA) payload of
Chandrayaan-1 continues to provide newer insights on the
interaction of solarwind with the Moon. The following are
the important outcome during the reporting period.

Proton entry into the near-lunar plasma wake for
magnetic field aligned- flow
SWIM has made the first observation of protons in the near
and deeper lunar plasma wake during magnetic field aligned
flow, when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is almost
parallel to the solar wind velocity. More than 98% of such
cases showed the presence of protons in the lunar wake; both
when Chandrayaan-1 was at 100 km as well as 200 km from
the lunar surface and closer to the anti-subsolar point (Fig.2).
These observations cannot be explained by the conventional
fluid models for aligned-flow.

Figure 3: (a) Back-traced trajectories of observed protons for 30th
April 2009 observation projected onto the x-y plane in aberrated
LSE frame. The black curves show trajectories originating in the
solar wind, and the blue curves show trajectories originating from
the lunar surface. The unit of horizontal and vertical axes are in
lunar radii (RL) (b) same as (a) with trajectories projected onto the
X-Z plane.

Figure 2: (a) SWIM Observation on 18 July 2009, when Chandrayaan-1 was at an altitude of 200 km. The top panel is the energy-time
spectrogram of proton counts with the black boxes overlaid representing the time interval when Chandrayaan-1 was in the lunar plasma
wake. The population marked as A represents protons observed in the lunar wake during aligned-flow condition and B represents upstream
solar wind protons. The middle panel represents the solar zenith angle (SZA), and the bottom panel represents the orientation of IMF in
terms of azimuth (φB) and elevation angles (θB). φB is the angle between projection of IMF in the x-y plane and the x-axis, whereas θB is
the angle between the z-component of IMF and the x-y plane, so that +90° refers to orientation towards north and -90° refers to orientation
towards south. All in aberrated Lunar centric Solar Ecliptic (LSE) frame. (b) Same as (a) for 30 April 2009 for two consecutive orbits of
Chandrayaan-1 at an altitude of 100 km, where A represents protons observed in lunar wake during aligned-flow.

Back-tracing of the observed protons suggests that their
source to be the solar wind (Fig.3). The larger gyro-radii of
the wake protons compared to that of solar wind suggested
that they were part of the high-energy tail of the solar wind
velocity distribution function. Such protons could enter the
wake due to their large gyro-radii even when the flow is
aligned to IMF. The wake boundary electric field may also
play a role in their entry in to the wake. These protons can
alter the electrodynamics in the near lunar wake region and
may contribute towards the night side exosphere by causing
sputtering at the lunar surface.
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Electric potential over magnetic anomaly:
Application of lunar using ENA observations
CENA has observed the scattering of the solar wind
protons from lunar surface as Energetic Neutral hydrogen
Atoms (hydrogen ENAs), leading to observation of a minimagnetosphere for the first time around Gerasimovich crater
at Crisium Antipode. These ENAs are used to estimate the
lunar surface potential using a new empirical method, which
is based on the energy change in the impinging solar wind
protons due to the surface potential and relies on the ENA
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energy spectrum and the ENA temperature; both derived
from CENA observations. The reference model required
for the uncharged surface is derived from more than 100
observations by CENA around the lunar equatorial region.
The surface potential map derived based on this method for
the Gerasimovich crater magnetic anomaly is shown in Fig.4.

The larger positive potential inside the anomaly region is
expected due to the outward facing electric field resulting
from the higher penetration of protons compared to that of
electrons in this region. However, the lack of electrostatic
potential in the enhanced region indicates that there is no
electric potential formed above the enhanced region and
hence the deflection above the anomaly is mainly caused by
magnetic forces. This suggests that a mini-scale bow shock,
earlier hypothesized, is evidently not formed above the
magnetic anomaly. Fig.5 presents a representation of solar
wind interaction with the lunar magnetic anomaly.

Lunar Global ENA Map

Figure 4: (a) Map of the electrostatic potential near the Gerasimovich
magnetic anomaly on the Moon. Color scale shows the electrostatic
potential with respect to the solar wind. The region inside the smaller
dotted circle represents inside the magnetic anomaly, the region
between the two circles represents the enhanced ENA emission
region, and the region outside the bigger circle is representative
of outside the anomaly. (b) Map of the ENA flux integrated over
38–652 eV. The Moon images are from the Clementine grayscale
albedo map. The contour lines represent the strength of the modeled
magnetic field of anomalies at 30 km altitude.

The first global hydrogen ENA map of the lunar surface has
been generated (Fig. 6) using the entire data set (~153 orbits)
of ENA observations from CENA. The data for the full
energy range of CENA was used. The ratio of incident solar
wind flux to the back-scattered ENA flux, called the ENA
reflection ratio was computed using the angular scattering
function for the ENAs derived from the CENA observations.
The mean value of the reflection ratio is found to be around

Figure 6: Lunar global map of ENA reflection ratio obtained using
entire data of the CENA/SARA observations.

0.16 with a standard deviation of 0.05. The local deviation
from the mean global reflection ratio (0.16) is due to the
heterogeneity of lunar surface. The ENA maps for higher
and lower energies are shown separately in Fig.7. In the
lower energy maps the signatures of some of the magnetic
anomalies are missing compared to that in the higher energy
ENA map and is attributed to slowing down and subsequent
deflection of the solar wind protons upon interaction with the
magnetic anomalies.

Spatial heterogeneity in radiogenic activity of
the lunar interior: Observations by CHACE on
Chandrayaan-1/MIP
Figure 5: An illustration of the solar wind interaction with the lunar
magnetic anomaly. Blue lines are solar wind proton streamlines
modified by the interaction with the magnetic anomaly. The
consequences of the incoming solar wind protons are (a) deflected
and reached the enhanced region without a change in velocity,
(b) decelerated inside the magnetic anomaly due to the potential
structure of +150V and reached inside magnetic anomaly, or (c)
heated and reflected in space before reaching the lunar surface.

The surface and interior of the Moon contribute significantly
to its surface-bound exosphere. Study on the release of gas
from the interior of Moon provides insight on its evolution.
Clues on the potential radiogenic activity of the lunar
interior have been obtained from the isotopic composition
of noble gases like Argon. Excess Ar40 relative to Ar36,
as compared to the solar wind composition, is generally
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Figure 7: Neutral energetic hydrogen albedo maps of the lunar surface. Panel (a) is generated using the low energy (ENA energy < 30% of
the impinging solar wind energy) ENAs whereas panel (b) is for the high energy (ENA energy > 30% of the impinging solar wind energy).
The ENA maps depict local deviations from the global reflection ratio, where a value of 1 designates no deviation from the global reflection
ratio of 0.16 and a value smaller (larger) than 1 designates an area where less (more) particles were backscattered than the global average.

ascribed to the radiogenic activity of the lunar interior.
Unlike almost all the previous estimates, which were based
on ‘on-the-spot’ measurements from the landing sites, the
Chandra’s Altitudinal Composition Explorer (CHACE)
aboard Chandrayaan-1/MIP mission conducted observations
over a broad latitudinal range.Relative concentration of the
isotopes of Ar40 (radiogenic) and Ar36 (primordial) along 14o
E meridian of the Moon by the CHACE experiment aboard
Chandrayaan-1/MIP has yielded clues on the possible spatial
heterogeneity in the radiogenic activity of the lunar interior.
Fig.8 shows the variation of the ratio of Ar40/Ar36 as obtained
by CHACE during the Chandrayaan-1/MIP rehearsal. In
addition, the measurements indicated the ‘antiquity’ of the
lunar surface (Fig.9) along the ground track over the near
side of the moon. These observations from CHACE are
seen to broadly corroborate the independent topography
measurements by the Lunar Laser Ranging Instrument
(LLRI) in the main orbiter Chandrayaan-1.

Figure 9: Redrawn ‘antiquity’ estimates of the lunar samples (from
Eugster et al., Met. Planet. Sci. 36, 1097–1115, 2001.) with their
values for Ar40/Ar36 along with the CHACE estimates (points) for
both the northern and southern hemispheres of Moon.

Theoretical/ Modeling Studies
CO Cameron band and CO2+ UV doublet emissions
in the dayglow of Venus

Figure 8: Variation of the ratio of Ar40/Ar36 obtained by CHACE
during MIP rehearsal (along 20o E meridian) and actual mission
(along 14o E meridian) with latitude.
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Using the model, the overhead and limb intensities of CO
Cameron band and CO2+ UV doublet emissions in the
dayglow of Venus are calculated for low, moderate, and high
solar activity conditions; both being a factor of 2 higher
during solar maximum than during solar minimum. The
effect of solar EUV flux models on the emission intensity is
∼30-40% in solar minimum and ∼2-10% in solar maximum.
The model limb intensity profiles of CO Cameron band and
CO2+ UV doublet are compared with SPICAV/Venus Express
observation (Fig.10) in the region of peak emission (135 km)
for moderate (F10.7=130) solar activity condition and found
to be in agreement. .
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Figure 10: The model calculated limb profiles of CO2+ UV doublet and CO Cameron band emissions for conditions similar to SPICAV
observations (F10.7 = 144 and SZA = 25º) along with the SPICAV/Venus Express observed profiles.

Atomic oxygen visible line emissions in Comet
C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp
A coupled chemistry-emission model, recently developed,
for the green (5577 Å) and red-doublet (6300, 6364 Å)
emissions of atomic oxygen in Comet C/1996 B2 Hyakutake,
was applied to Comet C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp (which had an
order of magnitude higher H2O production rate than Comet
Hyakutake) to evaluate the photochemistry associated with
the production and loss of O(1S) and O(1D) atoms (Fig.11
and 12) and emission processes of green and red-doublet
lines. The calculated radiative efficiency profiles of O(1S)
and O(1D) atoms show that in Comet Hale-Bopp the green
and red-doublet emissions mostly emanate above radial
distances of 1000 and 10,000 km, respectively. The model
calculated [OI] 6300 Å emission surface brightness and
average intensity ratio of green to red-doublet emissions are
in agreement with the observations (Fig.13).

Figure 11: Calculated radial profiles for major production
mechanisms of O(1S) on comet Hale-Bopp along with the total
production profile for the abundances of 6% CO2 and 24% CO
relative to H2O production rate of 8.3 x 1030 s-1, hv: solar photon
and eth: thermal electron.

Figure 12: Calculated radial profiles for the major production
mechanisms of O(1D) on comet Hale-Bopp along with the total
O(1D) production rate profile for the abundances of 6% CO2 and
24% CO relative to H2O production rate of 8.3 x 1030 s-1, hv: solar
photon and eth: thermal electron.

In Comet Hale-Bopp, for cometocentric distances less than
100,000 km, the intensity of [OI] 6300 Å line is mainly
governed by photodissociation of H2O; while beyond 100,000
km, it is dominated by photodissociation of OH, whereas the
[OI] 5577 Å emission line is controlled by photodissociation
of both H2O and CO2. The calculated mean excess energy
in various photodissociation processes show that the
photodissociation of CO2 can produce O(1S) atoms with
higher excess velocity compared to the photodissociation of
H2O. Thus, our model calculations suggest that involvement
of multiple sources in the formation of O(1S) could be a
reason for the observed larger width of green line compared
to that of red-doublet in several comets.
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Figure 14: Voltage resolution of PLEX at 2.3 keV.

Figure 13: Calculated [OI] 6300, 5577, and 2972 Å line brightness
profiles as a function of the projected distances for the abundances
of 6% CO2 and 24% CO relative to H2O production rate of 8.3 x
1030 s-1. For comparison the observed intensities of 6300 Å line
emission (stars and filled circles) are also shown.

Development of Instruments
Plasma Energy Explorer (PLEX)
Keeping the need for development of scientific instruments
for future missions, the development of a plasma energy
explorer (PLEX), capable of detecting fluxes of ions in the
energy range from 0.01 eV to 25keV, has been initiated last
year. . Extensive simulation and characterization have been
carried out for choosing various instrument parameters, such
as voltage as well as energy and angular resolutions, which
are required for making the instrument. The field of view of
PLEX is ~ 26° (elevation) X 100° (azimuth), to detect the
particles with different velocity distributions. From these,
the geometric factor of the instrument is determined and
the prototype is being developed. The voltage resolution
of the PLEX instrument, simulated for various incoming
particles energies and different angles (Fig.14) shows that
even if the voltage level varies by ~ 10%, sufficient particles
can be detected for a given energy level. To optimize the
energy resolution of PLEX, the voltages applied to both the
guiding plates and the deflection plates are to be optimised,
and for that particles with fixed energy are to be flown by
changing the applied voltages. Once the optimized voltage
is obtained, then by keeping the same plate voltages and the
same number of incoming particles the energy resolution was
determined by varying the energy of the particles. The full
width half maximum (FWHM) gives the energy resolution of
the instrument. Many trials were made for optimizing finding
the energy resolution using energies ranging from 1 eV to 5
keV in logarithmic steps. A typical energy resolution plot of
PLEX is shown in Fig.15.
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Figure 15: Energy resolution of PLEX @ 500 eV (@ 0° elevation).

Angular resolution and Field of view of PLEX
The response of PLEX at different elevation angles for
incoming H+ ions at 10 eV energy is shown in Fig.16. The full
width half maximum of the each Gaussian is representative
of the angular resolution in the azimuthal direction and is
typically 4o. The signal remains above Minimum detectable
level for azimuthal angles between ± 50o in azimuth and 26o
in elevation.

Figure 16: Angular resolution of PLEX at various azimuthal angles
at 500 eV.
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Simulation of response function of Ion Source

Plasma Wave Detector Development

Prior to the operation of the ion source for the testing and
calibration of plasma analysers, the optimum performance
of various parameters associated with the ion source and the
behaviour of the ions through the source after production
should be known., SIMION simulations carried out for this
(Fig.17), depict the simulated geometry of the ion source.
Ions having masses (in amu) 2, 4, 28, 32, 40, 44 and 131,
corresponding to some low energy ions such as H+2; He+;
O+2; N+2; Ar+; CO+2; Xe+, those prevailing in the planetary
plasma are flown in the simulation and corresponding beam
divergence and time of flight at the detector was estimated
for various detector positions. A typical scatter plot (Fig.18)
shows the spread of particles at the detector kept at 2 mm
away from the source. The simulated results will be used for
testing the ion source.

Plasma waves are omnipresent in space. They propagate
energy across different space regions, transport particles
in the absence of collisions, and provide acceleration to
particles to attain high energies. They also have an imprint
of the local plasma properties and thus are useful to
derive information from regions not accessible for in-situ
measurements In-house development of a Plasma Wave
Detector (PWD) consisting of a set of Electric and Magnetic
Probes and Langmuir probes has been initiated.

High Vacuum Space Simulation Facility (HVSSF)
The state-of-the-art High Vacuum Space Simulation Facility
(HVSSF) established SPL has been being extensively used
for the development, testing and calibration of the MENCA

Figure 17: Simulated geometry of ion source with focus and deflection plates and detector.

payload. These include thermal studies, Gas insertion tests,
SRC tests and calibration activities. Fig.19 shows the
photograph of the Qualification Model (QM) of MENCA
payload inside the chamber at HVSSF.

Figure 18: Scatter plot of incoming ions in the YZ plane at the
detector, which was positioned 2 mm away from the source.

Based on the ion optics simulation results, preliminary design
of various subsystems such as variable power supply boards,
front end electronics (FEE) and digital processing unit (DPU)
have been finalized. All the necessary electronics components
including the space grade high voltage optocoupler HV801,
and charge sensitive amplifier Amptek A-225- a are being
procured.

Figure 19: Photograph shows the QM of MENCA payload inside
High vacuum chamber during testing at HVSSF of SPL.
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The HVSSF has been upgraded with vacuum storage
device, Helium leak detectors, and electronic equipments
such as digital oscilloscopes, hipot tester, digital multimeter

etc. Continuous up gradation of the facility is being done
with respect to the requirement as they arises. A fast pulsed
(variable energy) electron gun ( Fig. 20) is being installed.

Figure 20: Electron Gun (1 eV – 2 keV) and its power supply.

PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE SPACE AND PLANETARY MISSIONS
In response to the announcement of opportunity given by ISRO for payloads on the future planetary and space missions, viz.,
Chandrayaan-2 Lander and the L-1 missions, several proposals have been submitted from SPL. The PSB have submitted the
following.;
Chandra’s Gravitational Penetrator (CGP) - A Heat Flow Experiment for Lunar surface and subsurface exploration aboard lunar
lander of Chandrayaan – 2, and 5 proposals namely: (1) Plasma Analyser Package for Aditya (PAPA), (2) Solar Plasma Wave
Studies at L1 point (3) Solar Wind Analysis CubeSat (SWAnCube), (4) Solar ultraviolet spectrum study from L1, (5) Neutral Solar
Wind Detector (NSWD). For the Aditya – L1 mission.
Of these, the PAPA experiment has been shortlisted for Aditya –L1 mission.
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Anil Bhardwaj, Invited Subject Expert, International Space Science Institute, Switzerland, Project on “Modelling of Comet-Solar Wind
Interaction”, 2012 - 2014.
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Anil Bhardwaj, Member, International Academy of Astronautics team on “Feasibility study of standardized career dose limits in LEO
and outlook for BLEO”, for Human Space Flight program, 2013.
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Peter Wurz, Stas Barabash, Audrey Vorburger, Martin Wieser, Yoshifumi Futaana, M.B. Dhanya, Anil Bhardwaj, Kazushi Asamura,
“Energetic Neutral Atom Observations of the Solar Wind Interaction with the Lunar Surface by SARA/Chandrayaan-1”, 39th COSPAR
Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.

4.

R Satheesh Thampi, Abhinaw Alok, Anil Bhardwaj, Vipin K Yadav, M. B. Dhanya, “Ion optics simulations of the response function of
PLasma Energy eXplorer (PLEX)”, 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.

5.

Susarla Raghuram and Anil Bhardwaj, “Model for the production of Red and Green line emissions of atomic oxygen in comets”, 39th
COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.

6.

Anil Bhardwaj and Sonal Kumar Jain, “Atomic oxygen red, green and ultraviolet line emissions in the dayglow of Mars”, 39th COSPAR
Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.
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7.

Dhanya M B, Anil Bhardwaj, Yoshifumi Futaana, Stas Barabash, Martin Wieser, R Sridharan, Mats Holmstrom, Peter Wurz, Abhinaw
Alok, R Satheesh Thampi, “Investigation of Lunar plasma wake with the SARA experiment on Chandrayaan-1”, 39th COSPAR
Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.

8.

Sonal Kumar Jain and Anil Bhardwaj, “N2 triplet band emissions in the dayglow of Venus, Mars, and Titan”, 39th COSPAR Scientific
Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.

9.

Raj Kumar Choudhary, Siddhartha Choudhury, Anil Bhardwaj, Ch Bangararaju, L. Srinivasan, S. K. Shivakumar, K. Uma Devi,
Anantha Krishna, “Vertical structure of the ionosphere at Moon - Preliminary results using Chandrayaan-1 S-Band Radio Occultation
Measurements”, 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.

10. Sonal Kumar Jain and Anil Bhardwaj, “Effect of solar EUV flux on CO Cameron and CO2+ UV doublet dayglow emissions of Mars”,
39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.
11. Abhinaw Alok, Anil Bhardwaj, R Satheesh Thampi, M. B. Dhanya, “Accelerated solar wind protons near Moon: observation by
SWIM/SARA on Chandrayaan-1”, 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.
12. Sourav Palit, Sandip Kumar Chakrabarti, Anuj Nandi, D. Debnath, Vipin K. Yadav, A.R. Rao, Tilak Katoch, “X-Ray Imaging with
Fresnel’s Zone Plate based Shadow-casting device”, 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14-22, 2012.
13. Vipin K. Yadav, R. Satheesh Thampi, Abhinaw Alok, Anil Bhardwaj, “Plasma Wave Detector System for Space Missions”, 39th
COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India, July 14–22, 2012.
14. Hajime Kita, Hiroaki Misawa, Anil Bhardwaj, Fuminori Tsuchiya, Chihiro Tao, Takeru Uno, Tetsuro Kondo, Akira Morioka,
Investigation of the solar UV/EUV heating effect on the Jovian radiation belt by GMRT-IRTF Observation, AGU Fall meeting, San
Francisco, USA, December 3-7, 2012.
15. Yoshifumi Futaana, Stas Barabash, Martin Wieser, Peter Wurz, Anil Bhardwaj, Kazushi Asamura, “Backscattering of solar wind
particles from the Moon: Discovery, Properties, and Implications”, SELENE SYMPOSIUM 2013 International Symposium on Lunar
Science and Exploration using Data from Multi-Instruments, ISAS/JAXA, Japan, 23-25 January, 2013.
16. Anil Bhardwaj, “Interaction of the solar wind with the moon: New results from the SARA/Chandrayaan-1”, International Symposium
on Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Observations and Modeling, PRL, Ahmedabad, India, July 23-24, 2012.
17. Vipin K. Yadav, R. Satheesh Thampi, Abhinaw Alok, Anil Bhardwaj, “Plasma Wave Detector System for Future Mission to Inner
Planets”, International Symposium on Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Observations and Modeling, PRL, Ahmedabad, India, July
23-24, 2012.
18. Susarla Raghuram and Anil Bhardwaj, “Forbidden atomic oxygen line emission in Comets at large heliocentric distances”, International
Symposium on Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Observations and Modeling, PRL, Ahmedabad, India, July 23-24, 2012.
19. Sonal Kumar Jain and Anil Bhardwaj, “Atomic oxygen 2972, 5577 and 6300 Å emissions in the dayglow of Mars and Venus”,
International Symposium on Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Observations and Modeling, PRL, Ahmedabad, India, July 23-24,
2012.
20. Vipin K. Yadav, Anil Bhardwaj and R. Satheesh Thampi, “Complex Processes in Planetary Plasma Waves”, International Conference
on Complex Processes in Plasmas and Nonlinear Dynamical Systems, Institute for Plasma Research (IPR), Gandhinagar, India,
November 6-9, 2012.

National
1.

Vipin K. Yadav, R. Satheesh Thampi and Anil Bhardwaj, “Plasma Waves in our Solar System” at 27th National Symposium on Plasma
Science & Technology (Plasma 2012), Pondicherry University (PU), Pudducherry, December 10 – 13, 2012.

2.

Anil Bhardwaj, “Lunar - Solar Wind Interaction: A New View from the SARA/ Chandrayaan-1”, Astronomical Society of India
meeting ASI-2013, Trivandrum February 20-22, 2013.

Project Reports
1.

“Characterization of a quadrupole mass spectrometer at ultra-high vacuum division, RRCAT, Indore”. Tirtha Pratim
Das, Vipin Kumar Yadav, Neha Naik, K.V.A.N.P.S. Kumar, Technical Report, SPL/VSSC, January 2013, SPL-RRCATQMS-1

2.

“Performance evaluation of the filament of the MENCA payload under cold condition”, Tirtha Pratim Das, B. Sundar,
G. Supriya, Neha Naik, Vipin K. Yadav and Anil Bhardwaj, Technical Report, SPL/VSSC, February 2013: PR-MENCATP-COLDFIL-1
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3.

“Report on the Filament Endurance Test of MENCA Payload”, Gogulapati Supriya, Tirtha Pratim Das, P.Sreelatha and
Neha Naik, Technical Report, SPL/VSSC, January 2013- PR-MENCA-TR-FIL-1.

4.

“Design Requirement document of PLEX payload”, SPL-DRD-PLEX-1, November, 2012

Invited Talks/Lectures
Dr. Anil Bhardwaj
1.

“Model for the Cameron band emission of CO molecule in comets, 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly, Mysore, India,
July 14-22, 2012.

2.

“Interaction of the solar wind with the Moon: New results from the SARA/Chandrayaan-1”, International Symposium on
Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Observations & Modeling, PRL, Ahmedabad, July 23-24, 2012.

3.

“Indian Lunar Mission”, at Bhautik-2012, Govt. Arts College, Trivandrum, Dec. 13, 2012.

4.

“India’s Moon Mission”, delivered at 34th Institute of Indian Geographers’ (IIG) Meet, Centre for Earth Sciences System
(CESS), Trivandrum, December 14, 2012.

5.

“New Results from SARA/Chandrayaan-1”, Workshop on Space Science Education and Technology, India Institute of
Space Science and Technology (IIST), Trivandrum, July 26, 2012.

6.

“Electron Impact Processes in Cometary Coma: Chemistry and Emissions”, Talk at the Team Meeting on the International
Space Science Institute (ISSI) Project “Modelling cometary environments”, ISSI, Bern, Switzerland, November 20,
2012.

7.

“Mars: What we know”, ISRO Structured Training Program, PRL, Ahmedabad, December 19, 2012.

8.

“Evolution of Planetary Atmospheric Research in India”, Workshop on ‘Infrared spectroscopy of planetary atmospheres’,
Space Science Instrumentation Facility (SSIF), ISRO Satellite Centre, ISITE campus, Bangalore, May 8, 2013.

9.

“Indian Current and future activities in planetary exploration”, Low Cost Planetary Mission (LCPM-10), Caltech,
Pasadena, CA, USA, June 18, 2013.

Dr. Satheesh Thampi R.
1.

A invited talk on “Space and Atmospheric Research at Space Physics Laboratory (SPL) - An Overview” on April 16,
2013 at Mullard Space Science Laboratory (MSSL), UK.

Public Outreach Lectures
Dr. Anil Bhardwaj
1.

“Planetary Sciences – Solar System”, Indian Society for Advancement of Materials and Process Engineering (ISAMPE),
Thiruvananthapuram Chapter, July 11, 2012.

2.

“Chandrayaan-1: Indian First Lunar Mission”, DST-INSPIRE Internship Program, Shoolini University, Solan, Himachal
Pradesh, December 25, 2012.

3.

“Success Story of Chandrayaan-1”, DST-Sponsored INSPIRE Internship Science Camp, A.S. College, Khanna, Punjab,
December 26, 2012.

4.

“Chandrayaan-1: Indian First Lunar Mission”, DST-INSPIRE Internship Science Camp, G.H.G. Khalsa College, Gurusar
Sadhar, Ludhiana, December 27, 2012.

5.

“Solar System”, Invited Lecture for Systems Society of India, Trivandrum Chapter, Kerala Science and Technology
Museum, January 12, 2013.

Dr. Satheesh Thampi R.
1.

“Mars - Exploration of the Physical and Biological aspects of Red Planet”, All Kerala Inter-Collegiate Physics Fest
(Fuego) organized by Department of Physics, St. Albert’s College, Ernakulum, March 12, 2013.
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Dhanya M.B
1.

“Planetary science and science from Indian Lunar Mission Chandrayaan-1”, Three-day workshop on ‘Advanced Data
Analysis Techniques in Astrophysics’ Department of Physics (Calicut University) & IUCAA Pune, Calicut, Kerala,
October 12, 2013.

2.

“Planetary Exploration”, Two day workshop, Physics Alumni Association, Victoria College, Palakkad, Kerala, March 3,
2013 .

Convening of Scientific Sessions
Dr. Anil Bhardwaj
1.

Co-Convener, Session PS14 “Science and Exploration of the Moon”, AOGS 9th Annual Meeting, Singapore, August 1317, 2012.

2.

Co-Convener, Session ST16-PS07 “Future Space Missions and Instrumentation for Space and Planetary Science”, AOGS
9th Annual Meeting, Singapore, August 13-17, 2012.

3.

Co-Convener, Session ST-PS03-16 “Solar Wind Interaction with Planetary Environments”, AOGS 9th Annual Meeting,
Singapore, August 13-17, 2012.

4.

Member, International Program Committee, Low Cost Planetary Mission-10, Caltech/JPL, Pasadena, USA, June 18-21,
2013.

5.

Co-Convener, Session PS01 “Solar Wind Interaction with Planetary Environments”, AOGS 10th Annual Meeting,
Brisbane, Australia, June 24-28, 2013.

6.

Co-Convener, Session PS10 “Future Space Missions and Instrumentation for Space and Planetary Science”, AOGS 10th
Annual Meeting, Brisbane, Australia, June 24-28, 2013.

7.

Co-Convener, Session PS01 “Outer Planets and Their Analogs in Exoplanets”, AOGS 10th Annual Meeting, Brisbane,
Australia, June 24-28, 2013.

8.

Co-Convener, Session PS01 “Science and Exploration of the Moon”, AOGS 10th Annual Meeting, Brisbane, Australia,
June 24-28, 2013.

Dr. Vipin K Yadav
1.

Chair, Session: Nuclear Fusion, 27th National Symposium on Plasma Science & Technology (Plasma 2012), Pondicherry
University, Pudduchery, December 10-13, 2012.

2.

Judge, Poster session: Space Plasmas, 27th National Symposium on Plasma Science & Technology (Plasma 2012),
Pondicherry University, Pudduchery, December 10-13, 2012.

Deputations
International
1.

R. Satheesh Thampi - One month hands on training on Space borne plasma analysers at Mullard Space Science Laboratory
(MSSL), United Kingdom (UK) during April 8 – May 6, 2013

2.

M. B. Dhanya, Swedish Institute for Space Physics (IRF) Kiruna, Sweden, June 20 – July 12, 2013.

National
1.

Anil Bhardwaj, Vipin K. Yadav, M. B. Dhanya, Sonal K. Jain, Susarala Raghuram and Abhinaw Alok, 39th COSPAR
Scientific Assembly, Mysore, July 14-22, 2012.

2.

R. Satheesh Thampi, Anil Bhardwaj, Vipin K Yadav, G. Supriya and Susarla Raghuram, International Symposium on
Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Observations and Modelling, PRL Ahmedabad, July 23-24, 2012.

3.

Vipin K Yadav, International Conference on Complex Processes in Plasmas and Nonlinear Dynamical Systems, Institute
for Plasma Research (IPR), Gandhinagar, Gujarat, November 6-9, 2012.

4.

Vipin K Yadav, 27th National Symposium on Plasma Science & Technology (Plasma 2012), Pondicherry University,
Pudducherry, December 10-13, 2012.
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5.

Anil Bhardwaj and Vipin K Yadav, 30th Astronomical Society of India (ASI) Meeting, Thiruvananthapuram, February
20-22, 2013.

6.

M.B. Dhanya, Anil Bhardwaj, and Sonal Kumar Jain, Workshop on Infrared Spectroscopy of Planetary Atmospheres
(ISPA), Space Science Instrumentation Facility (SSIF), ISRO Satellite Centre, ISITE campus, Bangalore, May 8-10,
2013.

PhD Awarded
1.

Sonal Kumar Jain: “Dayglow emissions on Mars and Venus”, Thesis supervisor – Anil Bhardwaj, Cochin University of
Science and Technology, 2013.

Academic Projects
1.

M.Sc. Physics Projects : 8

2.

M.Phil. Project : 1

3.

Indian Academies of Sciences – Summer Research Fellowship : 5

4.

DST-INSPIRE Fellowship : 1

Hindi Talks/Workshops
1.

Anil Bhardwaj, Inaugural Key-note Address and talk in Hindi on “Mars Mission”, IISU, Trivandrum, November 7, 2012.

2.

Vipin K Yadav, Hindi workshop to familiarize the VSSC staff with Official Language Policy at Hindi division meeting
hall, March 13, 2013.
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IONOSPHERE THERMOSPHERE MAGNETOSPHERE PHYSICS
The aim of ITMP branch is to investigate the terrestrial upper atmosphere in context of its energetics/dynamics
vis-à-vis the vertical and lateral coupling this region has with the magnetosphere above and mesosphere below
it; and make use of these studies to provide better input for technological applications wherever possible. It also
aims at extending these studies to other solar system bodies as well. Presented here are some of the important
accomplishments for the year 2012-2013.
Previous years, some new/significant results were presented which dealt with (a) measurements made by indigenously
developed radio beacon and hyper-spectral imager onboard India’s first dedicated aeronomy satellite “YOUTHSAT”,
(b) Lunar ionosphere as inferred through the radio occultation measurements obtained through “Chandrayaan-I”,.
These results have opened up new possibilities warranting in-depth analysis making use of new simulations and
modeling. Simulations, considering molecular origin of Lunar ionosphere, employing a model developed in-house,
have generated ionization densities that are comparable with earlier radio occultation measurements. These
activities are currently on and the outcome will be presented at the opportune time later. In the similar lines, new
developmental activities, the in-house development of a ‘Spatial Heterodyne Spectrometer’, taken up during the
previous year are currently ongoing. The update on this activity will also be a part of our forthcoming reports.

Scientific Faculty
Tarun Kumar Pant
Raj Kumar Choudhary
Manju. G
Mohammad Mossarraf Hossain
Vineeth. C
Mridula. N

Technical Team
Mohan Kumar. S. V
Sreelatha. P
Pradeepkumar. P
Shajahan. M
Anumod P G
Manikantan Nair N
M. Mohammad Nazeer
Uttam S. Purthy
Rosmy John
Satheesh Kumar B
Johnson. A. J* (Superannuated)

Research Associates/ Fellows
Lijo Jose
Sumod. S. G.
Ambili. K. M.
Madhav Haridas
Shreedevi P. R.
Ajesh A.

Spread F studies
Equinoctial asymmetry of the threshold height
Extending the earlier studies on the seasonal and solar activity
variations of the threshold height for equatorial spread F
(ESF) occurrence in context to all seasons, using 5 years
(2002-2006) data from the ionosondes at Trivandrum and
SHAR and the corresponding TIMED/GUVI (Global Ultra
Violet Imager) O/N2 data, Fig.1 shows the yearly variation of
h′Fc during vernal (VE) and autumnal (AE) equinoxes along
with that of F10.7 flux.

years of daily ionograms (from 1994 to 2008) at Thumba
suggest that ESF at Thumba has no seasonal preference
of occurrence. It is observed throughout the year with the
occurrence probability varying between 75 % and 85%
(Fig. 2) during a calendar year. A solar cycle dependence,
however, is noticed with almost 95 % probability of having
ESF during solar maximum and about 75% probability
during solar minimum years. ESF is seen to occur early in
the post sunset hours and remains active for a longer duration
during high solar activity period while it is seen to occur late
in the evening only for a comparatively shorter period during
low solar activity period.

Figure 1: Yearly variation of h′Fc during vernal (VE) and autumnal
(AE) equinoxes along with that of F10.7 flux.

The study revealed the following:
i) Consistently higher h′Fc for vernal equinox compared to
autumnal equinox.
ii) Higher O/N2 in vernal equinox compared to autumnal
equinox.
iii) Clear solar flux dependence of h′Fc for both equinoxes.
The increased O/N2 in vernal equinox results in higher ionneutral collision frequency at a given altitude so that optimum
RT instability growth rate is achieved only at higher altitudes
thereby pushing the threshold height up.
Morphology of Occurrence probability in the Indian
sector
Earlier studies on ESF have led to the belief that there is
seasonal preference of occurrence over Indian Sector; being
more frequent during equinoctial months. A study using 15

Figure 2: Average percentage of occurrence of ESF in different calendar months of a year (left panel), and during different years
between 1994 and 2008 (Right Panel) at Thumba.

Vertical Coupling
Seasonal and solar activity variations of nighttime
thermospheric meridional wind for solar cycles 22
and 23
Understanding the coupling between ionospheric plasma
and thermospheric neutral dynamics calls for a better
knowledge of the thermospheric meridional winds and
their variabilities. In the present study, the meridional wind
estimates have been made for different seasons of low and
high solar activity periods over SHAR for the period from
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1990 to 2006, using the Ionosonde data from Trivandrum
and SHAR . These are compared with those derived from
Horizontal Wind Model (HWM). Fig. 3 shows the temporal
variations of thermospheric meridional winds for vernal
equinox, summer, autumnal equinox and winter during low
and high solar activity years of solar cycles 22 (left panels)
and 23 (right panels). Overall it is observed that during low
solar activity years the equatorward winds are stronger in
the pre-midnight sector and there is a stronger abatement of
equatorward winds in the post midnight period for equinoxes
and summer solstice.

summer than in equinox for both the solar cycles for
low solar activity years.
•

The modulation of the wind by short period waves is
evident especially during winter of solar cycle 23.
Figure 4. shows the HWM-derived winds for the same
solar cycles. A comparison with observations reveals
the following:

•

The observed magnitude of poleward wind in the early
post sunset period is in agreement with the model. The

Figure 3: Temporal variations of thermospheric meridional winds for vernal equinox, summer, autumnal equinox and winter during low
and high solar activity years of solar cycles 22 and 23. The red lines indicate high solar activity epochs and blue ones indicate low solar
activity periods.

The important aspects that have emerged on the seasonal
variability are:
•

•

•

In the early post sunset hours (before 1900 hr) the wind
is poleward for all seasons and solar epochs, with the
highest amplitude in winter and lowest in summer.
The equatorward wind in the pre-midnight sector is
strongest during equinoxes followed by summer and so
is the abatement of equatorward wind.
The abatement of equatorward winds occurs earlier in
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observed magnitude of the wind is also larger in winter
followed by equinoxes. Further, the poleward wind
magnitudes are larger for solar minimum than maximum
in the model also as in the observations.
•

The abatement of equatorward winds is not as strong in
the model as in the observations.

•

In winter, the model winds are completely poleward
but the observed winds show equatorward excursions
especially during post-midnight indicating a weak
MTM.
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Figure 4: HWM winds during the high and low solar epochs of solar cycles 22 and 23.

Gravity wave associated wind in the generation of
blanketing Es
In the past, the effects of gravity wave associated-winds
and wind shears on the electrojet have been theoretically
studied and it has been shown that short-scale gravity waves
are more efficient in producing ionization convergence at
altitudes where the rate of convergence exceeds the rate of
recombination. In this context, the rocket profiles of wind
and electron density during the Sooryagrahan 2010 campaign
are used along with electron density profiles obtained during
earlier rocket flights from Thumba, to study the gravity
wave activity observed in the EEJ region vis-a-vis presence
and absence of blanketing Es. Fig.5 shows the wavelet
periodograms obtained from Electron Density and Neutral
Wind (ENWi)-derived meridional winds for the eclipse day
flight of 15 January 2010 (top panels), control day flight
(middle panels) and post eclipse flight (bottom panels). Fig. 6
shows the same for the zonal winds. In both the figures, strong
very short vertical scale size structures of ~ 1 km are seen for
eclipse flight and control fight while no such structures are
visible for the post-eclipse flight. During the eclipse flight
and control day flight, blanketing Es irregularities were
observed at altitudes where short scale structures were seen
in the zonal and meridional winds, while for the post-eclipse
flight, when no blanketing Es irregularities were seen, such
very short scale size structures were absent.

Figure 5: Wavelet periodograms obtained from ENWi meridional
winds for the eclipse day flight of 15 January 2010 (top panels),
control day flight (middle panels) and post eclipse flight (bottom
panels).
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Figure 7 depicts the wavelet periodogram of electron density
for the eclipse flight (top panels) and control flight (bottom
panels). The presence of short scale structures (~ 1 km) is
clearly evident in the measured electron densities for both
flights. It seems that the short-scale gravity wave modulated
winds resulted in the generation of ionization structures at
the altitudes where blanketing Es signatures are observed.
Fig.8 depicts the wavelet periodogram of Ne profiles of past
flights from Thumba. The left panels correspond to days
when blanketing Es was observed while the right panels
correspond to the cases when no blanketing Es occurred.
Again it is clear that on the days with blanketing Es, shortscale gravity waves with very short vertical scale sizes are
present; corroborating the theoretical inferences.
Solar Flare effects in the Electrodynamics of Equatorial
Ionosphere

Figure 6: Wavelet periodograms obtained from ENWi zonal winds
for the eclipse day flight of 15 January 2010 (top panels), control
day flight(middle panels) and post eclipse flight (bottom panels) .

The influence of solar flares on the large scale electrodynamics
has been investigated through measurements pertaining to
the Equatorial Ionization Anomaly (EIA), and the latitudinal
variation of GPS derived VTEC along the Indian longitudinal
sector for different flares. As is clear from the Fig. 9a, on
February 13, 2005 the EIA (as seen in the TEC during the
period 15:00-17:30 IST) shows a well pronounced crest
at ~20°N which is a typical daytime behavior on a normal
day. The strength of the anomaly, as seen from the temporal
evolution of the crest in the figure, started decreasing by
16:30 IST and the anomaly crest location also receded. By
17:30 IST the anomaly is still persisting, but with a lesser
strength.

Altitude (km)

Figure7: Wavelet periodogram of electron density for the eclipse
flight (top panels) and control flight (bottom panels).
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Figure 8: The wavelet periodogram of Ne profiles of some rocket
flights from Thumba
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On January 19, 2005, a day when M2.8 class flare occurred
around 16:00 IST, the EIA (as seen in the TEC during the
time interval 15:00-17:30 IST) shows a gradual development
(Fig.9b), albeit with lesser strength; the crest being at ~ 18°N.
This indicates that even during/after the flare peak (16:0017:30 IST), the EIA evolved in the manner similar to that on
the normal day, as if there has been no appreciable change
in the electrodynamics following the flare. Nevertheless, on
another day i.e. January 17, 2005 when a X3.8 class flare
erupted around 15:20 IST, significant weakening of the EIA
has been observed during the period 15:30-17:30 IST. This
suggests that during the flare period, the EIA got completely
suppressed due to the flare induced changes in the equatorial
electrodynamics. This weakening of EIA indicates the
weakening of equatorial plasma fountain.
In order to further investigate this aspect, high cadence
magnetometer measurements over Trivandrum, and Alibag
are plotted in Fig.10 along with the GOES measured
X-ray (1-8 Å) flux for January 17 & 19, 2005. On January
19, the magnetic field over Trivandrum clearly exhibited
enhancements corresponding to each increase in the X-ray
flux, while no clear-cut signatures were noticed in the
magnetic field over Alibag. This difference in response
indicates that the ratio of Hall to Pedersen conductivity has
undergone an appreciable change during the M class flare

too. It is to be noted that the profiles of Hall and Pedersen
conductivities peak at different altitudes and have different
shapes. Therefore, the ratio of Hall to Pedersen Conductivity
depends on the magnitude of increase in electron density at
different altitudes and also on the shape of the electron density
profile due to the flare induced radiation. During normal
times, the Pederson conductivity peaks at an altitude of ~130
km with a width of ~35 km, where as Hall conductivity
peaks at ~115 km having a width of ~30 km. Therefore, the
Pedersen conductivity is more likely to increase during the
flares on January 19, since the flares under study are less
intense. Thus, it is possible that the reduction in the ratio
of Hall to Pedersen conductivity during the flare caused the
increased magnetic field at the dip equator. This, in turn,
would reduce the vertical polarization electric field since the
zonal electric field has not undergone any change on this day
(Fig. 9b). However, the variation in zonal electric field on
January 17, 2005 can arise either due to change in the global
scale wind or conductivity distribution. In the present case,
on January 17 the conductivity distribution is more likely to
be affected by the flare. In particular, the increase in the ratio
of the Hall to Pedersen conductivity for a constant vertical
polarization electric field is believed to be the main reason
for the substantial weakening of the eastward electric field
during the X class flare on January 17, 2005.

Figure 10: The daytime variation of the ΔH on 19th and 17th
January 2005 at Trivandrum and Alibag (bottom panel), along with
the X-ray flux (top panel) respectively at left and right panels. The
peak flare timings are indicated using dotted lines.

Inferences on E-region Electrodynamics: A case study of
Annular Solar Eclipse on January 15, 2010

Figure 9: Latitudinal variation of VTEC in the time interval 15:0017:30 IST on a (a) normal (b) M2.8 flare and (c) X3.8 flare days. The
Flare peak timings are also shown.

The E-region of ionosphere is known to respond sharply
to solar eclipse forcings. Utilizing the capability of the
Digisonde at Trivandrum to measure the Doppler shift of
the reflected signal, investigations are made on the E-region
electrodynamics observed during the noontime solar eclipse
of January 15, 2010, vis-a-vis a normal electrojet day
(11/12/2009) and counter electrojet day (31/01/2010).
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On the normal day, the E-region drift is strongly westward
with average magnitude of more than 150 m/s (Figure 11).
On the whole, the drift is westward, the magnitude decreasing
in the afternoon hours following the temporal evolution of
EEJ. However on the CEJ day i.e. 31st January 2010 the drift
is stronger westward (~275 m/s) during the morning hours
than that on the normal day. Subsequently, the drift decreased
to ~40 m/s after the magnetic field reversal at ~12:45 IST.
After the field reversal, the E-region echoes started spreading

spatially and disappearing, clearly due to the suppression of
E-region irregularities as evident from sky maps at 13:20 and
14:32 IST.
The appearance of clear E-region traces in the ionograms
for these instances also corroborates the suppression of the
E-region irregularities due to the field reversal. Later, after
16:25 IST, the electric field again became eastward enhancing
the drifts and enabling the echoes to appear in the concerned
sky maps.

Figure 11: (a) The time variation of E region drift on a normal (no CEJ) day i.e. 11/12/2009, (b) same but for a CEJ day (31/01/2010). The
panel (c) shows sky maps for the eclipse day (15/01/2010). The azimuth angle is zero northward and increases in the clockwise direction.
The blue and red colors indicate the drift towards and away from the ionosonde location, its intensity shows the strength of the drift. The
each concentric circle is 10 degrees, which make the total viewing angle of sky map 40 degrees.
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In contrast, the background conditions were different on
the eclipse day. While the magnetic field reversal took
place on this day, there was an additional forcing due to
the simultaneous solar flux change. On this day, the drifts
were stronger in the morning hours until the occurrence
of CEJ around 09:00 IST, as is evident from the sky maps
Fig.11c. After the beginning of the eclipse at around 11:00
IST, the echoes in the sky maps started aligning in the
northward direction, which means an increase in northward
and a decrease in the westward components of the drift. This
indicates that there was a significant northward drift even
when the zonal drift was decreasing. This aspect is clearly
seen during 13:00-14:00 IST when the drift is predominantly
northward. Thereafter (after 12:30 IST), the zonal drift
reversed to eastward as is evident from sky maps. Just after
13:30 IST, the zonal drift weakened significantly resulting in
very few echoes. The important aspect to be mentioned here
is that even though the EEJ induced field reversed indicating
the onset of CEJ, the drift as inferred through skymaps also
reversed but the number of echoes remained high. This
indicates that unlike 31 January 2010 where the field reversal
resulted in the suppression of echoes, on eclipse day it didn’t.
This necessitates the presence of negative electron density
gradients in the E-region on the eclipse day for the sustenance
the irregularities. The presence of negative electron density
gradient has been confirmed through the rocket observations.

thermosphere during such events, which is believed to be one
of the causative mechanisms for the generation of CEJ.

On the variability of thermospheric O1D 630.0 nm
emissions during Counter Electrojet Events
This study for the first time presents the behavior of
thermospheric O1D 630.0 nm emissions during the
Counter Electrojet (CEJ) events. The analysis, based on the
data from the scanning Dayglow photometer and Proton
Precession Magnetometer over Trivandrum, indicates that
the thermospheric emissions behave distinctly different
during the CEJ events compared to a normal day; . an
enhancement in emission during the negative excursion
of the ∆H, followed by an unusual depletion during the
maximum CEJ time. It must be noted that such variability is
more pronounced in a latitudinal region of ±3o centered on
the dip equator. In addition to this, the emissions also exhibit
the presence of short period oscillations of periodicity 20-30
minutes as shown in Fig. 12. On a normal day the O1D 630.0
nm emission shows a gradual decrease during the afternoon
hours, following the solar zenith angle variation and doesn’t
exhibit any significant oscillatory features. Analysis of the
collocated ionosonde data revealed that the electron density
also showed an enhancement during the early phase of the
CEJ and a decrease during the peak time of the CEJ. The
study reveals a strong dynamical coupling between the E and
F-region of the ionosphere through the changes in the fountain
effect. The presence of short period oscillation vindicates a
possible upward penetration of the gravity waves from lower

Figure 12: Time variation of EEJ Induced magnetic field and Spatiotemporal variation of thermospheric O1D 630.0 nm emissions on
January 30, 2006 (CEJ day) and February 17, 2006 (normal day).

Night-time Vertical plasma drift and the occurrence
of sunrise oscillations at dip-equator: A study using
Incoherent backscatter radar data
At night, the absence of photoionization in combination
with sustained downward motion might lead to a severely
depleted F region with a low hmF2 near the magnetic
equator. As a result, at sunrise there can be a sudden
upward jump in the hmF2, followed by a quick descent as
the photoionization peak production height moves down
during sunrise. This constitutes ‘the equatorial sunrise
undulation’. Initially it was ascribed to electrodynamics;
analogous to the well-known evening pre-reversal electric
field effect. However, a recent study (at SPL) has ascribed
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this to photochemistry rather than electrodynamics, with
newly created plasma from photoproduction coming down
and becoming stronger as the solar zenith angle undergoes
its rapid decrease at sunrise. The electrodynamics was shown
to play an important, though indirect, role by pushing down
the remnant plasma from the previous night, so as make
it undergo a substantial recombination by the end of the
night. The background plasma density at sunrise, therefore,
is central to the detection of an undulation and the remnant
density does depend on the history of the electric field during
the previous night. This means that longitudinal differences
in the background zonal electric field could play an important
role in the occurrence of the sunrise hmF2 undulations.
For this reason we investigated the behavior of the sunrise
undulation at Jicamarca (Incoherent backscatter radar which
gives unambiguous measurements of ionospheric plasma
above F-peak) and studied its dependence on the nighttime
electric field.
Compared to Trivnadrum, the sunrise oscillation is far
less frequent over Jicamarca despite similar equinoxial
conditions. Using the Incoherent backscatter radar data
from Jicamarca, it is shown that the sunrise oscillation gets
masked by the presence of remnant plasma with unexpected
high hmF2 values late at night. The role of electric fields
during previous night was made particularly clear when in
one of the two sample cases examined, there was a strong
magnetic disturbance that had lifted the F region plasma
to great altitudes earlier during the night (Fig. 13). These
findings imply that not only the remnant density but also the
altitude of the remnant plasma is important for the detection
of a sunrise undulation

Variabilities in the occurrence of sunrise oscillations:
A Study using Trivandrum and Jicamarca Digital
ionosondes
The seasonal and longitudinal variations in the occurrence
of sunrise undulation have been studied using observations
from Digisondes located at Trivandrum and Jicamarca).
Important results are:
•

Frequency of occurrence of sunrise undulations is
higher at Trivandrum

•

On an average, Plasma density during sunrise at
Jicamarca is twice as high as at Trivandrum and

•

Average height of F-region peak plasma density (hmF2)
during night at Jicamarca is higher (~ 100 km) compared
to the same at Trivandrum. It only goes to show that
the Pre-Reversal Enhancement (PRE) in zonal electric
field, leading to higher uplift of hmF2 is more intense at
Jicamarca compared to the same at Trivandrum.

Noticeable differences in the seasonal variations in
the occurrence of sunrise oscillations at the two places
(Trivandrum, and Jicamarca) have been examined (Figs. 14
and 15). While they are observed more or less throughout the
year at Trivandrum, there is a distinct seasonal preference of
occurrence (high during winter solstice (June); low during
equinox (March) and almost negligible during summer
solstice (December)) at Jicamarca, It is found that PRE at
Jicamarca is minimum in June solstice, and maximum in

Figure 13: Comparison of model calculations with electron density observations from incoherent back scatter radar at different local times
of the morning at Jicamarca on March 11, 2011. Blue curve: observations. Case-1: the model run with negligible initial density. Right-most
panel: temporal hmF2 evolution between 0300 and 0700 LT as seen by the ISR and comparison with model-derived hmF2 . The model for
that panel was initialized with a negligible background density to track only the fresh production of plasma.
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December solstice. During equinox, although plasma is
uplifted immediately after sunset to very high altitudes due
to the intense pre reversal enhancement in the eastward
electric field, it descends too quickly later to altitudes, where
recombination is fast. This results in significant loss in
plasma density during morning. On the other hand, during
December solstice, hmF2 attains peak rather late in the
evening, reaches to a height as high as during equinox months,
and slides down later rather slowly. As a result, plasma stays
longer in the region where loss due to recombination is low
and hence a relatively high plasma density during sunrise
masking any undulations in hmF2. At Trivandrum, due to a
stronger geo-magnetic field (one and half times stronger than
Jicamarca), plasma is never pushed up to altitudes as high as
at Jicamarca. The peak magnitude of hmF2 at Trivandrum
during March and December is about 100 km less than that
at Jicamarca. Since plasma is not pushed up high enough
during evening and stays mostly below 350 km throughout
the year (during solar minimum), the nocturnal westward
zonal electric field easily pushes them to low altitudes where
they recombine fast. It provides almost negligible density
during sunrise resulting in a regular occurrence of sunrise
undulations. Thus the seasonal and longitudinal variation of
sunrise ionosphere can be used as a proxy to understand the
electrodynamical features of the previous night.

Generation and evolution of F3 Layer
The various aspects of the enhancement in the topside
ionization resulting in a ledge or an additional ionization
layer (F3 layer) over the equatorial latitudes, ascribed to the
combined effects of the upward E×B drift as well as neutral
wind, have been investigated. It was shown in a recent study
that the F3 layer occurrence over the magnetic equatorial
location of Trivandrum is very weak and rare compared to
other equatorial locations around the globe. Based on the
Trivandrum ionospheric data for period 2006-2012, the
present study examines the variability associated with F3
formation and evolution during the summer months of April
- May, when observations indicate that the probability of
F3 layer formation over equator is maximum. It is seen that
the F3 layer typically appears around ~500 km altitude or
above irrespective of the solar epoch. Once formed, it drifts
upwards with speed increasing with altitude. Supplementing
the F3 observations with ionospheric tomography generated
using RaBIT data aboard YOUTHSAT during 2011-12, it is
observed that EIA could be playing a role in the generation/
suppression of F3 layer over equator. Our study reveals
that the converging meridional wind over equator leads to
a downward wind which counteracts the upward daytime
plasma drift. It is the relative strength of these two processes
that appear as variability in the occurrence height and drift of
the F3 layer. This aspect of F3 has not been explored earlier.

Figure 14: Temporal variations in the average value of hmF2 in 15 minute intervals along with standard deviations obtained using
observations from a Digisonde at Jicamarca during sunrise hours (top panel) and sunset hours (bottom panel) in the months of winter
Solstice (June, left panels), summer Solstice (December, middle panels), and Equinox (March, right panel).
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Figure 15: Same as Fig. 14, but for Trivandrum. The average value of hmF2 comprises data at 6 minute intervals.

Design and development of Scientific Instruments
(a) Portable Nighttime photometer
A portable multiwavelength nighttime photometer (size
20 cm×40 cm as shown in Figure 16) has been developed
in-house with five, 2” Interference filters (557.7, 630. 0,
777.4, 731.6 and 740.2 nm) and compact Hamamatsu
photo multiplier tube. The system uses a fast (F1.0) optics
and has option to vary the Field of View from 1 to 17o. A
LabVIEW based data acquisition system is used to select the
wavelengths of interest and acquire the data.
(b) Multi-Wavelength
(MAAP)

All-Time

Airglow

Photometer

In-house development of the mechanical and optical
subsystems of a new Multi-Wavelength All-Time Airglow
Photometer (MAAP) for ground based round-theclock measurement of airglow emissions at 6 different
wavelengths (557.7, 589.0, 630.0, 731.6, 740.2, 777.4 nm)
near simultaneously, has been completed. The necessary
data acquisition system and the software are currently under
development in which. an Intelligent servo module with Easy
motion studio application development software, and Motion
control libraries for LabVIEW, are to be used for control of
the stepper motor movement for filter rotation.
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Figure 16: The photograph of the portable Nighttime Photometer.
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FUTURE ...
Pursue fundamental research on equatorial ionosphere, thermosphere and magnetosphere with focus on coupling processes. The modest
beginning of polar research, with GPS measurements would be strengthened.
Going beyond the terrestrial environment, proposals are made for investigating the lunar ionosphere on board the forthcoming
Chandrayaan–2 using radio probing techniques. The project, “Radio Anatomy of Moon Bound Hypersensitive Ionosphere Atmosphere”
using in-house developed plasma experiments onboard India’s forthcoming Lunar Lander, includes a Langmuir Probe, radio sounder
and dual frequency transceiver.
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AEROSOL RADIATIVE FORCING OVER INDIA (ARFI)

INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN FOR AEROSOLS, GASES AND RADIATION BUDGET (ICARB)
REGIONAL AEROSOL WARMING EXPERIMENT (RAWEX)
ARFI, ICARB and RAWEX are entwined national projects of ISRO, implemented through SPL. They aim at evolving
accurate regional aerosol characterization, using the network of observatories (ARFINET), incorporating the heterogeneities in space, time and spectral domains for periodic and accurate estimates of Aerosol Radiative Forcing
over India and to assess the impacts on regional and global climate. While ARFI involves continuous primary data
generation from the ARFINET and regional synthesis, and ICARB involves multi-platform thematic field experiments
addressing to specific problems pertinent to ARFI, RAWEX envisage quantifying the climate implications of the atmospheric warming produced by the absorbing aerosols synergizing observations with models. In view of the global
implications of these processes, the programme encompasses the Polar Regions (Antarctic and Arctic) as well as the
Himalayan regions, including glaciers. The primary data on aerosols generated by the ARFINET would be made
available for societal applications, aiding policy decisions and supporting other national science programs.
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ARFI Network Observatories (ARFINET)
The ARFINET observatories, established over the years
under the ARFI project across the Indian landmass
and adjoining oceans, provide regular and quality
checked primary data on spectral AOD, BC, radiation,
concentration and size distribution of composite aerosols

and other climate-sensitive aerosol parameters. The
database now consists of 35 stations; the geographical
distributions of which is shown in Fig.1.
Major
accomplishments during the reporting period are given
below:

Figure.1: Current constitution of ARFINET.
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Buildup of Aerosols over Indian region
Long-term trends in aerosols (at regional and global scales)
are amongst the most sought after aerosol information
by all; climate scientists, policy makers and mitigation
strategists, besides the general public. Despite the advents
of several satellites, the primary data derived from careful
measurements from network of ground based observatories
remain the best choice even today for quantification of
trends, especially over the landmass characterized by varying

result of a linear trend analysis is shown by the dotted line,
which indicates an increase in the regional mean AOD at
the rate of 2.3% per year (of its value of 0.28 at 500 nm
in 1985). This trend is statistically significant at significance
level at p < 0.0001 level. It is important to note that even
the lowest AOD values have gone up, indicating an overall
decrease in the atmospheric transparency to solar radiation.
As the spectral variation of the AOD carries an imprint of

Figure.2: (Top) Long-term trends in aerosol optical depth at 500nm, derived from measurements at ARFINET stations where different colors
and symbols differentiate the stations and (Bottom) long-term trend in regional mean aerosol optical depth at 500 nm. The points are the
regional monthly mean AOD (averaged over the available measurements for each month, and would be better regional representatives in
the later years due to increased number of stations) and the vertical bars through the points represent the standard deviations (Geophysical
Research Letters, 2013).

and heterogeneous surface reflectance. In a FIRST-EVER
REGIONAL SYNTHESIS OF LONG-TERM PRIMARY
DATA on aerosols, the spectral AOD data since 1985 obtained
from the ARFINET observatories have been synthesized to
examine the regional trends in aerosol abundance and type
over the Indian region. The resulting time-series of AOD at
500 nm is shown in the top panel of Fig.2, where the different
colors and symbols differentiate the stations. These include
stations Trivandrum (TVM) and Visakhapatnam (VSK)
with the longest database (since 1985/87) over India. The
gap in the data from June 1991 to December 1993 signifies
exclusion of the data corresponding to the volcanically
disturbed period associated with the Mt Pinatubo Volcanic
eruption. Using this primary data, regional mean AOD
over Indian sub-continent is estimated and its temporal
variation is shown in the bottom panel of Fig.2. A definite
and positive (increasing) trend is clearly discernible. The
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the columnar size distribution of the aerosols, it is possible
to infer, to a first order, aerosol types (whether natural or
anthropogenic) responsible for this build-up by estimating the
Angstrom wavelength exponent a in the relation AOD(l) =
AOD(l=1mm) l-a. The time variation of the regional monthly
mean Angstrom exponent (derived from the individual
AOD spectra at the individual stations and then regionally
averaged) shown in Fig.3, indicates that a major fraction of
increased aerosol loading is contributed by anthropogenic
aerosols signified by higher values of a, which is indicative
of increased abundance of fine, submicron particles in the
aerosol size spectrum. Despite the scatter, the mean (least
squares fitted) line shows an increasing trend of 0.02 per year
and a possible leveling off by 2010. The large scatter of the
points indicates the different aerosol types that co-exist over
this region due to distributed sources and long-range transport.
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Figure.3 Long-term trend in the regional mean values of Angstrom wavelength exponent, an indicator of anthropogenic impact of aerosol
column loading. (Geophysical Research Letters, 2013).

Performance evaluation of chemistry transport
models over India
Chemical transport models are extensively used to generate
aerosol field at regional/global scales for inputting to models
for climate impact studies. However, the accuracy of these
models even at regional scales remains a matter of intense
debate. In this backdrop, a space-time synthesis of black
carbon (BC) aerosols are generated from continuous and
near-real time measurements from ARFINET stations, for
a period of 1 year (from January to December 2006). The
spatial distributions of monthly mean BC concentrations
in Fig.4 shows that, in general, BC concentrations are
considerably higher over the Indo-Gangetic Plain (IGP)
than the peninsular Indian stations. The strong seasonal
variations observed, winter high and summer low, are
attributed to the combined effects of changes in synoptic air
mass types, modulated strongly by the atmospheric boundary
layer dynamics. Extremely high values are observed at the
urban centers of HYD and DEL during winter (December to
February) with a peak value of ~ 27 µg m-3 during January for
DEL. These are attributed to the confinement by the shallow
boundary layer, lower ventilation coefficient, increased
anthropogenic activities and advection from regions of
forest fire/biomass burning. The concentration decreases
dramatically in the pre-monsoon season (March, April
and May) at all the stations (by a factor of ~2), due to the
increased ventilation coefficient (Vc) (deepening of the ABL
and increased wind speeds) and the change in air mass type.
The concentration decreases further towards the monsoon
season as wet scavenging by the extensive precipitation
also contributes. As the removal mechanisms become weak
when the season shifts to Post Monsoon Season (October and

November), the concentration starts building up. In addition
to the dynamics of the ABL, emissions from the local traffic,
burning of fuels (both fossil fuels and biofuels) for cooking/
household activities and biomass burning/forest fire activities
in the vicinity would also be contributing to the diurnal, dayto-day, monthly and seasonal variability of all the time-scales
at each of the stations. However, the contribution from each
of the sources varies widely depending upon the geographical
location of the measurement site.
As a part of the performance evaluation, these measurements
were examined against the simulations using two widely
used chemical transport models, GOCART (Goddard Global
Ozone Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport) and
CHIMERE. Such an exercise has been done for the first
time over Indian region. GOCART model is a global model
that simulates major tropospheric aerosol types, including
sulfate, dust, Organic Carbon (OC), BC and sea-salt aerosols.
Processes in GOCART include emission of aerosols and
precursor gases, chemistry (prescribed OH, H2O2 and NO3
fields for gaseous sulfur oxidations), advection, boundary
layer turbulent mixing, moist convection, gravitational
settling, surface deposition, and wet scavenging. The
emission inventories employed in GOCART are based
on the compilation of inventories of black carbon (BC),
primary organic carbon (OC), and SO2 emissions from
land-based anthropogenic sources, ocean-going vessels, air
traffic, biomass burning, and volcanoes for the period 19802000. Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and
Applications (MERRA) fields produced with the GEOSDAS system are used with a GOCART configuration at a
horizontal resolution of 1.25° longitude by 1° latitude and 72
vertical levels from surface to 0.01 hPa.
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Figure 4: The spatial pattern of MB showing the monthly mean variations of BC mass concentrations for all the eight stations from January
to December 2006. The diameter of the circles is proportional to the BC mass concentrations at the station. Its value is also given beside
the circle (Atmospheric Environment, 2013a).

The multi-scale model CHIMERE simulates aerosols,
ozone and other pollutant species. It employs
anthropogenic emission over the study region, generated
using Emission Dataset for Global Atmospheric

Research (EDGAR 3.2 Fast Track 2000 dataset). Of the
various spatial scales for CHIMERE, a resolution of
100-200 km was made use of to match the GOCART
resolutions.

Figure 5: Comparison between the measured BC mass concentrations and the simulations using GOCART and CHIMERE. The black
curves show the measurements, the blue curve and the red curve show the model values with the CHIMERE and GOCART respectively
(Atmospheric Environment, 2013a).
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The time series of model-simulated daily mean MB is shown
in Fig 5, along with the corresponding measurements for 8
different stations. Both the model simulations significantly
deviated from the measurements at all the stations; more
so during the winter and pre-monsoon seasons and over
mega cities; however, the CHIMERE model simulations
showed lesser deviations than the GOCART. The episodic
fluctuations seen in the measurements at the urban centers
of DEL and HYD are absent in both the model simulations.
The possible reasons for the observed deviations could be
the difference in the parameterization of the advection
processes, boundary layer schemes, or inappropriate
emission inventories or a combination of all. The GOCART

model simulations have been improved significantly after
incorporating an adjustment factor. This suggests that
the emission inventories used in the models might be the
prime factor for the large deviations. Another point to be
noted here is that the spatial resolution of the two models
does not match; GOCART being a coarse resolution model
in comparison with the CHIMERE. Unlike the General
Circulation Models, as the Chemical Transport Models solve
only for the continuity equation, large difference between the
model simulations might arise from the difference in schemes
used for the advection and diffusion processes. As such, the
models may lack wave parameterization schemes and hence
the modulations produced by these.

Figure 6: Wavelet spectra of the time series of daily mean MB at all the stations for observation and the model simulations of GOCART and
CHIMERE. (Atmospheric Environment, 2013a).
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With a view to examining this, the dominant frequency
components present in the model simulations as well as in the
measurements have been estimated. The analysis revealed
the presence of three dominant periodicities, 30-50 days; 1322 days, and 9-11 days periodicity at all the stations with
varying amplitudes, both in the measurements and in the
simulations (Figure 6). In addition, shorter periodicity of the
order ~1 week is significant in the measurements, especially
at the urban centres, which might be associated with either
the episodic events such as forest fires/biomass burning
activities or reduced traffic on weekends or both.

The poor reproduction of the natural variabilities in both
the models might be due to the improper advection and
boundary layer parameterization schemes in the models or
inadequate measurements over the Indian regions going into
the reanalysis data. Since the model simulations deviated
lesser from the measurements during the seasons with deeper
boundary layer and the maximum mismatch occurred during
winter, when the boundary layer is shallow and less dynamic,
it emerges that the parameterization schemes employed for
the boundary layer in the models might not be representing
the seasonal changes over the tropics.

Despite the above similarities, the magnitudes of the
periodicities in the model simulated values were higher than
those of the corresponding measurements at all the stations.
As such, using the spectral amplitudes, the percentage
contributions of the periodicities to the seasonal mean BC
mass concentration (PSM) have been estimated for the
measurements and models (GOCART and CHIMERE) for
all the stations and the seasonal pattern of the PSM values are
shown in Fig.7. Interestingly, the PSMs are closer during the
pre-monsoon, gradually deviating more and more through the
summer monsoon season, and the highest difference occur
during winter. Even though the wave activities are stronger

Absorption characteristics of aerosols over
the northwestern region of India : Vertical
Heterogeneity
Under ARFI, aerosol BC measurements were initiated jointly
with the Indian Air Force in November 2007, from Naliya, in
the extreme western part of northern India and characterized
by the vast marshy area of Kachchh and the desert/arid
regions spreading from western India to Arabia. The
experiment was initiated also with a view to understand the
possible sources of particles that were causing deterioration
to the engines of the jet aircrafts of IAF there. Analysis of the

Figure 7: The percentage contribution of the wave amplitudes to the seasonal mean BC mass concentrations (PSM) for the periodicities in
the time series of model simulations along with the corresponding measurements for all the seasons. (Atmospheric Environment, 2013a).

during winter, the effects of local sources appear to dominate
the advection and boundary layer turbulent mixing processes
during winter. Whereas during pre-monsoon and summer
monsoon seasons, the atmosphere is more conducive for the
efficient dispersals of aerosols (both horizontal and vertical)
even within the boundary layer. At the stations, where
statistically significant correlations were observed between
the observations and model simulations, the discrepancy in
PSM values was low, at least for two of the three periodicities.
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data from continuous measurements over a period of 3 years
indicates that despite the large variation in the concentration
at shorter time scales, the average annual variation has a
consistent seasonality with a conspicuous winter (DJF)
peak and summer (JJAS) low, with annual amplitude of ~
6. Spectral absorption coefficient (σabs) at 550 nm varied
between the highest values of ~ 17.05 to 7.67 Mm-1 in winter
and the lowest ~ 2.71 to 1.02 Mm-1 in summer – typical
to remote continental location. The dominant sources of
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absorbing aerosol sources and their seasonality are examined
based on the seasonal frequency distribution of spectral
absorption exponent αabs in Fig. 8. It emerges clearly that the
winter season is characterized by higher spectral index with
a median value of 1.35; with more than 95% of the values
being > 1.0. In contrast, during summer > 72% of the values
were < 1.0, with a median value of αabs ~ 0.9. During the
other seasons the median values were ~ 1.1. The scatter plot
of BC and αabs in Fig.9 indicates again that the large increase
in BC concentration during winter is mostly connected to
biomass burning aerosol sources or dust, having steeper
λ-dependence. During summer, αabs decreased to the annual
low, so too the BC mass concentration.

Examination of the spatial distribution of MODIS fire
counts and their association with airmass back-trajectory
clusters indicated the role of dominant advections (~ 53%)
from the locations northwest of Naliya having moderate
biomass burning sources during winter, leading to the
highest values of BC and its steep wavelength variation
(high αabs). During summer, fire events are absent around
Naliya on the one hand and the trajectory clusters are
from oceanic region bringing-in clean marine airmass on
the other, leaving only the local and regional contributions
to dominate the BC concentration and its absorption
properties.

Figure 8: Monthly variation of abs along with their frequency distribution at different seasons. (Atmospheric Environment, 2013b).

Fig ure 9: Scatter plot of BC mass concentration against αabs (Atmospheric Environment, 2013b).
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On the other hand, annual variation of monthly mean
Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) derived aerosol index
(AI), follow nearly an opposite pattern to that of αabs with
higher values during summer and lower in winter. MISR
and MODIS-derived columnar AOD also follow the OMI
pattern. As AI is a columnar measure of aerosols, our
observations reveal that during summer season, when fossil
fuel combustions sources are the only contributors to the nearsurface BC concentrations over Naliya, significant amount
of absorbing aerosols are present in the upper atmosphere
leading to higher values of (columnar) AI. Investigation of
the altitude profiles of CALIPSO extinction coefficients at
532 nm (shown in Fig.10) clearly indicate the presence of
higher extinction coefficient (> 0.2 km-1) in the entire altitude

coarse mode abundance during the pre-monsoon (March to
May) and summer monsoon (June to September) with flat
AOD spectra and low Angstrom wavelength exponent (α).
During the post-monsoon (October–November) and winter
(December– February) seasons, fine-mode dominance and
steep AOD spectra are observed. The aerosol columnar size
distribution (CSD) retrieved from the spectral AOD showed
bimodal size distributions for all the seasons, except for the
monsoon, with an accumulation-mode radius at 0.12–0.25
μm and a coarse-mode one at 0.86–1.30 μm. On the other
hand, the CSD during the monsoon follows the power law
for fine mode and the unimodal distribution for coarse mode.
The fine-mode aerosols during post-monsoon and winter
appear to be associated with advection from continental

Figure 10: Mean vertical profile of aerosol (a) extinction coefficient (km-1) at 532 nm, (b) depolarization ratio during summer and winter
season of 2009 and 2010. (,Atmospheric Environment, 2013b).

range (0-6 km) with a prominent secondary peak at 5-6 km
during summer; while the winter profiles are benign with
insignificant extinction above 4 km. Examination of the
CALIPSO derived volume depolarization ratios (VDR, ratio
of the perpendicular to the parallel components of the range
corrected aerosol backscatter) in Fig.10 clearly indicated
higher VDR values (> 0.3) during summer at those altitudes
where the extinction coefficient also showed high values.
This demonstrates the notable consistency of the presence
of non-spherical particles (e.g., dust probably mixed with
sea-salt, as this region is famous for its extensive salt farms),
which contribute to the large aerosol extinction at higher
levels, and these, fine silicates appear to be the prime reason
for the observed wear and tear with the aircraft engines.

India, while the coarse-mode particles during pre-monsoon
and monsoon with air masses originating from west Asia and
western India.

Influence of synoptic scale processes on the
spectral Aerosol Optical depth characteristics
over Hyderabad
An analysis of the AOD measured at ten wavelengths using
multi-wavelength radiometer (MWR) from the ARFINET
station Hyderabad (TIFR), for the period January 2008
to December 2009, depicted (Fig.11), high AOD with
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Figure 11: Annual variation of spectral AOD over Hyderabad.
The gap in the data is due to the lack of data due to cloudy sky
condition prevailed during monsoon. (Quarterly Journal of Royal
Meteorological Society, 2012).
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Integrated Campaign for Aerosols gases
and Radiation Budget (ICARB)
Role of continental outflow and ocean
biogeochemistry on the distribution of ultrafine particles over oceans around India.
Ultra-fine particles (those in the size regime below 100 nm)
are very important in aerosol science, because they throw
light on the new particle formation and microphysics on
the one hand, and act as reservoirs for accumulation mode
aerosols (through coagulation and condensation processes)
on the other. These particles form over oceans through
different pathways; photolysis of advected anthropogenic
precursors over the humid oceanic environment or through
ocean bio-geochemistry involving Di-Methyl Sulphide
(DMS) emitted by marine phytoplankton and modify the
aerosol size distribution with consequence on (i) aerosolradiation interactions (direct effect), (ii) aerosol-cloud
interactions (indirect and semi-direct effects), and (iii)
aerosol-biogeochemistry interactions. Due to the large northsouth excursion of the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone and
associated reversal of the synoptic wind patterns, chemical
weather over the oceanic regions around India changes
from continental to marine and back and provides an ideal
platform to investigate these particles in the perspective

of the aerosol-cloud-climate feedback. Despite these, the
investigation on these particles in the Indian region is
virtually non-existent. As a part of Integrated Campaign for
Aerosols gases and radiation Budget campaigns (ICARB of
2006 and W-ICARB 2009), extensive measurements of ultrafine particle distributions have been carried out over the Bay
of Bengal and Arabian Sea during the pre-monsoon season
of 2006 (ICARB) and over the Bay of Bengal during winter
2009 (W-ICARB). This seasonality enabled observation of
the particle size distributions and modal characteristics in the
continental outflow from the Indo-Gangetic Plain and East
Asia, respectively over to the western and eastern Bay of
Bengal and the dust transport from Arabia over to the northern
Arabian Sea, which is believed to contribute significantly to
the ocean fertilization.
Spatial distribution of total number concentrations (NT) and
geometric mean diameter (GMD) of the size distribution
over the northern Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea during
ICARB and W-ICARB are shown in Fig. 12. In general,
concentrations are high (>5000 cm-3) along the coastal
regions of the Bay of Bengal close to the mainland of India,
Bangladesh, and Myanmar and the northernmost parts of
the cruise track over the Arabian Sea. In contrast to the Bay
of Bengal, significantly high concentrations of ultrafine
aerosols occur over the northern parts the Arabian Sea and a
few locations in the central Arabian Sea.

Figure 12: Spatial distribution of (top) total aerosol number concentration and (bottom) geometric mean diameter during ICARB (March
to May 2006) and W-ICARB cruises (December 2008 to January 2009). The names of the ports at the start and end of the cruise are shown
in the top panel. (Journal of Geophysical Research, 2013).
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Fig.13 a shows the mean number size distribution of aerosols
over the Arabian Sea (pre-monsoon) and the Bay of Bengal
during pre-monsoon and winter seasons. The mean NSDs
measured downwind of the Indo-Gangetic Plain and East Asia
for pre-monsoon and winter seasons are shown in Figs.13b
and 13c and the mean NSDs over the southern and northern
Arabian Sea during pre-monsoon are shown in Fig. 13d. While
the bimodal NSDs with a prominent accumulation mode was
persistent in the outflow from Indo-Gangetic plain and East
Asia during pre-monsoon season, a conspicuous Aitken mode
occurs during winter over the oceanic regions downwind of
the East Asian outflow (Fig.13c). The Aitken mode is very
prominent over the northern Arabian Sea, where intrusion of
dust aerosols from West Asia is frequent during pre-monsoon
season. The mean spatial distributions of total chlorophyll
measured using SeaWiFS and assimilated using NASA
Ocean Biogeochemical Model (NOBM) for the ICARB
and W-ICARB periods (Fig. 14), reveals high chlorophyll
content over the northern Arabian Sea and very low over the
Bay of Bengal and southern Arabian Sea. A relatively high
concentration of chlorophyll is seen over the eastern Bay of
Bengal during W-ICARB. It is clearly seen from Fig. 14 that

(a)

(b)

the spatial distribution of high concentrations of nucleation
and Aitken mode aerosols over the northern Arabian Sea are
in line with the spatial pattern of chlorophyll.
To evaluate the apparent similarity quantitatively, daily mean
chlorophyll concentration versus number concentration of
aerosols with dimeter less than 50 nm (N10–50) and geometric
mean diameter of NSDs are shown in Fig. 15. It is very clear
from the figure that over the northern Arabian Sea (top panel),
the variations in N10–50 are quite similar to those of chlorophyll
while GMD shows an inverse relationship with chlorophyll
content. This strongly suggests the role of production of
secondary aerosols from the DMS (emitted by marine
phytoplankton), which increases the aerosol concentration
in the nucleation and Aitken mode and decreases the GMD.
In general, the relationship between N10–50 and GMD with
chlorophyll is seen only in the northern Arabian Sea and that
too only in the spatial domain, as is evidenced by the repeated
enhancement and depletion as the ship entered a region of
high chlorophyll and later moved out of it and then re-entered
(Fig.15). This emphasizes the role of anthropogenic influence
over the BoB and ocean biogeochemistry over the northern
Arabian Sea in NPF.
(c)

(d)

Figure 13: (a) Mean number size distribution of aerosols over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) during ICARB and W-ICARB and the Arabian Sea
(AS) during ICARB. (b) Aerosol number size distributions over the northern and southern Arabian Sea during ICARB. Dotted lines show
the lognormal fit to the distribution. (c and d) Aerosol number size distributions measured in the outflow of IGP and East Asia during (top)
ICARB and (bottom) W-ICARB over the Bay of Bengal. (Journal of Geophysical Research, 2013).
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Figure 14: Mean spatial distribution of chlorophyll content measured using SeaWiFS and assimilated using NOBM during pre-monsoon
(ICARB) and winter (W-ICARB) seasons. (Journal of Geophysical Research, 2013).

Figure 15: Daily mean variation of geometric mean diameter of NSDs, number concentration of aerosols between the size range of 10 to 50
nm, and chlorophyll content measured using SeaWiFS and assimilated using NOBM. (Journal of Geophysical Research, 2013).

Spatial synthesis of aerosol black carbon
over Bay of Bengal from Multi-campaign
measurements
Synthesizing data from three cruise experiments (ICARB:
pre-monsoon, W_ICARB: winter, and the CTCZ cruise:
summer-monsoon,) over the Bay of Bengal (BoB), the
seasonal characterization of aerosol black carbon (BC) mass

concentration was made. The results (Fig. 16) indicated:
(i) significant spatial variability in BC in all the seasons
with high values over northern BoB compared to that over
southern BoB; and (ii) seasonally, the values are 3 to 4 times
higher during winter compared to that during pre-monsoon
and summer monsoon seasons, with a mean concentration
of ~2407 ± 1756 ng m-3 during winter, ~995 ± 799 ng m-3
in pre-monsoon and ~ 700 ± 359 ng m-3 in monsoon season.
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The seasonality is twice as predominant over northern BoB,
than over southern BoB, indicating strong spatial gradients.
The spatial gradients are parameterized using an exponential
growth function of the form, C(Λ) = C0 exp(Λ / ΛD), where
Λ is the latitude (longitude) in degrees (22>Λ>10); C(Λ) is
the BC mass concentration (MBC) at latitude (longitude) Λ,
C0 the latitude-independent component, and ΛD is the scaling
distance in degrees of latitude (longitude)- which yields the

As there were no primary sources of BC in the open ocean, the
above gradients are indicative of the seasonality in advection.
During pre-monsoon, the continental airmass originating at
IGP, coupled with the low level anti-cyclonic subsidence
prevailing over northern BoB led to the spatial confinement
of aerosols, resulting in high BC mass concentration. At the
same time, mostly the marine airmass prevailed over the
central (as well as southern) BoB resulting in low values

Figure 16: Spatial variation in MBC over Bay of Bengal during ICARB (premonsoon), W-ICARB (winter) and CTCZ (summer monsoon).
The color schemes on the right side represent the magnitude of BC in µg m-3. (Atmospheric Environment, 2013c).

distance (in terms of Λ) for an e-fold growth. Latitudinal
gradients, despite being consistently increasing northwards,
were found to be sharper during winter and weakest during
summer monsoon with e-fold scaling distances of ~ 7.7°
and ~ 15.6° during winter and monsoon season respectively;
whereas scaling distance during pre-monsoon was 11.1°.
Longitudinally, BC concentrations tend to increase towards
east during winter and pre-monsoon, but an opposite trend is
seen in monsoon.

of BC and the observed spatial gradients. During summer
monsoon season, the airmass back trajectories originated
mainly from southern and deep oceanic regions, while
northern BoB was influenced mainly by airmasses from the
peninsular and eastern Indian land mass and the central BoB
was influenced mostly by marine airmasses originating at far
oceanic regions (-10°N and -5°N respectively for the two
clusters).

Figure 17: Cluster plots of two distinct 7 day back trajectories arriving at 100m over Northern BoB (left side) for the periods (a) ICARB (b)
CTCZ and (c) W_ICARB; and the right side figure shows same but over Central BoB. (Atmospheric Environment, 2013c).
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Multi-year investigations of aerosols from Port
Blair
Long-term (2002-2008) aerosol measurements under ARFI
from Port Blair (11.63°N, 92.7°E, PBR) have been analyzed to
delineate the climatological features of aerosols over eastern
BoB. The temporal variation of the climatological mean
spectral AOD over PBR is shown in Fig.18 . Cimatologically,
AODs increase from January to reach peak value of ~0.4 (at
500 nm) in March, followed by a weak decrease towards
May.

of a strong accumulation mode at the particle diameter <
0.5 μm, when spectral curvatures in AOD were convex (α´
>0), along with a much weaker coarse mode (>2 μm), most
probably associated with the ever-present sea-spray aerosols
in the (marine) atmospheric boundary layer. However, as
α´ becomes negative, there is significant enhancement in
the coarse mode concentration at ~ 6 μm diameter with
amplitude of ~ 23 μg m-3. Along with this, the accumulation
mode becomes less conspicuous. These observations are in
general conformity with the inferences deduced from the
CSDs, retrieved from the AOD spectra. This also suggests
the prevalence of a general homogeneity in the microphysical
properties of aerosols in ABL and those in the column.

Figure 18: The climatology of monthly mean spectral AOD at Port
Blair. The wide gap from June to October signifies the prevailing
persistent cloudy and rainy conditions making the solar extinction
measurements impossible (Annales Geophysicae, 2012).

The derivative (α´), of the Angstrom wavelength exponent
α in the wavelength domain, along with Concentration
Weighted Trajectory (CWT) analysis is used to delineate
the different important aerosol types that influence this
remote island. The sign of α´ depends on the nature of the
curvature of the AOD spectra, with the positive (negative)
values of α´ depicting a convex (concave) curvature and
signify respectively fine/accumulation mode dominated
aerosol size distributions, (and as such considered mainly of
anthropogenic, biomass burning, urban and industrial origin).
On the other hand, negative values of α´ are characteristic of
size distributions with a significant coarse mode or bimodal
distributions with a strong coarse mode typically attributed to
mineral dust or sea salt. Examining the time series of α and
α´, estimated from the daily mean spectral AODs from 2002
to 2008 for PBR in the above backdrop it emerges that the
aerosols prevailing at PBR are of mixed type arising from
two or more distinctively different sources (either natural or
anthropogenic), the relative dominance of these vary rather
rapidly.
The changes in the aerosol size distributions are also inferred
independently from the numerical inversion of the spectral
AODs (which yields the columnar size distribution) as well
as from surface measurements using a QCM impactor. The
QCM – derived mass-size distributions have been segregated
based on the spectral curvature (whether positive or negative)
of the AOD and averaged. The resulting size distributions
are shown in Fig.19. It is interesting to note the presence

Figure 19: Climatological mean pattern of near-surface mass size
distributions from Quartz Crystal Microbalance for the cases of
contrasting spectral curvatures during the study period at Port
Blair. (Annales Geophysicae, 2012).

The CWT analyses have been carried out, by grouping the
days separately in terms of their spectral curvatures at three
height levels. The CWT patterns at 1500 m (above MABL),
as a representative, are shown in Fig.20. It clearly reveals
that, when positive values of α´ are observed, more than
90% of the trajectories are from the East/ northeast Asian
continental locations. Among these, the potential source
regions are identified over Bangladesh and Myanmar with
source contribution of ~0.2. For trajectories confined to Bay
of Bengal and Indian subcontinent, the source contribution
remains low (~0.05). As the values of α´ change to negative,
the cluster of trajectories from the Indian subcontinent
assumes dominance over the East Asian trajectories. The
source contribution by these trajectories remained as high
as ~0.3. Even though significant advection (~0.1) occurred
from the East Asian locations, the effect of this has been
overcompensated by the extremely high source contributions
from the Indian mainland and the size distributions of the
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aerosol show higher abundance of (natural) coarse mode
particles.
The CWT analysis revealed that, the strength of advection
varies intra-seasonally over Port Blair and it in turn causes
associated changes in the columnar aerosol size distribution
too. These observations unequivocally showed that the
advection of significant amount of coarse mode aerosols
from the Indian mainland contributes significantly to the

archival and dissemination system to a professional level
by adding the Structured Query Language (SQL)-based data
management system on an SQL server. Starting with the raw
data at Level - 0, and the quality checked data at Level 1,
the software envisages a user-friendly menu driven utility to
perform statistical analysis and interactive plotting at the user
level. After user trials within SPL, this would be linked to
ARFI website, making it accessible to registered users.

Figure 20: The concentration weighted trajectory map at Port Blair at a height level of 1500 m during both the seasons of WMS and PrMS
for both the cases of spectral curvatures. (Annales Geophysicae, 2012).

coarse mode in the columnar size distribution and leads to
concave spectral curvature at PBR, while the accumulation
mode aerosol advected from the East Asian regions are
responsible for the convex spectral curvatures. In other
words, the increased advection from the Indian mainland
reverses the columnar size distribution from an accumulation
mode dominated one to a bimodal distribution with a strong
coarse mode dominance (contributed by natural aerosols).

Technical Developments
ARFI Database Management
One of the important goals of ARFI is to make the regional
aerosol data for societal and policy applications, besides
fundamental research. This calls for dissemination of quality
checked data to potential users. For this, a user friendly,
restricted access ARFI Data Management Software (ADMS)
has been developed with the support from Computational
Infrastructure & Campus Network Group (CNG) of VSSC.
ADMS aims at automating the procedure for regular dataupdate from the ARFINET, periodic data from ICARB
and polar expeditions. This software is envisaged to lift
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Figure 21: Home page of the ARFI Data management system.

Instrumentation
The in-house developed, Multi-wavelength solar
Radiometers (MWR) form the backbone of the ARFINET,
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providing regular estimates of spectral AOD at ten channels
from UV to near IR, and column water vapour. As a part
of the expansion and augmentation of the ARFINET, eight
more units, based on the standalone control and DA system
concept have been developed during the year.

Antarctic: Measurements were made over the Southern
Ocean and also from the Indian stations Maitri and Bharati
during the Antarctic summer of 2012-2013 as a part of 32nd
Indian Scientific Expedition to Antarctica. These include
measurements of BC and AOD. Data analysis is in progress

An automatic data disseminator and archival system (ADAS)
has also been designed and developed for ARFINET. The
fabrication and installation of ADAS has been initiated and
eight units have been installed already. 35 more units are
nearing completion.

Arctic: Continuous measurements of aerosol properties
are being made from Ny Alesund, in Svalbard at mean sea
level from the Arctic regions. Fig.23 shows the, monthly
mean scattering coefficient and black carbon (BC) mass
concentration. BC showed a decrease from June (25
± 22 ng m-3) to October (19 ± 65 ng m-3) followed by an
increase reaching 49 ng m-3 (in December), showing the
strong seasonality of BC in the Arctic atmosphere probably
associated with the dynamics of the Arctic vortex. The
mean values are always higher than the median values
indicating the influence of fewer higher values occurring at
the location. Similar seasonality is observed for total aerosol
scattering coefficient and columnar aerosol optical depth.

Recent starts
ARFI Mobile aerosol Observatory at Chellakere
Rural remote sites can act as calibration sites to test radiative
forcing assessment. In this context, a mobile aerosol
observatory is designed and realized under ARFI and

Figure 22: Mobile aerosol observatory installed at Challekere

made operational at Chellakere, a remote rural site at north
interior Karnataka. Measurements of aerosol black carbon
concentration, aerosol spectral absorption and aerosol mass
size distributions and AODs are being made regularly (Power
is made available through solar energy). The observatory is
aimed at deploying a comprehensive suite of instruments
including nephelometer, LIDAR and SMPS. Initial
observation shows that, most of the aerosol mass is found
in the submicron size range, with PM2.5 contributing 89%
and 85% of PM10 and TSP respectively, which is unusual
for a dry site like Challakere. BC contributed to only 3.3% of
total aerosol mass and 3.9% of submicron mass. The aerosol
visible optical depth was in the range 0.12– 0.18, typical of a
background site (Current Science., 2013).

Polar Aerosols
The polar aerosol research program, initiated during the
international polar year, is pursued intensely, jointly with the
National Centre for Antarctic and Ocean Research.

Figure 23: Box-Whisker plot of (a) scattering coefficient and (b)
black carbon mass concentration from June to December for year
2011, where the solid spheres represent the respective monthly
means, the box represent the 25th (lower line), 50th (middle
line) and 75th (top line) percentiles, and the end of the vertical
bars represent the 5th (below the box) and 95th (above the box)
percentiles [Scientific and Geopolitical interests in Antarctic and
Arctic, 2013].
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Regional Aerosol Warming EXperiments
(RAWEX)
Aircraft Campaigns during Winter and Premonsoon
The RAWEX addresses the regional climate implications
of warming of the lower atmosphere by absorption of solar
radiation in the elevated aerosol layers through a synergy of
experiments and modeling. It mainly aims at
i.

Characterizing the elevated layers of aerosol over
the Indian region, their amplitude, and frequency of
occurrences, seasonal trends and gradients.

ii.

Quantifying the contribution of absorbing aerosols (dust
and BC) in the regional warming and to delineate the
share of long-range transport and local contributions to
the warming.

an altitude of ~ 3000 m AGL over the respective regions and
the horizontal flights at ~1500 m/3000 m AGL connecting
the base stations for the measurement of gradients in aerosol
properties. Concurrent measurements of atmospheric
thermodynamics are made using Pisharoty sondes ascents
and aerosol properties using the ARFINET. The first phase
of the campaign was conducted during the winter season for
a period of 30 days (December 2012) and the second phase
of the experiment was conducted for the same duration
during the pre-monsoon season (April – May) of 2013. The
analysis of the database generated during the experiment is
in progress.

iii. Estimating the radiative impact of these elevated aerosol
layers using multi-layer radiative transfer approach and
then to assess the climate implications, including its
impact on the commencement, advance and distribution
of Indian monsoon.
To realize the above objectives, in situ measurements of
the vertical profiles of aerosols over Indian mainland are
essential. Under this, two intense scientific campaigns are
carried out using specially instrumented twin turbo-prop
aircraft, Super King Beechcraft 200 of National Remote
Sensing Centre (NRSC) during winter (vertical confinement
by winter capping inversion) and pre-monsoon (intense
vertical mixing). Measurements employed a suite of
instruments: Aethalometer, Nephelometer, Aerodynamic
particle sizer, Optical Particle Counter, Photo Acoustic
Soot Photometers and dust track (top panel of Figure 24),
over distinct geographical environments, carried out from
the bases at Hyderabad (peninsular India), Nagpur (Central
India), Lucknow, Ranchi/Patna and Jaipur (Indi-Gangetic
Plain), Dehradun (foot hills of Himalayas), and Jodhpur
(Great Indian Desert) as shown in the bottom panel of
Fig.24. The measurements included vertical profiling up to
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Figure 24: The interior of the instrumented aircraft on the left and
base stations and flight tracks of the aircraft during the campaigns.

FUTURE …
Aerosol- Cryosphere interaction
Observational cum modelling studies on the effect of soot on snow albedo and snow/glacier melting are initiated. Campaign mode
observations of BC in the atmosphere as well as in snow/glacier along with snow/glacier properties are planned over Himalayas as
well as over Polar Regions. In addition, for the long term monitoring of BC, permanent stations are planned over Himalayas.
Aerosol Life Cycle
To describe the effects of aerosol particles in the atmosphere, it is important to understand their life cycle, quantitatively estimating
the formation, transformations and removal, using a combination of experiments as well as modelling.
Thus, secondary aerosol formation and their subsequent growth to larger size ranges are important mechanisms in aerosol dynamics
controlling aerosol population and size distributions and have importance in aerosol forcing. In this regard aerosol number size
distribution measurements over a wide size range (starting from 14 nm up to 20,000 nm) have been initiated using a combination of
aerosol instruments for the first time from Trivandrum. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 25.

Figure 25: Experimental set up for the measurement of aerosol size distribution from ultra-fine (< 100 nm) to coarse size (> 1000 nm) range.
Aerosol- Cloud Interaction
Interaction of aerosols with clouds by serving as cloud condensation nuclei constitute the largest uncertainty in climate forcing and
are poorly represented in models due to the lack of observation. Concurrent and comprehensive measurements of cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) and aerosol properties are initiated to understand the aerosol-cloud interaction. Preparations for the high altitude
measurements from elevated locations and on-board aircrafts are in progress.
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ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS BRANCH
The Atmospheric Dynamics Branch (ADB) aims at characterising the waves and oscillations and their source mechanisms
in the Earth’s atmosphere using ground and spaced based measurements of geophysical parameters. The branch also
focuses on the tropical tropopause dynamics with special emphasis on tropical tropopause layer and its short- and longterm variability. Studies on stratosphere-troposphere exchange processes by measuring the trace constituents in and
around the tropopause during different geophysical conditions are also been actively pursued. The role of clouds, which
are one of the most prominent drivers of circulation, on the dynamics of lower atmospheric region is another topic taken up
by the branch. More recently, the ADB extended their horizon to understand the long-term changes in earth’s atmosphere
circulations by initiating studies under climate dynamics.
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Tropical Tropopause Dynamics
The tropospheric features over the Indian region are
significantly influenced by the large scale convection
associated with the Asian Summer Monsoon (ASM).
Investigations on these are being carried out through the
‘Tropical Tropopause Dynamics’ (TTD) Experiment under
the CAWSES-India (Phase-II) program. The highlights are:
Heterogeneity in tropospheric convection
The merged half- hourly IRBT data from the geostationary
satellites GOES-8/10, METEOSAT-7/5
GMS with a
resolution of 4 km, available with Climate Prediction Center,
NCEP for the TTD campaign period are used to examine the
heterogeneity of IRBT at Trivandrum and Gadanki region.
The mean diurnal variation of IRBT over a small region

This indicates that during the ASM period while Gadanki
encounters deep convection originating from Bay-of-Bengal,
Trivandrum encounters rather shallow convection from the
Arabian Sea.
As such, the precipitation is more stratiform at Trivandrum;
while it is convective over Gadanki. During the pre- and postmonsoon periods, the diurnal variation of IRBT indicates
the triggering of deep convection (thunderstorm clouds) at
Trivandrum in the evening hours. At Gadanki, during this
period, the IRBT increases from a moderately high value of
the night, to reach its peak around local noon followed by
a sharp decrease to its minimum value in the evening. This
regional heterogeneity in convection influences the TTL and
its dynamics.

Figure 1. Mean diurnal variation of IRBT over a small region centered at Trivandrum and Gadanki.

±0.072o centered at Trivandrum and Gadanki, presented in
Fig. 1, reveals very large values during winter (DJF) both at
Trivandrum and Gadanki, when both these regions are almost
cloud free. The diurnal variation show high during day time
with its peak between 10 to 14 IST and low values during
post-midnight and early morning hours. There is no indication
of deep convection at these two stations. During ASM period
(JJA) while the IRBT at Trivandrum lies between 270 and
280 K with no clear diurnal variation, it shows large variation
(from 245 to 275 K) at Gadanki with its peak values around
local noon and low values during the early morning hours.

Diurnal variation of Tropopause: seasonal dependence
From the radiosonde-measured temperature profiles at
3 h interval for 3 consecutive days in each month from
Trivandrum and Gadanki, the altitudes and temperatures of
the cold-point (CPT), the lapse-rate (LRT), and (c) convective
(COT) tropopauses were estimated and the mean diurnal
variations of these and Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL),
region between CPT and COT, are examined for NH winter
(DJF), pre-monsoon (MAM), summer monsoon (JJA,) and
post-monsoon (SON) periods at Trivandrum and Gadanki
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and are presented in Fig. 2 In general, the CPT is higher
at Trivandrum throughout the day compared to Gadanki in
winter and pre-monsoon seasons, while they are at almost
comparable altitudes during summer. The CPT temperature
is nearly the same at both the stations during winter and premonsoon period. However, it is much lower at Gadanki than at
Trivandrum during the summer (monsoon) and post-monsoon
periods. These are indicative of a North- South horizontal
temperature gradient. In winter there is no indication of
deep convection at both the stations, as is evident from
IRBT (Fig.1). Except during the daytime, deep convection
is generally observed over Gadanki during summer whereas
no such feature is encountered at Trivandrum. Cooler CPT
at Gadanki (compared to that at Trivandrum) in summer
monsoon is due to the deep convection prevailing over
Gadanki. It is interesting to note that over Trivandrum where
there is no indication of deep convection (in summer and
winter) CPT shows stronger sub-daily variations compared
to Gadanki. Thus, the causes for sub-daily variation need to
be sought beyond deep convection. Horizontal advection of
hot/cool air and/or ozone rich/poor air can be examined as
plausible causes.
The TTL thickness generally varied between 2 and 5 km, with
similar diurnal pattern at both the stations during winter and
pre-monsoon. These patterns are also in out-of-phase with
that of COT-altitude. On a diurnal scale, the average TTLthickness in these two seasons are minimum during postmidnight and maximum around local noon; while these are
almost insignificant during the other two seasons. In general,
the TTL thickness at Gadanki is relatively smaller than at
Trivandrum during winter and pre-monsoon; comparable
during summer monsoon and post-monsoon. The winter to
summer difference in TTL thickness is significantly larger
at Trivandrum than at Gadanki. This study shows that the
variation in the TTL thickness is mostly governed by
convection, which influences the altitude of COT. Thus COT,
rather than CPT controls the thickness of TTL.

Stratosphere-troposphere exchange over the tropical belt
Ozone present in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(UTLS) region, play a vital role in the oxidation capacity of the
troposphere. The origin of the enhanced tropospheric ozone
is still an open debate and the relative roles of stratospheretroposphere exchange (STE), in-situ photochemical
production by lightning, transport and bio-mass burning
are yet to be quantified. The present study focuses on the
climatological role of STE between ±15o latitude and is based
on the analysis of 12-years of Ozonesonde launched from 10different tropical stations under the network of SHADOZ;
the Micro-Limb Sounder (MLS) onboard Aura satellite and
global reanalysis data (MERRA, ERA-Interim and NCEP/
NCAR). Fig. 3 shows the seasonal mean longitude-height
cross-section of ozone mixing ratio averaged for 19982010, measured from Ozonesonde data. The enhancement of
tropospheric ozone during DJF is observed over ~15-20oW
and ~75-85oE, during MAM it is observed over ~75-85oE,
during JJA and SON, it is observed over ~10-15oW.

Figure 3. Seasonal mean longitude-height cross-section of ozone
mixing ratio measured from Ozonesonde launch between 15oN-15oS
and averaged for 1998-2010.The line joining the dots represent the
cold point tropopause altitude.

Figure 2. Sub-daily variations of tropopause parameters observed at Trivandrum and Gadanki based on GPS-sondes observations.
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The upper tropospheric (UT) ozone increase from ~40oW to
100oE. Despite a lower tropopause at 40oE, no significant
enhancement of ozone is observed. . Due to the limited
spatial coverage of the ozonesonde data, the satellite data
are examined in Fig. 4. Upper tropospheric enhancement
in ozone is also observed in the satellite (Aura-MLS) data
between 120-160oW apart from the enhanc ement observed
between ~15-20oW and ~75-85oE during DJF. Strong
stratospheric ozone intrusion is observed between 40oW to
40oE. To get further insight of seasonal mean, the longitudeheight cross-section of the vertical velocity derived from
ERA-Interim reanalysis is examined in Fig. 5 for the period
1998-2010. Strong downdrafts are observed over ~30-60oE,
~90-120oW during DJF and between ~0-30oW during JJA
and SON. Downdrafts are very weak for MAM. However,
intensity and longitudinal coverage of updrafts are very
strong as compared to downdrafts. During JJA, the intrusion
of ozone is extended from 140oW to 90oE, which is attributed
due to the presence of convective activity over the deep
tropical regions. Thus, the present analysis show that the
stratospheric intrusion mainly spread over the descending
limbs of the Walker Circulation.

a special experiment (multibeam) by tilting the off-zenith
beam from 20o east/north to 20o west/south in steps of 2o.
Enhanced turbulent activities and isotropic layer structure in
the ‘vicinity of tropopause (VOT)’ were observed in the radar
backscatter echoes, when the cyclone eye was close to the
radar site.

Figure 4. Same as Fig.3, but derived from Aura-MLS satellite
measurements

Influence of tropical cyclone ‘NILAM’ on tropospheric
ozone: Role of tropopause

Tropical convection, thunderstorm and cyclone are the major
sources of STE by modulating the tropopause characteristics.
In this aspect, a co-ordinated multi-institutional experiment
was conducted using ground-based MST radar, in situ
balloon borne experiments (GPS/ Ozonesonde) and space
borne satellite (Kalpana and Megha-Tropiques) observations
during the passage of tropical cyclone NILAM from 28
October to 2 November 2012. MST radar at Gadanki (13.5oN,
79.2oE) was operated in three different modes including

Figure 5. Same as Fig.3, but for vertical velocity derived from ERAinterim reanalysis data.

Figure 6. Height profiles of ozone mixing ratio during overhead cyclone, dissipation and fair weather conditions at Trivandrum.
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The tropopause weakened due to the presence of strong updrafts and downdrafts accelerated by convectively generated
gravity waves in the VOT. GPS sonde observations showed
an increase in the CPT height when the cyclone eye was close
to the radar site, thereby favoring STE. The CPT temperature is below 191 K which is favorable for the occurrence
of freeze-dry mechanism at UTLS region. Simultaneously,
ozonesondes were also launched from Trivandrum (8.5oN,
76.5oE). Fig. 6 shows the height profiles of ozone mixing
ratio during the overhead (at Gadanki) cyclone, dissipation
and fair weather conditions at Trivandrum. The observed
enhancement in the upper tropospheric ozone is attributed
to the weakening and modulation of the tropopause due to
gravity waves. Mass exchange between the stratosphere
and troposphere is estimated and found to be as high as 0.8
kg m2s-1 as shown in Fig.7. Decrease in SAPHIR (onboard
Megha-Tropiques) derived humidity at the periphery of the
cyclone in the middle and upper troposphere is attributed
due to the presence of dry stratospheric air. Low upper tropospheric humidity at the periphery of cyclone associated with
stratospheric intrusion is established using modeling studies.

the IP occurs during the maximum amplitude of Rossbygravity wave in temperature. Thus it emerges that the
convection act as the source mechanism for the generation
of Rossby-gravity wave, which play a dynamical role in
stratospheric intrusion by modulating the tropopause height.

Figure 8. (a) Height-time intensity plot of ozone mixing ratio obtained from Ozonesonde measurements and (b) OLR from 3-17 October 2012 at Trivandrum. The line joining the dots represents the
cold point tropopause altitude.

Figure 7. Time-series of mass flux in the vicinity of tropopause from 11:30 IST of 29 October to 08:10 IST of 2 November 2012. The data
mass-flux is averaged for every 5 min (~9-profiles) and then smoothed with 10-point running averaging.

Impact of Rossby-Gravity Waves on StratosphereTroposphere exchange
Besides convection, wave activities also can trigger STE,
especially over the tropics. Kelvin and Rossby-gravity waves
are relevant in this context. With a view to quantifying this,
an experimental campaign was conducted at Trivandrum by
launching daily ozonesondes 11:30-14:30 IST from 3 to17
October 2012. Fig. 8 shows the height-time intensity plot
of ozone mixing ratio for this period. Strong intrusion of
stratospheric ozone into the troposphere is observed between
8-12 October 2012 (hereafter intrusion period: IP), when the
CPT was higher by ~ 1 km from mean. The outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) over Trivandrum (from Kalpana-I
satellite) plotted in Fig. 8b, reveals low OLR value (< 220
Wm-2) indicating the presence of deep convection. Wavelet
analysis of the zonal and meridional wind, temperature and
ozone mixing ratio clearly shows the presence of 4 day
periodicity in Fig. 9. The phase relationship indicates these
waves to be equatorial Rossby-Gravity wave. The periodicity
in ozone mixing ratio is in phase with that of zonal wind and
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Figure 9. Wavelet spectra of zonal and meridional winds,
temperature, and ozone mixing ratio
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Diurnal variation of CAPE and precipitation and their
phase relation over Indian summer monsoon region
The phase relationship between convective available
potential energy (CAPE) and precipitation is very crucial
input in global climate models (GCM) for simulating the
diurnal cycle of precipitation. Current models produce a
diurnal cycle with precipitation rates over land that peak too
early in the day. With a view to providing the quantitative
time difference between the maximum precipitation and
CAPE (as the input for GCMs) the spatial distribution of
CAPE estimated using the COSMIC (GPS-RO) profiles
during June, July and August months of the year 2010
are grouped into 2.5 x 2.5 grids are examined in Fig. 10.,
High CAPE over the head Bay of Bengal and a secondary

maximum over equatorial Indian Ocean and parts of Arabian
Sea are seen in June and July. During the months of July and
August, relatively large CAPE magnitudes are observed over
central Indian region and Indo-Gangetic plain. Further, the
gridded data is segregated in time for each month to obtain
the composite diurnal variation with 2 hr time resolution and
examined with that of the precipitation, derived the same
way from the collocated TRMM 3B42 product. One of the
striking features observed in the diurnal variation of CAPE
and precipitation is their northward propagation during all
the monsoon months.. The diurnal evolution of CAPE and
precipitation anomalies averaged over 50 grid in figure 11
(a-f) shows that, on an average, the peak in precipitation lags
the peak in CAPE by about 4 hours.

Figure 10. Monthly mean distribution of CAPE over ISM region during the months of (a) June, (b) July, (c) August and (d)June-JulyAugust(JJA).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 11 (a-f): Diurnal evolution of CAPE and precipitation anomalies over ISM region averaged over 50 latitude grids.
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Megha-Tropiques/SAPHIR – derived humidity profiles:
Validation with AIRS and global radiosonde network
The unique orbital configuration of MT facilitates relative
humidity profiles over the tropics about 3-6 times daily,
through the SAPHIR payload, unlike the operational
sounders, with less frequent data. The central objective of
the present study is to compare and validate the SAPHIRderived humidity profiles against other operational satellites
(AIRS) and ground based radiosonde observations. Figure
12(a) shows the geographical coverage of MT data over
which the regions of collocated AIRS data and radiosonde
data are identified. The regression analysis of collocated
(within 10 X 10 grids) AIRS and SAPHIR estimated RH
at six pressure levels of SAPHIRin Fig.12(b) shows a very
good agreement is seen; both over the land and the oceans at
most of the levels. Over oceanic regions agreements are very
good at levels 3, 4, 5 and 6 with correlation coefficients 0.79,
0.88, 0.87 and 0.78 respectively, while over land region the
agreement is excellent at all the levels.

As AIRS uses IR method, intercomparison was also done with
32 RAOB stations over East Asian region and the results are
shown in Fig. 13a. Good agreement is seen at levels 3, 4 and 5
with correlation coefficients 0.69, 0.73 and 0.58 respectively.
The agreement is fair at level 2 (correlation coefficient
0.41). However, the correlation is very poor at first and sixth
levels. The poor correlation at sixth level is attributed to
the limitation of the hygristors used in radiosondes beyond
11-13 km in tropics and also to the drifting of the balloon
far from the launching station by horizontal winds, making
these data non-collocated. A contour-frequency by altitude
diagram (CFAD) using the relative bias between each
coincident observation of SAPHIR and radiosonde is shown
in Fig, 13b. The relative differences are grouped in the range
of -80 to 80% with an increment of 10. It can be noted that
at the first level the majority of relative differences appear
in -10 to -20% intervals indicating a dry bias of SAPHIR
at this level. At levels 2 and3 the wet bias of SAPHIR is
evident. However, the relatives difference at 4, 5 and 6th
level are distributed in a wide range. Fig. 13 (c) shows the

(a)

Figure 12. (a) Geographical map showing the SAPHIR, AIRS and radiosonde collocated measurements used for the present study (red
shaded regions are collocated AIRS and SAPHIR observations and white crosses represent radiosonde stations. (b) Regression analysis
between AIRS and SAPHIR at six pressure levels over oceanic region and (c) same as (b) but over land region.

vertical profile of the mean differences. It is clear that except
at levels 2 and 3 the SAPHIR measurements have dry bias.
The standard deviations are relatively high at level 5 and 6
indicating the wide range of relative differences.
Simultaneous observations of diurnal tides in tropospherelower stratosphere and mesosphere-lower thermosphere
Despite extensive investigations on diurnal tides in the
atmosphere, simultaneous observations of tides in the
lower and middle atmosphere are rather very few. The wind
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profiles obtained using Pisharoty GPS sonde in the 0-30
km region and the concurrent meteor radar observations
in 80-100 km regions are used to extract the diurnal and
semidiurnal amplitudes of winds in the respective regions.
As the GPS sonde database is inadequate to establish the
statistically significant climatology of diurnal tides in the
lower atmosphere, it was used to validate the MERRA
dataof winds A comparison of these two datasets revealed
a good agreement; both for the zonal and meridional winds.
Subsequently, the diurnal tidal amplitudes are extracted using
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Figure 13: (a) Regression analysis between Radiosonde and SAPHIR at six pressure levels over East Asian region (b) Contoured-frequency
altitude diagram of relative differences between SAPHIR and radiosonde observations and (c) height profile of mean relative difference
between SAPHIR and radiosonde observations along with standard deviations.

simultaneous observations of GPS, MERRA and meteor
radar. Using two years of MERRA-reanalysis data and
meteor radar observations during 2011-2012, the monthly
mean amplitudes of diurnal tides were obtained. Figure 14
shows the height-month sections of diurnal tide amplitudes
in both zonal and meridional winds obtained using MERRA
data (bottom panel) and meteor radar observations (top panel)
respectively in the troposphere –lower stratosphere and the
MLT region. It is interesting to note that while in the lower
atmosphere the peak diurnal tide amplitude occurs during
June-July-August months with secondary peak during winter
at 15 km altitude, in the MLT region, the peak is observed
during equinoxes with secondary peak during winter at 98
km altitude. Though the above results did not differentiate
between migrating and non-migrating diurnal tides, the peak
amplitudes of diurnal tides observed in the lower atmosphere
during Indian summer monsoon months could be attributed
to the non-migrating tides as this part of the year is dominated
by large amount of latent heat release over the East Asian
region. A two dimensional Fourier analysis of the wind
information over longitudinal belt at Thumba latitude clearly
showed the presence of non-migrating tides. The peak tidal
activity observed during the equinoxes in the MLT region is
attributed to the migrating tides.

Zonal-Radar

m/s

Meridional-Radar

m/s

Zonal-MERRA

m/s

Meridional-MERRA
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Figure 14. Height-month sections of diurnal tide amplitudes in zonal
and meridional winds obtained from MERRA-reanalysis data (bottom panel) and meteor radar observations (top panel) over Thumba.

Towards the unification of methods for gravity wave
extraction using space based observations
Two methods are widely used for extracting the gravity wave
perturbations from satellite data:
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(a) Method 1: extracting the gravity wave induced
fluctuations by subtracting the estimated amplitudes and
phases of 0-6 zonal wavenumbers from the instantaneous
temperature profiles.
(b) Method 2: extracting the gravity wave induced
fluctuations by high-pass filtering with a cut-off at ~10
km vertical wavelength.
Interestingly, the global maps of gravity waves obtained
using the method 1 show relatively high magnitudes of
gravity wave proxies as compared to those obtained using
the method 2. So far, methods 1 and 2 have been employed
on different satellite data in an exclusive manner; for
example, method 1 is employed to extract the gravity
wave perturbations from SABER/HIRDLS temperature
measurements whereas method 2 is employed on COSMIC
measurements. . The present study examines the results of
employing both the methods on the same satellite (SABER
temperature measurements during boreal summer of 2007)
data.

that though the spatial structure remained similar, SABERretrieved values are relatively higher in magnitude than the
of COSMIC-derived values (Fig. 15, rightmost panel). Thus,
the stratospheric global gravity wave maps reported in the
earlier studies appear to be method-specific. While method1
removes the contribution from planetary waves, there is no
restriction on vertical wavelength of the gravity waves. On
the other hand, method 2 restricts the gravity waves having
vertical wavelengths above 10 km and does not remove the
planetary wave contributions.
Inter-hemispheric propagation of planetary waves
The global climatology of all normal mode planetary
waves, right from stratosphere to MLT region is sparse. The
inter-hemispheric ducting of planetary waves from winter
hemisphere to summer hemisphere is not fully explored
using recent satellite observations, which provide accurate
measurements of geophysical parameters. In this regard, the
present study focuses on simultaneous observations of all
normal modes of planetary scale waves using five years of
SABER observations from stratosphere to MLT region with

Figure 15. Global map of gravity wave potential energy in the stratosphere (20-40 km) during boreal summer estimated using (a) method 1
and (b) method 2. The rightmost panel is same as (a) but for COSMIC data, using method 1. ( GRL, 2013)

From the data arraged at of 50 x 200 (latitude x longitude)
grids gravity wave potential energies are estimated for each
instantaneous profile and are grouped into 50 x 100 grids
over the globe. Gravity wave potential energy is calculated
for the height region from 20 to 40 km and averaged to
obtain the stratospheric gravity wave activity. The potential
energies are then averaged for June-July-August 2007 over
the globe. Fig.15(a) shows the global map of gravity wave
potential energy in the stratosphere (20-40 km) method1
and Fig. 15 (b) that obtained using method 2. . One of the
most striking features in 16 (a) is the maximum in potential
energy magnitude at Southern hemispheric high latitudes,
especially over the southernmost tip of the South America
and a secondary peak over the Northern Hemispheric tropical
region. However, there are significant differences in the
primary and secondary peak magnitudes. In the map generated
using method 2 (Fig. 16 b), while the spatial pattern remains
similar to that from method 1( 15a), the magnitudes are about
4 times lower. A similar exercise with COSMIC data revealed
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special emphasis on inter-hemispheric propagation.
The SABER derived temperature during the years 2003-2007
are used to extract the components of the quasi 16-day, 10day and 5-day waves by employing two-dimensional Fourier
analysis. Fig. 16 (a-d) shows the latitude-height section of
amplitudes of the westward propagating quasi-16 day wave
with zonal wave number 1 (W1) during boreal winter/Austral
summer, vernal equinox, boreal summer/Austral winter and
autumnal equinox respectively. Each latitude-height section
is mean for five years. Over the course of one orbit, SABER
observes between about 52oS and 83oN if in a northwardviewing yaw, switching after 60 days to a corresponding
southward-viewing yaw providing observations between
52oN and 83oS. Thus SABER provides continuous
observations between ~52oN and 52oS at any given time.
From Fig. 16a and 16c, it can be noted that wave activity
is relatively higher over Northern Hemispheric (NH) high
latitudes as compared to their Southern Hemispheric (SH)
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counterpart during respective winters as well as equinoxes
(Fig. 16b and 16d). During all the four seasons, there are two
peaks in the wave activity, one in the upper stratosphere at
~40 km and another in the mesosphere at 70-75 km separated
by a low wave activity near to the stratopause. One of the
known reasons for this structure is the strong vertical shear
of horizontal winds near the stratopause region over high
latitudes, which would modify the vertical propagation of
waves by altering the refractive index.
Fig. 16 also shows the wave amplitudes spreading in
meridional direction from winter hemisphere to summer
hemisphere at around ~60 km region, in-line with the
well-established facts, although the height at which
meridional propagations starts varies seasonally. Moreover,
. the meridionally propagating waves are relatively weaker
compared to those vertically propagating. In the summer
hemisphere, the W1 quasi 16-day waves show their peak
magnitudes in 90-100 km altitude region. Presently, there are
two theories existing to explain the westward propagating
waves in the summer hemispheric MLT region, one is the
inter-hemispheric propagation of waves from winter to
summer hemisphere as seen in the present study and the
other is in situ excitation of quasi 16-day wave by dissipating
gravity waves modulated by quasi 16-day planetary waves
in the lower atmosphere. The results presented in figure 16,
supports the inter-hemispheric propagation.
Fig.16 (e-h) shows the seasonal evolution of eastward
propagating quasi 16-day waves that have wavenumber 1
(E1). As in the case of W1, E1 waves also show their peak
over winter hemisphere, though these are comparatively
weaker. Both show a double peak structure in NH winter.
Interestingly, in SH winter, the E1 waves are relatively
stronger than the W1 waves and do not exhibit the double
peak structure. Thus, there are notable differences in

(a)

(b)

(e)

(f)

propagation characteristics of W1 and E1 quasi 16-waves in
both the hemispheres.
To further strengthen our assertion on the inter-hemispheric
propagation of quasi 16-day waves, we constructed latitudinal
slices of wave activity at different altitudes as shown in Fig. 17.
It shows no wave activity over the equator and low latitudes
during all the years in the 40-50 km altitude. However, at 80
km altitude the inter-hemispheric propagation can be seen as
the wave activity spreads towards the equator from both NH
and SH high latitudes during respective winters and at 100
km altitude there is a wide spread of wave activity in both the
hemisphere. Similar analysis is carried out for quasi-10 and
-5 days waves also to make the investigation comprehensive.

Figure 17. Latitudinal slices of W1 quasi 16-day wave activity at
selected altitudes.

Diurnal variability the mesopause temperature and its
correlation with maximum OH emission height
Intense emission of excited hydroxyl radical (OH) indicates
the presence of active photochemical process in the
mesospheric height and is used to determine the mesopause
temperature. However, the ground based observations of

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure 16. Latitude-height contours of westward propagating quasi 16-day wave with wavenumber 1during (a) boreal winter, (b) vernal
equinox,(c)boreal summer and (d) autumnal equinox. The contours in the bottom panel (e), (f), (g) and (h) are same as (a),(b),(c) and (d),
respectively but for eastward propagating quasi 16-day waves with wavenumber 1.
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OH-spectra do not contain the information about the altitude
of their emission, thereby causing an uncertainty in studying
the thermal structure and photochemistry of mesosphere. In
this context, the diurnal variability of mesopause temperature
and its correlation with the maximum OH emission height
has been investigated. The height profiles of mesospheric
temperature and OH emission derived from SABER/TIMED
satellite measurements for 90 days (each season) is used to
make the composite profiles in diurnal scale for the year
2005, and the hourly averages are estimated. Figure 18
shows the diurnal variability of mesospheric temperature and
OH emission for different seasons.

Figure 19. Diurnal variability of peak OH-emission height and
its corresponding temperature from SABER and MWDGPM for
different seasons of 2005.

Impact of stratospheric sudden warming in the lower and
middle atmosphere

Figure 18. Height-time intensity plot of temperature (top panel)
and OH-emission derived from SABER/TIMED measurements over
Trivandrum for DJF of 2005. White patch from 11:00 to 14:00 IST
corresponds to absence of data

The maximum OH emission height is observed between 8095 km and during night time. Fig. 19 shows the seasonality
of the diurnal variation of the height of maximum OH
emission and the corresponding temperature from SABER
and MWDGPM. During DJF, the temperature corresponding
to maximum OH emission height is relatively higher during
local noon, where as it shows a trough during MAM and a
minimum during JJA when the temperature corresponding to
this height is also the minimum. The height of the maximum
OH emission and its corresponding temperature at local
noon hour increased during SON. The diurnal variability
of maximum OH emission height during DJF, MAM, JJA,
and SON are between 88-91, 82-88, 80-88, and 80-90 km,
respectively. The height variation of the OH emission peak
can be attributed to the effect of diurnal tide in the emission
height.
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Stratospheric sudden warmings (SSW) are the clearest
and strongest manifestation of dynamical coupling in the
stratosphere–troposphere-mesosphere system. To examine
its effect on equatorial middle atmosphere, a campaign was
conducted during 20 January - 8 February 2006 by launching
RH-200 rockets and high altitude balloons, and continuous
operation of meteor wind radar at Trivandrum, and lidar
(night time) from Gadanki. Along with these SABER/TIMED
satellite data of temperature and winds from MERRA were
also analyzed. Fig. 20 shows the height profiles of zonal (first
panel) and meridional (second panel) winds from 0-60 km
(bottom) and 82-98 km (top). Height profiles of temperature
(third panel) and its perturbation (forth panel) are also shown
in figure. Eastward and westward Jet-streams are observed at
~30 km and ~50 km respectively, during the onset of SSW.
Winds in the stratosphere and mesosphere accelerated and
decelerated, respectively after the onset of SSW. Strong
northward wind is observed at ~50 km. Reversal of meridional
wind occurs at the mesospheric height. Temperature profiles
showed enhancement at the stratopause region during
warming event. Time-series of temperature at ~90 km derived
from meteor wind radar and SABER over Trivandrum (Fig.
21) clearly show cooling by ~10 degree before the onset of
SSW and warming thereafter. The wavelet spectra of zonal
and meridional winds at ~ 88 km showed the weakening of
diurnal tides in the zonal wind and strengthening of quasi-2
day wave in the meridional wind during the onset of SSW.
In a similar study, the two dimensional spectral analysis of
global ERA interim horizontal winds in the stratospheric
region showed the presence of westward propagating zonal
wavenumber-4 quasi-2 day wave (W4) well before and during SSW event. Its latitudinal structure revealed that it appeared near southern low latitudes before the SSW event and
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Figure 20. Combined height profiles of zonal and meridional winds, and temperature derived from different measurements techniques, viz.,
radiosonde, RH-200 rockets, Lidar and meteor wind radar.

Figure 21. Time series of temperature at ~ 90 km derived from meteor wind radar and SABER.

propagated towards the northern hemisphere latitudes with
gradual increase in the amplitude as shown in Fig.22. During
the SSW event W4 wave was found to be present throughout the northern hemisphere latitudes. The background zonal
mean zonal wind during SSW year showed the intrusion
of summer easterlies into winter hemisphere latitudes well
before the SSW event. The excitation of W4 wave during
SSW event could be attributed to the inertial instabilities associated with intrusion of summer easterlies into the winter
hemisphere. These results help to throw more light on the
understanding of dynamical coupling between summer and
winter hemisphere during major SSW events through quasi-2
day wave.

Figure 22. Latitudinal variation of W4 and W3 amplitudes (a) SSW
year and (b) non SSW year.
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Climatological structure of horizontal winds in the
Tropospheric Stratospheric and Mesospheric–Lower
Thermospheric region
The climatology of monthly mean horizontal winds in the
0-98 km region during each calendar month from January
to December over Trivandrum is obtained by making use
of the zonal and meridional wind measured for over four
decades using balloon flights (1970 – 2010) in 0-30 km
region, both M100 and RH 200 rocket (1971– 2007) flights
in the 30-60 km region, M100 rocket (1971-1991) flights
in 60-80 km region and seven years of meteor radar (2004
-2011) observations in the 82-98 km region. The observed
height structure of zonal wind climatology is compared with
the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM-09) and similarities/

differences are discussed along with the features specific
to equatorial region. The climatological height structure
of mean meridional winds is also discussed but there is no
model available for comparison. The present study for the
first time addressed the climatology of horizontal winds
over an equatorial region, Trivandrum in the 0-98 km height
region.
Fig. 23 depicts the height structure of monthly mean zonal
winds in the tropospheric-stratospheric-mesospheric and
lower thermospheric regions during January – December
months; the black lines are observations compared with the
GSWM 2009 model values (shown in red colour) for 100N.
In general, a good agreement is seen. The height profiles of
monthly mean meridional winds in Fig. 24 shows them to be
weaker than the zonal winds.

Figure 23. Height profiles of observed zonal winds in the 0-98 km
height region (black line) compared with GSWM -09 model (red
line) during January-December. Horizontal bars are standard
errors

Figure 24. Same as Fig. 23, but for meridional winds.

FUTURE ...


Continuation of TTD Experiment; TTD IOC: Summer & Winter



Long-term trend in TT & Association with Stratospheric winds and Temperature



Global CPT to evaluate the feature of climatic change



Time scales involved in moistening of the upper troposphere by deep convective systems using SAPHIR observations



Utilization of Megha-Tropiques, KALPANA and INSAT-3D for short and long-term variabilities of STE



Doppler weather radar observations of convective systems and associated dynamics



The gravity wave saturation theory and parameterization



Meteor radar observations on horizontal structure of gravity waves



Effect of Tropical cyclone on mesospheric dynamics



GPS Aided Radiosonde Network Experiments for Troposphere-stratosphere Studies
(GARNETS) to examine
thermodynamics/dehydration of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere region (Moisture budget in the UTLS region)
with pilot experiment conducted from TRIVANDRUM (8.5o N), COCHIN (10oN), GOA (15oN) and COIMBATORE (11oN)



Realize State-of-the-art Integrated Lidar System catering to the multi-disciplinary scientific needs as part of 12th five year
plan
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ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS, CHEMISTRY,
CLOUDS & RADIATION
Atmospheric minor constituents (Trace gases, ozone, nitrogen oxides, and carbon monoxide and aerosols) along
with clouds could significantly modify the chemical weather and radiation balance of the earth-atmosphere
system with regional and global implications. A quantitative assessment of the physico-chemical characteristics
as well as spatial and temporal variation of features of these species and the contributing factors forms the focus
of this discipline. For investigating these, a variety of state-of-the-art techniques such as on-line gas analyzers,
balloon-based ozone sondes, in situ aerosol samplers, microwave radiometer, GPS and Lidar are employed,
supplemented with satellite-derived information and models. The data from the Megha-Tropiques satellite has
been extensively used along with microwave radiative transfer computations for delineating and quantifying the
emissivity characteristics of land-surface classes and investigating the convective processes in the atmosphere.
New proposals are submitted for thermo-physical characterization of lunar regolith using in situ measurements
aboard Chandrayaan – 2 lander and microwave remote sensing observations.
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Atmospheric Trace Gases
Trace gases in the atmosphere have significance in greenhouse
warming, air quality, and atmospheric chemistry, besides their
role as precursors for the formation of aerosols. Important
trace gases in this context include O3 (Ozone), NOx (Oxides
of nitrogen), CO (Carbon Monoxide), SO2 (Sulphur dioxide),
CH4 (Methane), NMHCs (non-methane hydrocarbons) and
several VOCs (volatile organic compounds). Among them
O3-is of special importance owing to its strong UV absorption
and the consequent energetics to the stratosphere, while it
acts as a greenhouse gas, a pollutant and also as a precursor
for highly reactive hydroxyl radical in the troposphere. Its
tropospheric precursors (NOx, CO, and VOCs) are released
from various anthropogenic activities, making accurate
quantification of these relevant. The following are the
highlights of the activities carried out in this area.

Spatial distribution of CO over BoB
The in-situ measurements of ambient CO concentration on
board the ship during W_ICARB (Jan 2009), along with
satellite (MOPITT) data (monthly averaged level 3 V5 (TIR)
data) have been utilized to examine the spatial differences in
the altitude distribution of CO, over the entire BoB during the
winter period (January 2009). The altitude-latitude slice of
CO for various longitude sectors from west to east (82.5 ºE,
84.5 ºE, 88.5 ºE, 90.5 ºE, 94.5 ºE and 96.5 ºE), thus obtained,
are shown in in Fig. 1, which reveals

Figure 1: Altitude-latitude slices of monthly averaged (January
2009) CO for various longitude grids as labelled on each slice.

•
In the lower altitudes (< 2 km), CO mixing ratio increased
northwards (a positive latitudinal gradient northwards) over
the entire BoB. At the surface level, latitudinal gradient
varied in the range 8.4 to 10.9 ppb per degree with the highest
values seen over 90.5 ºE. In contrast, at higher altitudes the
mixing ratio increased southwards.
•
The altitude distribution shows a high centered ~9 km
which is more prominent in the southern latitudes (<5ºN). In
fact, over the SW-BoB, CO mixing ratio at higher altitudes is
higher than or comparable to those at the surface.
•
At higher latitudes and towards eastern longitudes, CO
concentration is higher at lower altitudes/close to surface
than that at higher altitudes.
•
The heterogeneity in the vertical distribution of CO is
attributed to factors such as vertical updrafts, differential
advection and photo-chemical/chemical reactions involving
different species. These are examined below.

Figure 2: Altitude-latitude slices of monthly averaged (January
2009) vertical wind (Pa/s) for various longitude grids.
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Altitude-latitude slices of collocated, MERRA (Modern
Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications)
vertical winds, averaged over January 2009, are shown in
Figure 2. The downdraft (positive values) and/or absence of
the data are shown in white colour. It is seen that updraft
persisted for latitude south of 8-10 °N over the entire BoB.
This vertical motion often extended up to the tropopause.
The Outgoing Long wave Radiation (OLR), was ~ 220 Wm-2
due south of 5-6°N and east of 88°E confirming the presence
of strong convection, lifting CO (and other species also) to
higher altitude. However, the observation of high-altitude
CO at the latitudes north of 10 ºN (Fig. 1) in the absence
of updraft (Fig 2) suggested contribution from other factors
also.
In order to examine the contribution of long range transport
in view of long residence time of CO, 13-days airmass backtrajectories reaching at different altitudes were examined
for three representative locations over the southern BoB
covering western, mid and eastern regions (7ºN, 84ºE; 9ºN,
92ºE; 13ºN, 96ºE). It is seen that for the lower altitudes,
advection from the west dominated over the entire southern
BoB and many of the trajectories crossed the boundary
layer/lower troposphere of eastern regions before reaching
the southern BoB. This feature persisted upto ~6 km. Above
6.5 km, advection from the east started dominating, and
above ~8 km trajectories were mostly from east and many
trajectories traversed the boundary layer (< 2 km) of southeast-Asian countries where several hotspots of CO existed.
This analysis brought out that convection and long range
transport contribute significantly to the spatial heterogeneity
in CO mixing ratio.

Figure 3: Altitude-latitude slices of monthly averaged (January
2009) water vapor (g/kg) for various longitude grids as labelled on
the each slice.

Model simulations
With a view to quantifying the above, NCAR’s Master
Mechanism (NCAR-MM), a photochemical box model is
used for simulating the temporal evolution of CO model
by initializing the model with the conditions of January 25,
2009.

Role of water vapour
From Figs 1 and 2, it is seen that even though strong updraft
persisted close to the equatorial region, the high altitude (~69 km) peak in CO is present slightly off the equator also. This
could be due to (1) CO concentration itself is low around
the equatorial region (<5°N) due to weak sources, (2) the
presence of any species like water vapour capable of depleting
CO. It is known that the major sink of CO is its reaction with
OH radical and the major source of OH is water vapour. This
reaction occurs at high NOx concentrations. The collocated
altitude-latitude slice of water vapour, obtained from AIRS
(Atmospheric Infrared Sounder) is plotted in Fig.3. South
of 10°N water vapour concentration is seem to extend up to
6-7 km, creating a situation conducive for high availability
of OH, which in turn could deplete the CO depending on
its concentration and lead to the manifestation of a high CO
region at upper levels. The high CO mixing ratio at lower
altitude for latitudes >12 °N could partly be attributed to the
low water vapour content at these latitudes.
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Figure 4: Box model simulations for various initial conditions and
for different level of RH.
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The simulations were done for three different levels of RH,
(50%, 70% and 90%) and in presence of varying levels of
other gases such as NO2, CH4, and other hydrocarbons. The
temporal evolutions of CO for 48 h are shown in the Fig. 4
a to d. Fig. 4a shows the simulations for initial conditions
with 25 ppb of ozone and 200 ppb of CO (corresponding
to mean value (for a day) measured over southwest-BoB).
Under this condition, the destruction of CO was ~3.1% for
50% RH to 4.6% for 90% RH over a day. By introducing
NO2 into the system, the destruction of CO increased to ~6%
for RH of 90% as shown in the Fig. 4b, due to increased
availability of OH radicals formed through photochemical
reactions involving NO2 and NO with water vapour. The
concentration was found to decrease in the presence of other
organic species such as methane, Isoprene, formaldehyde
and other hydrocarbons .
Spatio-temporal changes in CO over Indian region based
on satellite data: Climatology
Using the 1° × 1° gridded monthly averaged column and
altitude profiles of CO mixing ratios from MOPITT (V5TIR data products), at 10 levels (surface, 900, 800, 700, 600,
500, 400, 300, 200 and 100 hPa levels), emission inventories
(REAS - Regional Emission inventory in Asia and EDGAR
-Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research) and
columnar CO concentrations as viewed through satellite
based maps (http://www.acd.ucar.edu/mopitt/), 13 regions
were selected for the study; namely , Northern-India (N-I),
Arid-India (A-I), West-IGP (W-IGP), East-IGP (E-IGP),
NorthEast India (NE-I), North Arabian Sea (N-AS), WestIndia (W-I), Central India (Central-I), East-India (E-I), North
Bay of Bengal (N-BoB), SouthEast-Arabian Sea (SE-AS),
Southern India (S-I) and SouthWest-Bay of Bengal (SW-BoB)
(Fig. 5). Figure 6 shows the climatological mean seasonal
variations at 900 hPa (near-surface/lower troposphere), 200

hPa (upper troposphere) and the tropospheric column CO
as obtained by averaging the level-3 V5 (TIR) data over a
period of March 2000 to April 2013 for different regions.
This figure reveals that:
1. While over most of the regions, near-surface CO shows
peak in the winter months of December/January/February
and dips in the summer-monsoon months of June/July/
August, over NE-I and N-BoB, the seasonal variation is
distinctly different with peak in the pre-monsoon month of
March. The seasonal amplitude is lowest over N-I (~45 ppb
at 800 hPa) whereas it is highest over NE-I (~ 196 ppb).
2. At 200 hPa (upper tropospheric/high-altitude CO), the
seasonal variation shows an opposite behaviour with most
of the regions exhibiting higher mixing ratios during the
summer-monsoon months of June/July/August. The anticorrelation between the seasonal variations of near-surface
and high-altitude CO is weak (with coefficient 0.5-0.6) over
N-I, S-I and SW-BoB, whereas it is strong (coefficient 0.80.9) for other regions. The seasonal amplitude is lowest over
SW-BoB whereas it is highest over NE-I.

Figure 5: Map of India showing the selected 13 study regions.

Figure 6 a to m: Mean seasonal variation of CO at 900 (black), 200 (blue) hPa and columnar CO (red) over different regions of India
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3. The seasonal variation of columnar CO follows almost
same pattern as that of near-surface CO over all the regions.
However, columnar CO peaks during pre-monsoon month of
March over Indian land regions. In terms of concentration
level, seasonal pattern and seasonal amplitude at 900 hPa,
200 hPa and column CO, NE-I region is peculiar exhibiting
highest values, in spite of the fact that this region is relatively
less populated.
The lower concentration of near-surface CO during summer
could be due to (1) increased convective activity lifting CO
to higher altitudes thereby reducing the concentration at
the surface, (2) increase in moisture content produces more
OH radicals that can destroy CO, (3) seasonal reduction in
sources and (4) change in airmass type.
Hotspot of surface-CO over NE-BoB: impact of fires and
anthropogenic activities
During the W_ICARB cruise over BoB, a prominent variation
in near-surface CO with small patch of high (250-400 ppb) in
between the low values (100-250) is observed over the NE BoB. In this context, the HYSPLIT airmass back-trajectories
arriving at 100 m above ground level were examined. Fig.
7a shows 5-day back trajectories ending at the measurement
location over NE-BoB where concentrations were relatively
low (~ 100-250 ppb shown by violet and green colours). Red

the measurement location where a localized region of high
CO were seen as measured on 09 January 2009 (orange
colour), is shown in Fig. 7b. They originated from the valley
region of Myanmar (Fig. 7c).
Biomass burning and anthropogenic activity like bio-fuel
and fossil fuel burning produce large amounts of CO, NO2,
and other trace gases. From tile-based daily Level 3 fire
product of MODIS (Aqua), fire counts were obtained by
summing up over 0.25° × 0.25° grid size spanning over 4
to 8 January 2009 (when the back trajectories originated/
crossed Myanmar region) and plotted in Fig. 7b. This shows
that CO emitted from biomass burning over valley region of
Myanmar got transported to BoB causing high CO mixing
ratios over NE-BoB. The anthropogenic activity like traffic
and industrial emission contribute significantly to the
tropospheric NO2, and hence tropospheric NO2 is used as
a tracer for anthropogenic activity. This is corroborated by
the monthly mean tropospheric NO2 over Myanmar region
in Fig.7d, which shows high tropospheric NO2 over valley
region of Myanmar, supporting higher emission of CO also.
Vertical Profiling Of Ozone Over Thumba (ONGOING)
As part of the SPL Campaign for Ozone Profiling (SCOP),
initiated in 2011 to understand the radiative, dynamical and
environmental issues related to O3, Ballon-borne regular
O3 flights are being carried out from Thumba. Analysis of
the data is in progress. The important preliminary findings
include:
•
Stratospheric ozone showed high concentration
during summer (as high as ~160 nb) and low concentration
during winter (as low as ~115 nb). On the other hand, in lower
troposphere, ozone is high in winter and low in summer and
monsoon periods. The upper tropospheric ozone did not
show much seasonality.
•
vapor.

Strong anti-correlation between ozone and water

Aerosol Chemistry
Carbon and nitrogen isotopes and their relation to
different ionic species
Figure7:(a) 5-days HYSPLIT back trajectories for the region where
low CO mixing rations were observed and (b) those for the region
where high CO mixing ratios were observed over North East region
of Bay of Bengal (c) Elevation map (in meters above mean sea level)
of Myanmar region where colour scale saturates at 2000 meter (d)
Monthly averaged (January 2009) tropospheric NO2 as obtained
from OMI.

circles show the endpoints of the trajectories. It is very clear
from Fig. 7a that some trajectories were confined to near-by
region (because of hilly region of Myanmar as shown in the
digital elevation map Fig. 7c) where as some originate from
northwest region. The trajectories shown in Fig. 7a were not
from polluted regions and hence resulted in relatively low CO
mixing ratios over NE-BoB. A group of trajectories ending at
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Carbonaceous aerosols comprise of elemental carbon (EC)
and organic carbon (OC); both derived from natural and
anthropogenic sources. For the identification of source and
formation mechanism of aerosol particulate matter, stable
isotope ratio analysis is a powerful tool. In recent times,
isotopic studies of carbon and nitrogen have assumed
importance. The extension of these isotopic analyses to the
molecular level provides a powerful tool to resolve sources
of chemically important atmospheric compounds. The
carbon isotope ratio (δ13C) for a sample can yield important
information regarding the environment from which the
aerosol is formed. High altitude mountain sites provide a good
opportunity to study the pollutants transported from distant
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sources as well as representative of local environment.
With the above objective, the aerosol samples collected
from Nainital (1958 m as l), during September 2006 to
June 2007, have been analysed for mass concentrations
for elemental carbon (EC), organic carbon (OC), watersoluble organic carbon (WSOC), and inorganic major ions
together with marker compounds such as levoglucosan
(a biomass burning tracer), total carbon (TC) and total
nitrogen (TN) and their isotopic composition (δ13C and
δ15N, respectively)
For summer samples, the δ13C values were slightly lower
(-26 ± 1.1 per mil) than those of winter samples (-24 ±
0.89 per mil) and similar differences were noticed in TN
isotope ratios also. The greater isotope ratios for winter
samples indicate that aerosols are aged during winter.
During summer, the high winds, elevated temperature, and
supplementary convection help the transport of more fresh
aerosols from the source region to the high lands. The
isotope ratios in the winter samples indicate contribution
of biomass and coal burning. The biogenic sources for
this period were from C4 plants, which are very common
over the region. However, summer isotope ratios were
very close to vascular plants that belong to C3 plants. An
analysis of the δ15N and δ13C ratios and comparison with
those available in the literature shows that winter aerosols
at Nainital has aerosols from Biomass burning dominating.
Organic aerosols at Thiruvananthapuram: preliminary
results
Aerosol samples collected from 2009 to 2010
Thiruvananthapuram were analysed for dicarboxylic acid
and related compounds. The summary of the measured
species concentrations are depicted in Fig.8. Among the
measured organic compounds, oxalic (C2) acid is most
abundant, followed by succinic (C4), malonic (C3) and
azelaic (C9) acids. Phthalic acid (Ph), which originates
from oxidation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
such as naphthalene, is considerably higher for the
entire sampling period. Higher concentrations of total
dicarboxylic acids, total ketocarboxylic acids and total
dicarbonyls are found comparable to those over remote
areas of the world with higher OC/EC ratios (3 to 9)
indicating that biomass burning is an important source for
these organic acids and related compounds over the study
region. As compared to other literature reported values,
the observed lower ratios of oxalic/totaldiacid (~0.5)
indicate that aging of the aerosols is not significant over
Thiruvananthapuram. Phthalic/adipic ratios are greater
than unity indicating the sources from diesel fuel vehicles
(13 fold high during summer) than gasoline. The observed
higher ratios for C6/C9 and Ph/C9 (maximum during
summer) indicate contributions from other anthropogenic

sources are more than biomass burning in the latter period.
The observed lower ratios for C3/C4 as well as maleic/
fumaric acid during the observation period indicate nonsignificant secondary formation of diacids.

Figure 8: Average molecular distributions of dicarboxylic acids
(diacids), ketocarboxylic acids (ketoacids), and a-dicarbonyls in
the aerosol samples collected at Trivandrum. To highlight the minor
species (average <40 ng m-3), their molecular distributions are also
shown with an enhanced “y” axis scale.

Molecular distributions and backward air mass trajectories
demonstrated that diacids and/or their precursor compounds
are likely transported from Arabian Sea, North western India
and the Bay of Bengal oceanic regions. Although local/
regional emissions are important in controlling the diacid
compositions of aerosols at the experimental site, ambient
meteorology indicate that, their source strength seems to be
weakened due to the dilution caused by a strong land/sea
breeze developed on the coast of peninsular South India.
Seasonal changes in aerosol loading and chemical
composition over BoB
Using the data collected during the two ICARB cruises
(pre monsoon, ICARB-2006 and winter, W_ICARB 2009)
and the CTCZ cruise of monsoon 2009, the seasonal
changes in aerosol mass loading and chemical composition
over BoB are being investigated. Preliminary results in
Fig.9 show irrespective of the seasons, north BoB shows
high mass loading, being highest in winter. The chemical
composition also exhibits region- specific seasonal patterns.
The anthropogenic species like SO4, NH4, NO3, BC showed
significant enhancement over north BoB and coastal regions
from pre-monsoon to winter. Crustal species showed increase
over coastal regions, during winter. Over southern BoB, seasalt loading is significantly high during winter.
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been then generated at 19, 37 and 85 GHz. One typical map
at 19 GHz for October 2008 is shown in Fig.10. Unique
emissivity characteristics of different surface classes such
as deserts, semi-deserts, grasslands, and tropical forests are
clearly discernible. While the deserts and semi-deserts exhibit
low emissivity values (~0.78 - 0.86), tropical rain forests and
grasslands (steppes and prairies) show emissivity values
ranging from 0.94 to 0.98. The savanna (tropical grasslands)
values lay between deserts and rain forests, exhibits different
emissivities: dry savanna has lower emissivities (0.88-0.92)
than moist savanna (0.92-0.94).

Figure 9: Total aerosol mass loading during the different seasons
over the three different regions of BoB.

MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING
TERRAIN AND ATMOSPHERE

OF

Microwave remote sensing, an emerging discipline in SPL,
has large potential for land surface, atmosphere and cloud
studies; relevant to Earth as well as other planets. The
microwave propagation and remote sensing activity includes
the study of atmosphere, clouds and land surface features
using the microwave radiometer observations from ground
as well as from satellites; with a special focus on MeghaTropiques. Most of these studies were initiated on a regional
basis; however, these analyses are being extended to a global
scale. The highlights of the activities of the current year are
furnished below:
Land surface Characterisation
Over the continental region, application of satellite microwave
radiometer measurements are constrained by the relatively
high land emissivity with large temporal variation and spatial
heterogeneity. This calls for seasonal characterization of
emissivity of different land surface classes for different
seasons. This has been carried out for the Indian subcontinent
and is now being extended on a global scale.
Global Emissivity Maps and Comparison with Emissivity
Climatology
Daily global values of emissivity have been retrieved
by inverting the satellite (SSM/I) measured microwave
brightness temperature, by employing microwave radiative
transfer equations. Monthly mean maps of land surface
microwave emissivity on global scale (60o S - 60o N) have
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Figure 10: Global land surface emissivity maps at 19 GHz for HPolarization (IEEE TGRS).

In order to ascertain the accuracy of emissivity retrieval on
global basis, a quantitative comparison has been made with
climatology of emissivity database (TELSEM) which has
been developed based on 15 years of land surface emissivity
estimation directly from satellite observations, employing a
fast Radiative Transfer model. Fig. 11 shows the histogram
of the difference between monthly mean emissivities
and climatology data. At 19 GHz, ~90% of the pixels are
distributed within the emissivity difference of 0.02, and out
of these majority of the pixels have difference <0.01. Also
the distribution is Gaussian with mean value of 0.04. The
comparison at 37 GHz (not shown here) and at 85 GHz also
shows similar distribution with a small positive bias. The
correlation coefficients are 0.99, 0.99 and 0.98 with standard
deviations 0.021, 0.022 and 0.031 at 19, 37 and 85 GHz,
respectively.
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Investigations Using Megha-Tropiques (MT) Data
The brightness temperature data from the different payloads
on board MT satellite have been extensively used to
investigate atmospheric processes and thermodynamics,
supplemented with ground based microwave radiometer
profiler data. The highlights are given below.
Upper Tropospheric Humidity (UTH) from SAPHIR
Level1 A1 TB Data

Figure 11: Normalised histogram (pixel distribution) for the emissivity difference between the estimated emissivity and a emissivity
climatology (eRTM - eTelsem) at 19 GHz (top panel) and 85 GHz
(bottom panel). The total number of pixel is 3550.

Effect of Vegetation cover on Emissivity
Microwave emissivity and the polarization difference (PD) are
strong functions of vegetation, and this aspect is investigated
using the normalized difference in vegetation index (NDVI),
a product from MODIS satellite. A scatter plot of the global
emissivity polarization difference maps against NDVI map
in Fig. 12 reveals that the regions of high NDVI depict high
emissivity and low PD and vice-versa. Densely vegetated
forest zones (NDVI > 0.6) and evergreen and deciduous
forests exhibit high emissivity values (> 0.93) and low PD
(< 0.02) at 19 GHz. Semi-arid regions, where thorny shrubs
and grasslands are the dominant canopy, shows emissivity
~0.91 with a PD ~0.05. Open-water surfaces (lakes and
rivers) and marshy/wet areas of the delta region have very
low emissivities and high PD. Large emissivity variation is
observed for arid/semi-arid regions with low NDVI (<0.3).
Microwave surface emission for such regions depends
largely on surface conditions (soil moisture, roughness and
scanty vegetation) and hence large variability in emissivity is
observed (~0.8 - 0.9). Cultivated land and deciduous forests
show similar emissivity variation.

Figure 12: Relation between NDVI and emissivity at 19 GHz (H).

Upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) is a very important
parameter, which has implications to radiative forcing,
cirrus clouds formation, tropopause dynamics, tropospherestratosphere exchange, stratospheric hydration, and
ozone chemistry. The inter-tropical convergence region is
characterized by strong meridional contrast in moisture
distribution associated with Hardley/Walker circulation.
The deep convection in the inter-tropical convergence zone
(ITCZ) has been identified as a key element of radiativeconvective-dynamic equilibrium in the tropical climate.
Unlike the predecessors (SSM/T2 or AMSU-B), SAPHIRthe humidity sounder on board Megha-Tropiques (MT)
satellite is particularly useful for investigating upper
tropospheric moisture parameters up to 100 hPa over the
tropical region, unbiased with diurnal variation owing to the
presence of the 183±0.2 GHz channel with improved spatial
resolution.
A log-linear relationship has been developed to relate the
upper tropospheric layer averaged humidity (in the three
regions between 550 to 200 hPA) with radiometric brightness
temperatures of the first three channels at 183.31±0.2,
183.31±1.1 and 183.31±2.8 GHz, respectively of SAPHIR
and the layer-averaged upper tropospheric humidity (UTH)
from Megha-Tropiques for the period July to December 2012
has been derived. Fig.13 represents global maps of layer
averaged UTH for the upper most part of the troposphere
very close to the tropopause at 0.250 × 0.250 grid resolution;
with panels from top to bottom representing months from
July to December.
The regions associated with deep convections in the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) exhibit high values of
UTH. At low latitudes, in the tropics and subtropics, the
dominating global circulation pattern is the overturning
Hadley circulation. High pressure regions extending from
south Pacific, north Pacific (Pacific high), north Atlantic
(Bermuda high), south Atlantic, Indian ocean and Australia
are visible in the first panel as regions of very low relative
humidity. This is due to the meridional circulations.
Additionally, the figure also shows well defined zonal
patterns. In the band with high UTH around the ITCZ, there
are three regions with significantly high humidity, one over
the central Africa, one over the maritime region between
South Asia and Australia, and one over Central America. All
these three are the strongest convective regions within the
ITCZ, responsible for transporting large amount of moist air
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in to the upper troposphere. Seasonal variation is distinctly
seen in the subsequent panels. During the Boreal summer the
northern hemisphere is relatively more humid compared to
the southern hemisphere. A gradual migration of the humidity
towards the south can be observed in the subsequent months,
in accordance to the southward migration of ITCZ.

responding to the MTS layers, over Thiruvananthapuram
during July-December 2012. Prior to validation of MTS
derived RH (RHMTS), the RH measured from daily radiosonde measurements (RHrs) for two years (2010 & 2011)
for the same season is compared with MRP measurements
to ascertain the capability of MRP for humidity estimation
over tropical region during the monsoon period (Fig. 14).
The figure shows that below 5 km the RHrs compares well
with the MRP (rms dev <10%); but deviates significantly (20
– 40 %) above 6 km. Possible reasons are (1) drifting of RS
with height; (2) uncertainty in the measurement of RH above
0oC in the RS and (3) differences in the observation techniques, as MRP is upward looking passive radiometer which
retrieves RH based on neural network algorithm.

Figure 13: Layer averaged upper tropospheric humidity (~250
–100 hPa) for July-December 2012. Different panels represent
different months (July to December from the top panel) .

Deep convective clouds estimation from SAPHIR TB data
Based on the reduction of brightness temperatures values of
sounding channels in the presence of deep convective clouds,
from that in the case of clear sky condition, a methodology
has been developed to derive convective clouds from MeghaTropiques SAPHIR brightness temperatures data (Level1
A1). Distribution of tropical deep convective clouds has been
derived and the extension of the methodology to study the
spatial variation of three dimensional distributions of tropical
deep convective clouds is in progress.

Quantitative Evaluation of SAPHIR Humidity
product with Ground-based Microwave Radiometer Measurements
As a part of validation exercise of MT-derived humidity
profile over the coastal environment, MT SAPHIR (MTS)
derived layer averaged Relative Humidity (RH (%)) has
been compared with the concurrent and collocated (0.25o X
0.25o) layer averaged RH(%) derived from the ground based
multi-frequency Microwave Radiometer Profiler (MRP) cor-
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Figure 14: Monthly mean averaged RH for 2010 and 2011 between
Radiosonde and Radiometer for July-December. Horizotal lines
indicate standard deviation of RH, Black line for Radiosonde and
Red line for MRP

The comparison between the monthly mean of the layer
averaged RHMTS in the altitude centred around 0.75,
2.25, 4, 6.25 and 9.2 km according to the altitude structure
of SAPHIR humidity retrieval, for the period during JulyDecember 2012, under clear sky condition is shown in
Fig.15. The RH estimates from both MTS and MRP are wellcomparable below 6 km; with the MRP estimates becoming
higher in the lower tropospheric region (< 4 km). A small
wet bias is observed below 2 km and a significant dry bias
above 6 km. In case of ground based radiometric observation
the weighting function above 5 km altitude is weak causing
low sensitivity to the humidity retrieval from above 5 km
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. This analyses show that the MTS derived RH agrees well
with the MRP measurements below 7 km with differences in
the range below 10-20 %.

backscatter signal under various conditions of background
atmosphere and lidar system parameters were estimated.
The simulation included the effect of atmospheric conditions
(i) Molecular atmosphere (ii) Aerosols Optical depth (iii)
Water vapour content and Lidar specifications viz (a)
Laser wavelength (b) Laser Energy and PRF (c) Telescope
Diameter (d) Detector sensitivity and noise (e) Varying Solar
background irradiances (f) Effect of integration in time and
altitude (g) Overlap factor and separation between transmitter
and receiver. Fig. 16a, shows the simulated lidar signal and
corresponding SNR during night time for the Rayleigh lidar
configuration for telescope diameters of 0.8 m and 1 m with
system efficiency of 10%.

Figure 15: Height profile of monthly mean RH between MRP and
MT SAPHIR for the year 2012 during July, August, September, October, November and December.

Microwaves studies of convection and clouds
Microwave Radiometer Profiler (MRP) observations have
been extended to study the thermal and microphysical
characteristics during the passage of cyclones and
depressions. A depression formed over southeast Bay of
Bengal on 25th December, 2011, intensified into a cyclonic
storm ‘THANE’ and persisted till 31st December. The forecast
indices such as KI, HI, TT and SI are calculated for THANE.
These indices determine the state of the atmosphere in terms
of the variations in the temperature and moisture. The low
KI (< 5) from 25 to 29 December indicates a dry atmosphere
was prevailing over MRP site and higher value of KI (>30)
during 29th to 31st December indicating strong convection
was persistent for three days over this location. The values of
HI during the corresponding periods were above 40 during
25th to 29th and very low value of HI seen when the cyclonic
band was observed over the observational site, indicating a
very unstable atmosphere was persisting till 1st January. The
studies on other cyclones and depressions are in progress.

Integrated Lidar System:
Simulation of the lidar signal for Rayleigh-Mie-Raman
Lidar system

Figure 16: Simulated Rayleigh lidar signal and SNR for (a) night
time condition (b) day time condition.

An integrated Lidar system (ILS) is being developed at SPL
as a major XII FYP initiative, which envisages Rayleigh,
Mie and Raman modes. For estimating the optimum
specifications, extensive simulations of the strength of lidar

It shows that a lidar system with laser pulse energy of 800
mJ and PRF of 30 Hz will be able to provide good SNR
up to 100 km with 10 minute time integration and 300 m
altitude integration in the atmosphere having AOD of ~0.35.
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Increasing the telescope diameter from 80 cm to 100 cm
increases the upper altitude limit to ~ 108 km. The signal
and SNR during the daytime for this configuration (Figure
16b), shows capability up to ~60 km. The lidar signals
were also simulated for the configuration having multiple
telescopes of same diameter (Fig. 17). This shows that

The signals for the Raman mode Lidar from N2 and water
vapour were simulated (Fig. 18a) for the wavelength of 532
nm and 355 nm, based respectively on the number density
profiles of N2 and mixing ratio profiles of H2O. These
simulations have shown that a wavelength of 355 nm will
be more advantageous in probing the lower atmosphere,
whereas, wavelength of 532 nm will be able to provide better
SNR at higher altitudes. The signal from the Mie mode lidar
was simulated (Fig. 18b) based on assumed altitude profile of
the aerosols concentration, which shows that a lidar system
with telescope of 40 cm diameter and laser having pulse
energy of 800 mJ and PRF of 30 Hz will be sufficient for
detecting the Mie backscattered up to 40 km with SNR of
better then 100 with a time integration of 1 minute.
Establishment of an Analytical facility for organic
aerosols

Figure 17: Simulated Rayleigh lidar signal and SNR having multiple telescope for night time condition.

though the multiple telescopes will increase the background
noise, overall this configuration results in increased SNR for
higher altitude signal because of the increase in effective
diameter of the receiver.

The measurement of chemical composition of molecular
level organic aerosols is a specialized area of aerosol
research and it needs special analytical tools, and adequate
scientific and technical expertise. With the experience gained
through a visit to Hokkaido University, Japan, for two years,
a laboratory facility is being setup in SPL with state-of-theart analytical facilities for organic acids and trace metals in
aerosols. The sophisticated GC-FID (gas chromatograph
with flame ionization detector), a specialized instrument for
the measurement of C2 to C12 group of carbon compounds
both in particulate and gaseous form, is being procured
and ancillary facilities for derivatising the samples (such
as vacuum rotary evaporator, re-circulating chiller, water
aspirator with solvent recovery unit) are also being procured.

Figure 18 (a) Simulated Raman lidar signal and SNR for night time condition. (b) Simulated Mie lidar signal and SNR for night time
condition.
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FUTURE ...
Aerosols & Trace gases


Initiation of studies on organic species in the atmosphere



Extensive Use of satellite data on trace gases for vertical distribution



Detailed analysis of ozone sonde data



Transport Modelling



Measurement of Greenhouse gases

Microwave Remote Sensing for Atmosphere and Terrain


Satellite and ground-based microwave radiometry, used for studying earth’s surface and its atmosphere, is attempted for the
planetary atmosphere and terrain studies, to start with the thermo physical characteristics of lunar regolith would be investigated.



UTH studies would be strengthened using SAPHIR data and the implications of UTH on radiative-convective-dynamic
equilibrium in the tropical climate will be studied.



SAPHIR data analyses for characterizing the tropical convective clouds and their three dimensional distribution and the moisture
transport to upper troposphere



Ground based microwave radiometric observation for understanding the thermal and microphysical states atmosphere during the
passage of cyclones, depressions and meso-scale convections.



Studies on the short term and long term variabilities in the water vapour from MRP measurements and their implication on
monsoon activities.



Install the equipments for initiating microwave propagation studies
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ABL Experimental Studies at Thumba
Diurnal evolution of boundary layer clouds
Diurnal evolution of convective atmospheric boundary
layer (CABL) is often accompanied by the development
of cumili or thin stratocumulus cloud layers, which would
produce significant feedback on atmospheric circulation
through radiative and dynamical processes. Multi-year
(2008-2011) Micropulse Lidar (MPL) observations,
confined to fair weather conditions of the dry season
(December-April) are used to investigate the genesis of the
boundary layer clouds and their potential to affect further
development of CABL. During the development of CABL,
the altitude of cloud occurence systematically increases
with time (Fig. 1a). The entrainment of the dry air from
above the instantaneous CABL top, mixes with the air at
the entrainment zone, leading to the reduction of relative
humidity and dissipation of these clouds within a short time;
new clouds are formed at the top of the new instantaneous
CABL top which evolve with time of the day. Altitude of
occurrence of the boundary layer clouds maximizes (2 to

values are largest for the residual layer clouds (Fig. 1b).
Occurrence of clouds during the development of CABL
often leads to reduction in the vertical growth of CABL
with time; if ABL clouds are absent during the evolution of
the CABL, the CABL attains higher altitude. This shows
the negative feedback of ABL clouds in impeding the
growth of CABL.

Shortwave Cloud Radiative Forcing at Surface
Cloud radiative forcing (CRF) plays a pivotal role
in regulating the energy balance at the surface and
characteristics of the ABL. Continuing the work initiated
last year, the monthly mean diurnal variation of cloud
radiative forcing at surface and its annual variations have
been investigated using the down-welling instantaneous
shortwave and long-wave radiative fluxes measured
by Pyranometer and Pyrgeometer for the period May
2011 to December 2012, with an inherent uncertainty in
the estimated diurnal mean SW cloud radiative forcing

Figure 1: (a) Diurnal variation of the altitude of occurrence of ABL clouds formed during: (i) the developing CABL, (ii) developed
CABL, (iii) residual layer and (iv) TIBL. The vertical bars indicate the base to top of such clouds. (b) Histograms of the base altitude
and thickness of ABL clouds under the above regimes.

2.5 km) around 14-15 LT – the time at which the sensible
and latent heat fluxes from the surface also attain their peak
- followed by a systematic decrease. Clouds also occur in
the TIBL (thermal internal boundary layer) during the seabreeze period. Simultaneous occurrence of the boundary
layer clouds are often observed at the top of the TIBL and
CABL. Base altitudes and thickness of the clouds in the
TIBL and developing CABL are distinctly smaller (typical
base of <800 m and thickness of 200-400 m), while these

(SWCRF) of < 25 Wm-2. Absolute magnitude of the
SWCRF and amplitude of its diurnal variation are lowest
during January-February when the peak SWCRF observed
during noon is generally in the range of -75 to -125 Wm-2
(Fig. 2). The SWCRF increases during the pre-monsoon
season, and the largest values are generally observed
during the summer monsoon season with peak values of
-150 to -250 Wm-2. In general, peak values of the SWCRF
are observed during the pre-noon period (typically ~10-
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11 LT) during the pre-monsoon and summer monsoon
seasons while the peak phase occurs around noon or
afternoon during the post-monsoon and winter seasons.

in the w-spectra during the peak of the eclipse. This is
expected due to the reduced surface heating and associated
reduction in turbulent kinetic energy and ABL height

Figure 2: Monthly mean diurnal variations of SWCRF at surface at Thumba during winter (December-February), pre-monsoon
(March-May), summer monsoon (June-September), and post-monsoon (October-November) seasons of 2011 and 2012.

Changes in the phase of these variations are indicative of
the corresponding variations in cloud development.

Response of the Spectral Characteristics of
Turbulent Eddies in the Surface Layer to the
Noon-time Annular Solar Eclipse
Response of the surface layer turbulence spectra of wind
(u, v and w) and temperature (T) to the rapid decrease and
increase of the solar heating of earth’s surface during the
annular eclipse of 15 January 2010 has been investigated
using tower-based sonic anemometer observations carried
out at Thumba. Time variation of the turbulence spectra
during the eclipse day has been compared with those during
the control days. Fig. 3 depicts the turbulence spectra
during the peak phase of the eclipse (referred as period C:
13-14 IST) and their comparison with the corresponding
spectra for the same period on a control day (19 January
2010). The integrated power of the u-, v-, w- and T-spectra
during the eclipse peak have decreased by about 74%,
63%, 72% and 95% respectively, compared to that of
the control day. Compared to the post-eclipse period, the
frequency at which the spectral peak occurs gets reduced
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during the eclipse period. In contrast, the corresponding
reduction in the peak frequency is rather small in the
u and v spectra (Fig. 3). Among the above spectra, the
temperature spectra showed distinct characteristics and
responded rapidly to the eclipse. Thus, the reduction of
turbulent energy and ABL height during the eclipse peak
have resulted in a reduction in the vertical extent of the
eddies, leading to an apparent elongation of the largest
eddies. Immediately after the eclipse maximum, there
exist a noticeable dissimilarity in the spectral peaks and
associated energy levels especially in the lower frequency
end of the spectra compared to that of the control day.
These drastic variations might be due to the regeneration
of thermals and reconstruction of eddies after the annular
phase. A distinct decrease in the value of eddy dissipation
rate by a factor of ~5 was observed during the peak phase
of the eclipse (Fig. 4). After the annularity, there is a rapid
increase in the value of the rate of dissipation to attain a
control day value around the last contact of the eclipse. The
decrease in solar heating of the surface during the eclipse
results in the reduction of thermals and turbulent kinetic
energy, which in turn reduces eddy dissipation rate.
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is extracted from the analysis of a global model (GME)
corresponding to 0000 UTC, whereas the lateral boundary
conditions are derived from interpolation of the +24
forecast fields of GME at +3 hourly intervals to the HRM
grid. This study provides the first-ever comparison of H
simulations through a modified parametrization approach
in the HRM model with in situ observations.

Figure 3: Frequency weighted spectrum of (a) u; (b) v; (c) w and
(d) t during the peak phase of the eclipse (red colour) and control
days (blue colour) (J.Atmos.Sol.Terr.Phys.,2013).

Figure 4: Diurnal variation of the rate of dissipation of turbulent
kinetic energy on control days and eclipse day. (J.Atmos.Sol.Terr.
Phys.,2013)

The HRM simulations, carried out for a period of 24 h
during 16 to 31 January 2010 without any alterations in the
existing flux parametrization algorithm (hereafter referred
to as the HRM control run) revealed that though the general
pattern of temporal variations in the model-simulated H
(corresponding to Thiruvananthapuram) is similar to the
observations, their magnitudes differ considerably (Fig.
5b). Hourly variations of the model-simulated H varied
diurnally in the range of −39 to 589 Wm−2 whereas the
corresponding in situ measurements were in the range
of −83 to 427 Wm−2. This shows that the H simulations
through the HRM control run differed significantly from
the in situ observations. The values of H in the final
analysis also showed relatively lower values compared to
the HRM control runs.
In the L-79 scheme, stability functions for momentum,
heat and moisture were empirically related to z0m, z0h and
z0q respectively and it was assumed that the roughness
length for heat (and moisture) and momentum are identical
(i.e., z0m = z0h = z0q). With a view to accounting for the
heterogeneous characteristics of the study domain and
diurnal variations in the z0m/z0h ratio, we have adopted
two distinct modifications for the land surface in the L-79
parametrization scheme and model simulations: (a) set z0m/
z0h = 100 and no alteration is made for the oceanic surface
(L-100 scheme), and (b) diurnally varying z0m/z0h ratio
(L-diurnal).

Atmospheric Modelling Studies
Improvements in
parametrization

sensible

heat

flux

Most of the parametrization schemes of surface-layer
processes in atmospheric models are based on bulk
aerodynamic formulations, in which the stability functions
and exchange coefficients are empirically related to the
roughness lengths for momentum (z0m), heat (z0h) and
moisture (z0q). Different approximations of z0m, z0h and
z0q can cause considerable changes in the estimation of
turbulent fluxes at the surface and also on the vertical
structure of temperature and humidity within the ABL.
Performance of a flux parametrization scheme based on
Louis (1979) scheme (hereafter referred to as L-79) in a
high-resolution regional model (HRM) is evaluated by
comparing the sensible heat-flux (H) simulations with
concurrent observations for a heterogeneous terrain centred
around Thiruvananthapuram. The initial state of HRM

1

Figure 5: Temporal variations of (a) H measured through in situ
observations, HRM control run and final analysis and (b) bias in
H (ΔH) with respect to in situ observations and final analysis over
Thiruvananthapuram during 16–31 January 2010 ( BoundaryLayer Meteorol., 2013).
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While the L-79 model simulations have overestimated
the values of H during the daytime and underestimated
during the nighttime, the L-100 and L-diurnal simulations
reproduced the magnitudes of H closer to the observations
(Fig.6a); the performance of L-diurnal runs being closer
to the reality, as seen from the temporal variations of
the root-mean-square errors (RMSE) obtained for the
three different simulation schemes (Fig.6b). Though no

L-100 simulations showed an increase of about 44 and 77
Wm−2 respectively in the mean magnitudes of the latent
heat flux, while the soil temperature increased respectively
to about 40 and 42°C (from 36°C in the L-79) simulations
(Fig.7a). Though there are no significant differences among
the three classes of simulations for the air temperature
at the 2-m level, the air temperature at the 10-m level
simulated through the modified parametrization scheme

Figure 6: (a) Comparison of mean diurnal variations in H for the HRM control run and two alternative parametrization approaches (L100 and L-diurnal) with in situ observations over Thiruvananthapuram. Vertical error bars represent the standard deviations, (b) Same
as (a), but for the RMSE associated with the HRM control runs, L-100 and L-diurnal simulations. (Boundary-Layer Meteorol., 2013).

appreciable improvements were noticed for nocturnal
conditions, the mean RMSE for the complete diurnal
cycle improved with the modified schemes. Since, the
two modifications led to a significant reduction in H, the
excessive heat was apportioned between the ground and
latent heat flux terms. Consequently the L-diurnal and

Figure 7: Comparison in the mean diurnal variations for
the HRM control runs and two alternative parametrization
approaches (L-100 and L-diurnal) over Thiruvananthapuram:
(a) surface temperature, (b) air temperature at 2m (along with
the insitu observations), and (c) air temperature at 10 m. Vertical
error bars represent the standard deviations ( Boundary-Layer
Meteorol., 2013).
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indicated slight cooling during the daytime compared to
the corresponding L-79 simulations (Fig.7b,c), which is
attributed to the reduction in sensible heat flux. Thus, a
modified treatment of the thermal roughness length in the
L-79 parametrization scheme leads to improvements in the
SHF simulations through re-appropriation of the surfacelayer flux components.
With a view to understanding the sensitivity of the z0m/z0h
ratio in the determination of the heat exchange coefficient for
varying meteorological conditions, we have classified the
whole database spanning from January 2010 to December
2010 consisting the model-simulated forecast fields and
in situ observations into three broad categories - (i) clearsky days; (ii) cloudy but non-precipitating days (hereafter
referred to as the cloudy days) and (iii) rainy days. Since
the surface layer stability in L-79 parametrization scheme
is essentially driven through the magnitudes of RiB (bulk
Richardson number), the behaviour of CH with respect to
different magnitudes of RiB representing the unstable and
stable stratification of the atmosphere are investigated.
Theoretical calculations, following the expressions of
CH described in the L-79 parametrization scheme, are
for three different values of z0m/z0h (= 1; 100; and 400
representing the L-79, L-100, and L-diurnal configuration
respectively), yielded high values of CH for the unstable
atmosphere and low values for the stable stratification.
While the magnitudes of CH for unstable conditions (Fig.
8a) were higher and extremely sensitive to the changes in
RiB in the L-79 configuration, they were lower and less
sensitive to RiB for the L-100 and L-diurnal configurations
(Fig. 8a). However, in the case of the stable atmosphere
(Fig. 8b), differences in the CH values for three different
configurations are quite small.
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decrease in the rainfall is observed over the west coast of
India; a marginal enhancement in rainfall over the landmass
at east of the WG, and a pronounced enhancement in
rainfall amount over the east coast of peninsular India and
adjoining oceanic region are also seen.

Figure 8: Sensitivity of the bulk transfer coefficient for heat (CH)
with respect to the bulk Richardson number (RiB) for (a) unstable
and (b) stable conditions of the atmosphere.

Due to the above, the modified parametrization scheme
tends to improve the predictability of H with better accuracy
for the clear-sky and cloudy conditions. However, it does
not alter the magnitudes of simulated H significantly for
the rainy days.

Sensitivity study on the role of Western Ghats
in simulating the Asian summer monsoon
characteristics
The role of the orography of Western Ghats (WG) in
simulating the Asian summer monsoon (ASM) features
(copious rainfall in the west coast of Peninsular India) was
examined using AR-WRF model. A control simulation
(CTRL) with 11-year (2000–2010) average initial and
lateral boundary conditions from ERA-Interim reanalysis,
including the orography and a sensitivity simulation
(NoWG), in which the topography was reduced to surface
over a region encompassing 5-28ºN and 72-90ºE, were
carried out. The simulations showed that the strength of
monsoon Low Level Jet (LLJ) has increased in the absence
of WG (Fig. 9). The effect of WG on the monsoon LLJ was
seen as a wave-like disturbance over the region between
70 and 80ºE longitudes (Fig. 10a). The mountain waves
produced by the interaction between the strong monsoon
LLJ and the WG were seen at altitudes up to about 5
km all over the longitude belt of 75-80ºE. In the NoWG
simulation, the mountain waves were absent and the lowlevel westerlies got stronger over the Arabian Sea and the
peninsular India (Fig. 10b). The longitude-altitude crosssection of vertical velocity averaged over the latitudes
10-20ºN from CTRL simulation showed a strong up-draft
at the west of 75.5ºE due to orographic uplift by the WG
and down-draft on the leeward side of the WG (Fig. 10c).
In the NoWG simulation, the upward vertical velocity is
considerably reduced and the downward motion at the east
of 76ºE is almost absent (Fig. 10d). Over the Bay of Bengal,
an enhancement in the upward motion was observed in
the NoWG simulation compared to CTRL. The seasonal
mean rainfall during June to September for the CTRL and
NoWG simulations (Fig. 11) revealed that, when the WG
orography was removed from the simulation, a pronounced

Figure 9: Mean wind field at 850 hPa level during the ASM
(June–September) from a) CTRL b) NoWG experiment and c)
difference between the two. Arrowheads represent the wind fields.
Absolute magnitudes of wind in ms-1 are shown in shaded colour
(Meteorol.Atmos.Phys., 2013).
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Long-term trends and variabilities in the
tropospheric water vapour over Indian region
Using data from three recent reanalysis products and
coupled model simulations, the variability and trend in the
tropospheric water vapour over the Indian region, during
the 30 year period of 1980-2009, are investigated. The data
from National Centre of Environment Prediction-Climate
Forecast System Reanalysis (NCEP-CFSR), ModernEra Retrospective Analysis for Research and Application
(MERRA) reanalysis, the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim)
along with model simulations used for the Coupled Model
Inter-comparison Project (CMIP) were used for the study.
The temporal variability of specific humidity vertically
integrated from 1000 to 300 hPa level averaged over the
Indian region (5 ºN -25ºN and 70 ºE -90ºE) from the three
reanalyses showed similar variations with an increasing
trend in the water vapour particularly after the year 2000
(Fig. 12a).

Figure 10: Mean horizontal wind field at 850 hPa level during the
ASM from a) CTRL, and b) NoWG experiment. (c,d) are same as
(a,b), but for the vertical velocity. Absolute magnitudes of wind
are shown in shaded colour (Meteorol.Atmos.Phys., 2013).

Figure 11: The mean precipitation during ASM (in mm day-1)
from a) CTRL simulation and b) NoWG experiment and c) the
difference between the two (Meteorol.Atmos.Phys., 2013)
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Figure 12: Mean removed specific humidity integrated from 1000
to 300 hPa level averaged for an area encompassing 5-25ºN and
70-90ºE during the period 1980 to 2009 from the reanalysis of
NCEP-CFSR, MERRA and ERA-interim. (a) monthly mean, and
seasonal mean during (b) MAM, (c) JJA, (d) SON and (e) DJF. A
low pass filter is applied to remove periodicities less than 2 years.
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The inter-annual variations observed in all the three data
were well correlated with the El Nino events, with increase
in humidity after the event. The sharp decrease in water
vapour after 1992 might be associated with decrease in
temperature following the Mount Pinatubo eruption in
1991.
The seasonal variations in water vapour during MarchApril-May (MAM), June-July-August (JJA) SeptemberOctober-November (SON) and December-JanuaryFebruary (DJF) (depicted in Fig. 12(b-e)) reveal a steady
linear increase during the MAM season (Fig. 12b) and a
negligible or a weak decreasing trend in JJA from 1995 to

2005 (Fig. 12c) and DJF. The variation during the SON is
more associated with the El Nino events with sharp increase
in the water vapour during 1987-88 and 1997-98 El Nino
events. The spatial distributions of 30 year linear trend in the
water vapour during MAM, JJA, SON and DJF (Fig. 13) is
highest over the Indian Ocean in all seasons except JJA. The
JJA season is characterized by marginal increasing trend
over the southern Indian Ocean and very little trend over the
Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal in both NCEP-CFSR and
MERRA reanalysis. The ERA-Interim data shows negative
trends over the oceanic region in all seasons which might be
associated with cold Sea Surface Temperature (SST) bias in
the ERA-Interim reanalysis.

Figure 13: Linear trend in vertically integrated seasonal mean (MAM,JJA,SON and DJF) specific humidity from NCEP-CFSR, MERRA
and ERA-Interim reanalysis during the period 1980 to 2009. Units are in kg/m2/year.

Figure 14: (a) Altitude profiles of wind speed at four hourly intervals observed using GPS Pisharoty sonde data on 23 May 2012. (b)
Time-height section of wind speed during the onset phase of monsoon 2012 (date of onset: 05 June 2012, indicated by the black vertical
line). Color bar corresponds to wind speed in m s-1.
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Investigations on Monsoonal Low Level
Jet over Peninsular India

Relationship with horizontal temperature
gradients

Diurnal variation of the monsoonal low-level jet (MLLJ)
over the southern tip of India during the onset phase of the
summer monsoon has been investigated based on balloonborne GPS Pisharotysonde observations, mesoscale
circulation model, and long-term reanalysis data. Fig. 14
shows the altitude profiles of wind speed at four hourly
intervals observed using GPS Pisharotysonde on a typical
day, 23 May 2012, during the onset phase of monsoon
2012 (date of onset: 05 June 2012), and its time-height
section. The maximum wind speed and the corresponding
location undergoes significant diurnal variations. In
general, stronger jets are formed at lower altitudes during
nighttime while weaker jets are formed at higher altitudes
during the daytime. During the daytime, a secondary jet
is also observed along with the MLLJ. Both these jets are
numerically simulated during the onset phase of southwest
monsoon over the southwest coast of India.

Analysis of the land–ocean temperature contrast five days

before and after the monsoon onset has been carried out
using MERRA reanalysis data. Fig.16 shows the scatter
plot of the jet core height and jet core speed as a function
of land-ocean temperature difference (ΔT=Tocean-Tland)
between two locations; one on the land (10.5° N; 78.5°E)
and other near the sea coast (at 8.5 °N; 76.7 °E) for the
period of 1982-2011. The maximum temperature gradients
(~2 to 4ºC) are observed at 1130 LT and 1730 LT. A positive
correlation is observed between jet core speed and ΔT at
1130 LT and 1730 LT before the onset of monsoon, while
the correlation weakens after the onset.

Numerical simulations
Earlier studies have shown that the LLJ characteristics can
be coupled with the inertial oscillation in winds, especially
when the frictional decoupling takes place during the postsunset period. On several occasions, nocturnal LLJs form
because air above a nocturnal surface-inversion accelerates
as friction reduces. This hypothesis has been tested using
the Pisharotysode observations and mesoscale circulation
model. Normally, the jet occurs above the PBL. Under
strong convective conditions, land heating dominates and
leads to deeper boundary layers so that the jet height is
lower than the inversion height. Model-derived longitudetime structure of LLJ along the south Peninsular India (Fig.
15) shows nighttime strengthening of LLJ at all regions.

Figure 15: Longitude-altitude cross sections of model-simulated
horizontal wind along the latitude of Thumba during (a) 1330
IST and 2330 IST on 30 May 2011.

The jet layer is stronger and appears at lower altitudes over
the Bay of Bengal compared to that over the Arabian Sea.
These results illustrate that the significant diurnal variation
of the jet, observed over Thiruvananthapuram, is a regional
phenomenon.
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Figure 16: Variations of the jet core height and core speed as a
function of spatial temperature difference (ΔT) before the onset of
monsoon, derived from the MERRA reanalysis data during 19822011).
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Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer under
contrasting cloud conditions
The MABL characteristics under contrasting conditions
of large-scale circulation, SST, convection and cloudiness
have been investigated using the GPS Pisharotysonde
observations aboard ship during three campaigns (namely,
TIO, SWTIO and CTCZ ) respectively in the tropical
Indian Ocean, the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal (Fig.
17). The corresponding cloud condition was obtained from
the collocated Kalpana-1-VHRR data and was utilised to
classify the radiosonde data into highly cloudy and clear
sky categories. The study revealed that even though the
mixing height undergoes considerable time variations,
its values under highly cloudy conditions (with peaks at
~400 m) are comparable during all the three cruises and
are generally lower than that (~700 m) during the clear-sky
periods (Fig. 18).

Figure 17: Cruise tracks during the CTCZ, TIO and SWTIO
cruises. Locations where time series measurements were carried
out (TSL) are indicated by circles.

Figure 18 (a) Temporal variations of mixing height during the three cruises under the highly cloudy and almost clear-sky conditions,
and (b) their normalized frequency of occurrences.

Network of Observatories for Boundary
Layer Experiments (IGBP-NOBLE)
Project
Under the IGBP-NOBLE project, meteorological towers
instrumented with fast response sonic anemometers to
observe zonal, meridional and vertical winds and virtual
temperature have been set-up during the reporting period at
3 network stations viz: ARIES, Nainital (Hilly Terrain), SK
University, Anantapur (continental, semi-arid) and Andhra
University, Visakhapatanam (east coast of Peninsular
India), taking the total number of operational stations with
tower-based fast-response sensors or sodar to seven. Data
from these stations, together with the Sodar observations
and tower-based fast response sonic anemometer data from
the NOBLE station at BIT, Ranchi (tower-based sonic

anemometer set up in November 2011) have been used to
estimate the diurnal variations of the surface layer energy
and momentum fluxes and their role in the diurnal evolution
of ABL. Consolidated results pertaining to the winter
season (December 2012 to February 2013) from the above
stations, when the background meteorological condition
is rather dry and devoid of large-scale convection and
cloudiness favouring the local meteorology to dominate
the evolution of ABL characteristics, are presented below.

Inland and coastal stations.
At the inland station Ranchi (23.23ºN, 85.23ºE; 654 MSL),
the monthly mean diurnal variations of winds, stability
parameter (z/L) and vertical fluxes of energy and momentum
(depicted in Fig. 19) show systematic evolution of the
daytime convective ABL (CABL) and its transition to the
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stable nocturnal ABL (NABL). Sensible heat flux (SHF),
momentum flux (MF) and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
show prominent diurnal variations which are in phase with
the atmospheric stability conditions. The seasonal mean
value of SHF is ~39 Wm-2, indicating the mean upward
transfer of the ‘excess energy’. Cessation of significant
SHF and turbulence occurs earlier during December
compared to the other months. Diurnal evolution of the
dominant scales of turbulent eddies are clearly reflected in
the frequency spectra. The spectral peak occurs at ~0.004
Hz during noon and shifts towards higher frequencies in
the afternoon, indicating a reduction of the largest eddy
size in the ABL. Estimates show that of scale sizes of
eddies grow from ~150 m in the morning to ~ 400 m by
noon, followed by a decrease to ~200 m by the afternoon.
The seasonal mean diurnal evolution of ABL observed
using SODAR is highly consistent with the corresponding
variations in surface layer energy and momentum fluxes
and the turbulent energy spectra described above.
Diurnal variations of the monthly mean winds and fluxes

wind direction remained more or less constant with the
height. Pattern of the diurnal variation of the surface layer
energy and momentum fluxes are similar at the two levels
of observation (10 m and 18 m). The surface layer is rather
stable (z/L~0.5) during the nighttime, especially during
22-06 IST. However, diurnal variation of the stability
parameter is distinctly different from that at Ranchi, with
maximum surface layer instability (z/L ~-0.5) observed
between 08-10 IST, which is followed by a slow variation
to weakly unstable to neutral condition during the postsunset period. This characteristic variation of surface layer
instability is caused by with the reversal of wind associated
with the sea breeze circulation.
Diurnal variations of SHF, TKE and MF are almost in
phase; attain their peak magnitudes around 13 IST. The
noontime SHF values are found to be largest (306 ± 66
Wm−2) during January and February and least during
December (221±38 W m−2). The seasonal mean value of
SHF is 59 Wm-2. The monthly mean noontime peak value

Figure 19: Monthly mean diurnal variations of (a) SHF, (b)TKE, (c) MF, (d) Monin–Obukhov Stability Parameter, (e) zonal wind, (f)
meridional wind, (g) wind speed, and (h) wind direction in the surface layer at Ranchi during December 2012 and January and February 2013 (winter season). The vertical bars indicate the standard deviations.

estimated at the coastal station Visakhapatanam (17.7oN,
83.10oE; 20 msl) are presented in the Fig. 20. Boundary
layer dynamics at this location is dominated by the sea
breeze circulation, which sets-in by around 09-10 IST and
reverses around 22-23 IST. Wind speed increases during the
daytime to attain peak strength around 12-15 IST. Though
the wind speed significantly increases with altitude, the
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of TKE is larger during December (1.8 m2s-2) compared to
January and February (1.3 to 1.5 m2s-2). The vertical fluxes
of momentum are comparable during all the three months,
with noon-time peak values around 0.5 Nm-2. On average,
the SHF and MF at Visakhapatanam are distinctly larger
than that over Ranchi, while the TKE values at these two
locations are comparable. Part of this difference might have
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stemmed from the relatively smaller surface heat storage at
Ranchi compared to that at Visakhapatnam during winter.
The diurnal evolution of ABL observed using SODAR
(Fig.21) is consistent with the monthly mean pattern
observed using sonic anemometer observations. Sodar
data shows that the updrafts associated with thermals

consistently increases after ~08 IST, and peaks at noon
when predominant updrafts are found to extend above 280
m. Wind speed in the sea breeze regime increases up to
~14-15 IST; the maximum wind speed is attained at ~100150 m altitude.

Figure 20: Monthly mean of diurnal variation in (a) SHF, (b)TKE, (c) MF, (d) stability parameter, (e) zonal wind, (f) meridional wind,
(g) wind speed and (h) wind direction at 2 levels (10 and 18 m) over Vishakhapatnam during December 2012 and January-February
2013. The vertical bars show the standard deviations.

Figure 21: Monthly mean diurnal variations of (a) SNR; (b) zonal wind; (c) meridional wind and (d) vertical wind in the ABL over
Vishakhapatnam during February 2012.
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NOBLE Pisharoty Sonde
Package for Data Analysis

Atmospheric

With a view of reducing the time-consuming efforts in
analysis and generation of 2-D plots from the Pisharoty
sonde raw data files, a new automation package (hereafter
referred to as the NOBLE Pisharoty Automation Package
for Data Analysis) is developed, tested and validated.
Presently this tool is effectively utilised for characterisation
of the CABL over Thiruvananthapuram using TTD
database. It is expected that extensive use of this software
would reduce the time spent in data analysis and ensure
that the data is analysed the same way at all the stations.

Satellite Remote Sensing Studies –
Megha Tropiques (ScaRaB)
Direct Observations of Cloud Radiative Forcing at TOA
over the Tropics during the Asian Summer Monsoon
and Post-Monsoon Seasons
Diurnal variations of the shortwave and long-wave cloud
radiative forcing (SWCRF and LWCRF respectively) at the
top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and their seasonal mean spatial
variations over the tropics have been estimated from the
ScaRaB aboard the Megha-Tropiques (MT) during the
summer monsoon and post-monsoon seasons of 2012,
following an ‘equivalent day’ analysis.

Asian Summer Monsoon (ASM) season
The seasonal mean long-wave, shortwave and net cloud
radiative forcing (diurnally averaged) over the tropics
during July-September 2012 (Fig. 22) shows the following
prominent features: (i) The largest values of LWCRF (>100
Wm-2) are observed over the north Bay of Bengal and the
western Pacific, associated with intense deep convection.
(ii) LWCRF over the Asian monsoon region as well as the
ITCZ over the entire tropics are distinctly larger than those
at other regions. (iii) On an average, magnitudes of the
cooling produced by the SWCRF are almost comparable to
the warming produced by LWCRF in the deep convective
regions. (iv) the net CRF (NCRF) over the Indian region
is significantly negative (- 40Wm-2), (v) Remarkably,
the largest magnitude of SWCRF (-100 to -140Wm-2) is
observed over the eastern Pacific off the coasts of north
and south America and over the southeast Atlantic off
the coast of Africa, where the LWCRF is substantially
smaller (<30Wm-2) and is dominated by highly reflecting
low-altitude clouds. Cooling caused by the NCRF is also
largest over these regions (-70 to -120 Wm-2). In contrast,
magnitude of the cooling by NCRF over the most intense
deep convective regions and ITCZ is generally less than
40 Wm-2. (vi) Significant NCRF cooling also occurs over
the Southern Hemispheric Indian Ocean, (vii) Spatial
distributions of LWCRF and SWCRF show large zonal
and meridional gradients associated with the ascending

Figure 22: Seasonal mean LWCRF, SWCRF and NCRF at TOA over the tropics during July-September 2012.
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and descending limbs of the Walker and Hadley circulation
cells. (viii) On an average, the CRF is largest over the
oceans and distinctly smaller over most of the continental
regions. (viii) Though the seasonal mean LWCRF over the
Monsoon trough is distinctly smaller than that over the
north and east Bay of Bengal, the corresponding values of
SWCRF are comparable. This indicates that the values of
cloud albedo are comparable at these locations, though the
vertical development of clouds is larger over the Bay of
Bengal.

Post-monsoon season
Main features for the post-monsoon season (OctoberNovember 2012) depicted in Fig.23 are: (i) Substantial
reduction in LWCRF and SWCRF over the Southeast Asian
region, the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. (ii) Large
magnitudes of SWCRF (<-80 Wm-2) and LWCRF (>70
Wm-2) over a wide region in the equatorial Indian Ocean
and the equatorial western Pacific, associated with the

(v) Largest magnitudes of SWCRF (-120 Wm-2) and
NCRF (-100 Wm-2) are observed over the southeast Pacific
and the southeast Atlantic. Significant cooling caused by
SWCRF (-60 Wm-2) is also observed over the low-altitude
cloud dominated South Indian Ocean. The above studies
clearly show that (a) the diurnally averaged net effect of
clouds is to produce a cooling of the earth-atmosphere
system, the magnitude of which varies considerably in
space and time; (b) clouds substantially reduce the spatial
variations in heating/cooling of the earth-atmosphere
system otherwise caused by the net radiation balance and
horizontal and vertical transfer of energy.

Night-time strengthening of large-scale deep
convection observed in LWCRF

The LWCRF undergoes considerable diurnal variations
over the large-scale deep convective regions where the
magnitude of the LWCRF and its spatial extent generally
peak during the night (Fig. 24). During the Asian summer

Figure 23: Seasonal mean LWCRF, SWCRF and NCRF at TOA over the tropics during October-November 2012.

ITCZ. (iii) Magnitude of NCRF over the deep convective
areas in the ITCZ are considerably smaller (-20 Wm-2 or
less) than the magnitudes of SWCRF and LWCRF (>60
Wm-2) indicating the near-cancellation of SWCRF and
LWCRF in these regions . (iv) Zonal gradient of LWCRF
and SWCRF associated with the Walker circulation
continues to be largest over the equatorial Indian Ocean.

monsoon season, this feature is most prominent over South
Asia and the surrounding oceans as well as at the ITCZ,
where the average night time values generally exceed the
corresponding daytime value by as much as 20 Wm-2. Though
the phase of this diurnal variation varies with geographical
location, the value of LWCRF is found to maximize around
03±03 LT and minimize around 12±03 LT in over the deep
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convective areas over the open oceans. However, the day-night changes of LWCRF over the regions dominated by lowaltitude clouds are rather insignificant.

Figure 24: Seasonal mean LWCRF during daytime (08-19 LT) and nighttime (20-04 LT) during July-September period.

FUTURE ...

•

Realisation of the UHF Profiler, approved under XII FYP: For furthering the studies on ABL and clouds, a state of the art
UHF profiler has been approved as a part of the 12th FYP of SPL. With a view to realising this in a time-bound manner,
an inter-centre experts committee is constituted. The committee has examined all the scientific and technical aspects of
this profiler and the specifications of the final system are being frozen.

•

Improvements in planetary boundary layer (PBL) and convection parametrization schemes in atmospheric models

•

Expansion of NOBLE Network and investigation of ABL evolution, energy budgeting and characteristics and
quantification of surface-layer turbulence parameters on seasonal/diurnal scales at different geographical environments,
including conducting dedicated campaigns.

•

Surface Energy Budget: Closure studies using observations of sensible, latent heat, and radiative fluxes and associated
changes in the diurnal evolution of ABL.

•

Assessment of the magnitude of key climate feedback processes through numerical modeling and Earth observation data

•

Numerical simulations of mesoscale atmospheric features and monsoon processes.

•

Satellite observations of the regional characteristics of ABL based on refractivity, thermodynamic, aerosol and cloud
profiles

•

Megha-Tropiques: Annual variation of cloud radiative forcing over the Tropics
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Figure 4: Structure Chart of MISDAT.

The decomposition in terms of major functional modules is
given below (Fig. 4)

The various processes of the MISDAT are
1.

Initialization of DSP peripherals.

2.

Read PCCU codes from PROM and initialize PCCU.

3.

Read default configuration from EEPROM, modify and
store configuration in RAM and send the same from
RAM to the PCCU.

4.

Read commands from PROM, modify and store the
same in RAM and send the commands from RAM to
the PCCU.

5.

Acquire data from the PCCU, verify the data and store
the same in RAM, circularly in 28 banks of size 2K
bytes each.

6.

Transfer the data through BDH if a memory bank is full.

7.

Receive 16-bit Telecommands.

8.

Update status of the PCCU communication and received
Telecommand number through 8-bit digital Telemetry.

9.

Process received Telecommand
configuration accordingly.
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To simulate the services and interfaces of the Telemetry,
Telecommand and Bus Data Handling (BDH) units of
the Spacecraft, an ACTEL FPGA kit based system was
developed. This spacecraft simulator (Fig. 5) was interfaced
with the OSMOT card and was used to give Telecommands,
to receive science data through the BDH interface, and also
to receive payload Telemetry data.

Figure 5: Spacecraft Interface simulator
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Figure 6: MENCA Checkout System.

The MENCA checkout system handles the telemetry signals
(both analog and digital) and raw science data output.
The tele-commanding system is also dealt with by the
checkout system. For all the laboratory level and integrated
tests, science data, telemetry (both analog and digital) and
telecommands from/to the payload are routed through the
Spacecraft Interface Simulator of MENCA (SISoM). These
are also sent to the payload through SISoM, designed and
developed in-house in line with the spacecraft interface
modules for MENCA payload.
Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the entire system. The
two digital telemetry channels (TM1 & TM2) and the two
BDH (BDH1 & BDH2) interfaces for science data shown in
the diagram indicate the redundancy provided in the payload.
The checkout software is designed to handle science data
(both BDH1 and BDH2), analog telemetry, digital telemetry
(TM1 and TM2) and tele-command (TC). As the update rate
and data processing of each of these interfaces is different, the
entire checkout software is developed as seven independent
modules in LabVIEW. It has three modules:

1.

Telemetry Handling module (TH_MENCA), which
receives the five analog telemetry channels and both the
main and redundant 8- bit digital telemetry channels.

2.

Science Data Handling module (SDH_MENCA),
which receives the raw science data from MENCA
and performs the engineering conversion to generate a
science data plot and payload HK information.

3.

Tele-command service (TCS_MENCA) provides a user
friendly interface for executing the telecommands and
converting it to corresponding hex code values before
sending to MENCA.
All the modules are designed in LabVIEW 10.0 and
use the SISoM and PCI 8430/4 (RS 232 extender
card) to interface with the payload for all the ground
level and integrated tests. All these major modules are
developed to be mutually exclusive and hence can be
tested individually also. A few of the important HK
parameters are displayed on the screen. These include
Payload identification; Model of payload; Filament
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implementation. The output of the digital receiver, fed with a
known frequency-shifted carrier to simulate the actual signal,
is tested in the processing module using MatLab for positive
and negative Doppler shifts and the spectra obtained are
shown in Fig. 23. The implementation of 512 point FFT in
FPGA is in progress.

Setting up and Maintenance of ARFINET
ARFINET is a national network of atmospheric aerosol
observatories. Each observatory is equipped with a number
of dedicated scientific instruments including the in-house

Figure 22: HF Radar GUI front panel

Figure 23: Screen shot of the output spectra

Partial Reflection Radar
The development of a new Receiver and Digital Data
Acquisition system for the in-house built PR Radar, was
outsourced. A preliminary design review was conducted
at SPL where the details were discussed and finalised. The
development is in progress. As per the status furnished by
the vendor, the DSP/FPGA firmware and software have been
tested with the hardware platforms available. Currently the
development of the final hardware board for the target system
is progressing and the delivery is expected August 2013.

developed Multi-wavelength Radiometer (MWR), which
is the workhorse of the observatories. This activity calls
for uninterrupted operation of the network, maintenance,
refurbishment, housekeeping, and augmentation besides
ensuring regular data-transfer to SPL. The major activities
during the current year include:
o Refurbishment of
Multi-wavelength Radiometers
with standalone control and DA systems at Andhra
University, Visakhapatnam; IIRS, Dehradun; ARIES
Nainital, and IISc Bangalore and
o Re-commissioning the ARFI laboratory at IIA, Hanle.
(Fig. 24)
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Figure 24: ARFI Laboratory at Hanle

Fabrication of Multi-wavelength Radiometer
The in-house built Multi-wavelength radiometer (MWR)
is used for the optical characterization of aerosols in terms
of the columnar spectral aerosol optical depth. To meet the
additional requirements from ARFI project, the fabrication
of new MWRs has been initiated. The fabrication of first four
units has been completed. These are ready for installation
(Fig.25).

Figure 26: (top) Data disseminator and Archival unit, (bottom)
Software installed at ARFI Data center at SPL.

Figure 25: Multi-wavelength Radiometers ready for installation

Fabrication and installation automatic data disseminator
and archival system (ADAS)
An automatic data disseminator and archival system
(ADAS) (Fig. 26) has been designed and developed for
aerosol observatories of ARFINET. The fabrication and
installation of ADAS has been initiated and eight units
have been installed at different ARFINET stations. With a
view to streamlining the development and test activities,
the electronics laboratory has been refurbished with modern
amenities (Fig 27).
Solar Power plant for Mobile ARFI laboratory
As a part of ARFI project a mobile aerosol laboratory has
been setup at Challakere in Karnataka. Since the laboratory
is at a remote location there was shortage of power to operate
the scientific instruments. A 2 KW solar power plant has
been setup to provide power to the mobile laboratory.
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Figure 27: A view of the refurbished electronics Lab.
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Development of RS422 to RS232 converter for Ultra
Sonic Anemometer for NOBLE project:
Fast response (25 Hz) sonic anemometers have been
installed at TERLS under NOBLE activity to estimate the
wind speed and wind direction of the three orthogonal wind
components and temperature. The RS422 to RS232 interface
module developed in-house enables acquisition of the data
from the sonic anemometers and protects the system against
electrical surges and enable round the clock operation (Fig.
28). Similar type of interfacing modules have been developed
for sonic anemometers deployed at Andhra University
Visakhapatnam (2Nos) and SK University Anantapur
(2Nos) network stations in order to record continuously
the fast response data from the remote instrument. Design
of Schematic and layout for the same is done using Proteus
ECAD software. Other co-located instruments at ATS,
TERLS like SODAR, Micro Rain Radar, Disdrometer,
Automatic Weather Station, Sonic anemometer and GPS
Pisharoty sondes were operated and data were archived.

and data acquisition unit, and a screen shot of the GUI based
data display system. The laboratory model of this system has
been developed and tested

Figure: 29 Portable Night Time photometer with control unit &
Program Flow chart on the left and Screen shot of GUI software
on the right

Ionosonde
The Digisonde Portable Sounder (DPS-4) was maintained
operational throughout the year in TERLS. The data is being
archived on DVDs for future use.
RaBIT (Radio Beacon for Ionospheric Tomography) &
CRABEX

Figure 28: RS 422-232 convertor

Portable Night time Photometer
A USB based data acquisition and control unit
was developed for the portable five wavelength, nighttime
photometer, which enables selection of filter (wavelength)
and control, data acquisition and storage of data, along with
relevant parameter like time and Filter number and saved to
the selected drive of computer with appropriate filename.
Figure 29 shows the photometer, the flowchart of the control

The Payload Operating Centre (POC) at SPL is maintained
regularly for two-way data transfer with ISSDC. As part
of extension of the present chain of ground receivers, a
new station is installed at Aryabhatta Research Institute of
Observational Sciences (ARIES), Nainital, re-instating the
network chain of five receiver stations .
High Vacuum Space Simulation Facility (HVSSF)
A High Vacuum Space Simulation Facility (HVSSF) is
operational at SPL since June 2012, for testing and calibration
of the space borne scientific payloads. The facility consists
of a 1-m class high vacuum chamber equipped with got
multiple ports, remote controlled job manipulator, SCADA
system for control and provision for baking from external
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heaters and sub systems required for the tests. It can attain
an ultimate vacuum of 1×10-7 mbar within four hours. This
facility was maintained and extensively used for MENCA
characterization, calibration, burn-in and gas insertion tests

Mechanical engineering works
•

•

Design, Fabrication and assembly of Multiwavelength
Night time photometer system consisting of Filter wheel,
Bearing and gear assembly for controlling the rotation
of filter wheel, opto-mechanical mounting for system
optics, PMT holder and stand and Instrumentation
chassis for its control unit.

detection and Air flow measurements.
•

Soil temperature & soil moisture profiler and its data
logger along with solar panel,Net radiation sensor,
Pyronometer and Pyrgeometer and of GPS Antenna.

•

Installation of 2.9m Astrodome for ARFI observatory
including integration of rotation and shutter control
mechanism.

•

AutoCAD drawing: Mechanical drawings for all
above mentioned activities were generated using
AutoCAD. The drawings were generated as per
measurement provided by the user after discussing
requirement with them.

Design of a High Altitude Aerosol Sampler for ARFI
Project, Gas flow sensor fixing arrangement for Flow

FUTURE...
ATD has taken up development of ENWi and LP payloads for the future rocket experiments. Development of PLEX and PAPA
payloads for the planetary missions are given priority considering the opportunities offered by L1 mission. Ground based
experiments proposed for execution during the 12th Five Year plan include Integrated Lidar System, VHF radar and Wind profiler.
The payloads CHASTE and RAMBHA for the lander module of Chandrayaan-2 are also actively pursued in SPL with the help of
other entities in ISRO.
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Technical Report
1.

Windows based GUI Data Acquisition System for Day Glow Photometer ISRO-VSSC-TR-0372-0-12

Internal Reports
1.

Science Plan for the MENCA payload aboard the Mars Orbiter Mission : PR-MENCA-SCOB-1

2.

Potting Plan for MENCA Electronics : PR-MENCA-Potting

3.

Preliminary Design Review Document of MENCA: PR-MENCA-PDR

4.

Report on the IR-Thermography of MENCA : PR-MENCA-IR-1

5.

Test Plan Document to Evaluate the Cold Temperature Performance of the Filament of the MENCA payload : PR-MENCA-TPCOLDFIL-1

6.

Report on the Filament Endurance Test of the MENCA Payload : PR-MENCA-FIL-TR-1

7.

Configuration Control Document of the MENCA Payload : TTCP-S-281

8.

Assembly, Integration and Testing (AIT) document of the MENCA payload in the Mars Orbiter Mission (ver-1) : PR-MENCA-AIT-1

9.

MENCA On-Orbit Operational Requirements : PR-MENCA-OOR-1

10. Flight Operation Plan Document for MENCA payload aboard Mars Orbiter Mission : PR-MENCA-FOP-1
11. Quality Assurance and Implementation Plan for the MENCA payload for Mars Orbiter Mission : PR-MENCA-QA
12. Radiation (TID) Test of the MENCA PCCU : Test Report : PR-MENCA-TID-1
13. Pre-Shipment Review (PSR) Document of the MENCA Payload : MENCA-PSR-01

Presentations in Symposia/Workshops/Conferences
International
Tirtha Pratim Das :
1.

Study of Lunar Atmosphere by CHACE aboard Chandrayaan-1: A Follow-up by The CHACE-2 onboard Chandrayaan-2, 39th COSPAR
Scientific Assembly, 14 to 22 July 2012,Mysore, India.

2.

International Workshop on Planetary Atmospheres, 23 to 24 July 2012 at PRL, Ahmedabad

National
P Sreelatha, Sakunthala S Pillai, Simulation of multi carrier spread spectrum system using LabVIEW, Student Research Symposium
(SRS), International Conference on Advances in Computing, Communications and Informatics (ICACCI’12), 3 – 5 August 2012,
Chennai, India

Invited Lectures
1.

Tirtha Pratim Das : Chandrayaan-1 : India’s first Mission to Moon; delivered at the Srinivas Institute of Technology; Mangalore on 22
September 2012.

2.

Tirtha Pratim Das : Past and Future of the Planet earth : Do our neighbour planets have the clue ? Delivered at National Seminar on
Impact of Global Warming and Climate Change (22 to 23 February 2013) , at Christ University, Trivandrum Campus, on 23 February
2013.

Chief Guest and Resource Person
Tirtha Pratim Das; Guest of Honour and Resource Person ; during the inauguration of the ISTE chapter at the Srinivas Institute of
Technology, Mangalore, on 22 September 2012

Academic Projects
B. Tech project : 4
M Tech. : 1
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ADMIN

Office and
Administrative Support

Majority of official and administrative tasks of SPL are supported by the VSSC ADMIN. Besides
this, specefic requirements of SPL in day-to-day affairs are met by the ADMIN team mebers of
SPL.
ADMIN TEAM:

Suseela P. R.
Geetha C.
Watson
Sisira R.
Salini M. S.
Shiji N. D.
Vijayan T. K.
Anjali N.
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